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Abstract
This thesis deals with femtosecond broadband spectroscopy in the visible regime, which
is used to study strongly correlated electron systems. The materials that were studied are
high-temperature cuprate superconductors of various dopings and the charge-density wave
material tantalum disulfide. Central results comprise the coherent excitation and the detection
of a charge fluctuation of the superconducting condensate in optimally doped lanthanum
strontium cuprate, the quantification of the electron-phonon coupling in lanthanum cuprate,
including the description of a method to directly extract matrix elements from the time-
resolved experiments, the observation of spectroscopic evidence for paired electrons far above
the superconducting transition temperature in neodymium barium cuprate, and a detailed
study of coherent phonons associated with the charge ordering in tantalum disulfide.
Key words: femtosecond broadband spectroscopy, correlated electron systems, high-tem-
perature cuprate superconductors, charge density waves
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Zusammenfassung
Thema dieser Arbeit ist die Untersuchung stark korrelierter Elektronensysteme mittels Femto-
sekunden-Breitbandspektroskopie im sichtbaren Spektralbereich. Bei den untersuchten Ma-
terialien handelt es sich um Kuprate verschiedener Dotierungen sowie das Ladungsdichtewel-
lenmaterial Tantaldisulfid. Die zentralen Ergebnisse der Arbeit sind die Anregung und Beob-
achtung einer kohärenten Fluktuation des supraleitenden Kondensates in Lanthan-Strontium-
Kupferoxid optimaler Dotierung, die Quantifizierung der Elektron-Phonon-Kopplung in
Lanthan-Kupferoxid inklusive der Entwicklung einer Methode zur direkten Bestimmung
von Phonon-Matrixelementen anhand der zeitaufgelösten Messungen, der spektroskopische
Nachweis gepaarter Elektronen weit oberhalb der kritischen Temperatur in Neodymium-
Barium-Kupferoxid und eine umfassende Untersuchung der mit der Ladungsdichtewelle
assoziierten kohärenten Phononen in Tantaldisulfid.
Stichwörter: Femtosekunden-Breitbandspektroskopie, korrelierte Elektronensysteme, Kuprat-
Hochtemperatursupraleiter, Ladungsdichtewellen
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1 Introduction
“And he that breaks a thing to find out what it is has left the path of wisdom.”
— J. R. R. TOLKIEN, The Fellowship of the Ring
The use of light in the study of nature has a long-standing history. Next to the obvious choice
of direct observation through imaging, the concept of optical spectroscopy, the study of the
interaction of an object with light of a well-defined energy, has become a highly important
scientific tool. The term literally describes the possibility to see the “essence” of an object,
rather than just observing the object itself. The ability to study materials in a contact-free,
non-destructive manner has become an indispensable tool in many fields of modern physics.
In solid state physics, the ready availability of femtosecond light pulses made possible by the
development of passively mode-locked Ti:sapphire lasers three decades ago [Martinez et al.,
1984] has been a major step forward. It is now possible to study coherent and incoherent
electronic and bosonic excitations in solids on their inherent timescale, and to disentangle
them based on the separation of their relaxation times. The experimental implementation of
this is realized in the form of pump-probe experiments, in which a train of intense pump pulses
excites a sample, while a second train of much weaker probe pulses that have a well-defined
time delay with respect to the pump pulses investigates the changes of the sample. The time
interval between two pump pulses is chosen large enough for the sample to relax to its original
state, and care is taken that none of its properties are permanently altered by the pulses. A
complete time evolution of the sample response is obtained by repeating the experiment at all
designated time delays. This measurement technique is conceptually very similar to modern
high-speed photography, which overcomes the limitations of mechanical shutter times by
keeping the object in a dark environment, and illuminating it in a stroboscopic manner by a
short light pulse. Using time-resolved experiments, physicists have learned a great deal about
the microscopic processes in complex solid state systems like superconducting or magnetic
materials. However, the vast majority of these experiments have been performed using a single
laser energy, often simply the 1.55 eV that are produced by the mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser.
A logical step forward is the combination of measurements on the ultrafast timescale with
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the abundance of information provided by spectroscopy, made possible by the generation of
broadband laser pulses spanning a wide range of energies.
An important aspect throughout this thesis is the use of a comprehensive approach to optical
experiments. The mentioned broadband experiments, conducted over a probe range in the
visible, will be used to study incoherent particle excitations, and to gain access to optical
constants and quantities like the transient spectral weight by exploiting the spectroscopic
nature of the experiments. Supporting time-resolved experiments by static data, preferably
ellipsometry measurements, allows to establish a proper model of the studied system. It will
be shown that the possibility to trigger coherent fluctuations can be used as a tool to obtain
further information on the physics of a material, by studying its response to the coherent
low-energy excitation. This gives access to the resonant behavior of a material, which can
be exploited in further experiments, for example in order to achieve transient control of a
material. Another interesting option is the possibility to combine the broadband data with
higher resolution single-wavelength experiments in an energy region of interest, or to combine
reflectivity and magnetic measurements. Altogether, this provides a powerful set of tools to
study solid state systems.
The samples studied in this thesis all belong to the class of strongly correlated electron systems.
Their physics is governed by the strong interactions of their electrons, leading to a variety
of truly fascinating and equally complex phenomena. Prime examples of manifestations of
strong correlations are superconductivity, charge ordering, and magnetism. Although all these
phenomena have been intensely studied over the past decades, their understanding is mostly
limited to very simple models, and even those are often not analytically solvable. Correlated
systems therefore seem like a rewarding field of study for the experimental tools provided by
ultrafast broadband spectroscopy. The notion of strongly correlated materials is in itself a bit
curious, because it implies the existence of materials in which electrons can be described as
independent. While there will be no time to expand on this, it should be noted that the reason
for this lies in the tremendous success of the description of simpler materials like metals
in such a framework of independent electrons. The concept behind this is the description
in terms of quasiparticles within the Landau Fermi liquid theory [Landau et al., 1980]. In
short, the Pauli principle leads to a scenario that can be described by a renormalization of
the materials’ carriers in terms of objects that behave as if they were independent particles,
named quasiparticles. This concept will be used extensively in the discussion of results on
cuprate superconductors that takes up a large part of the thesis.
The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 gives an overview of the theoretical concepts
and conventions used throughout the thesis. Chapter 3 provides a detailed explanation of the
experiments and their analysis. The experimental results taken on cuprate superconductors
and on the charge-ordered tantalum disulfide are presented and discussed in chapters 4 and 5,
respectively. Chapter 6 concludes with a summary and some remarks on possible future works.
2
2 Theoretical Considerations
This chapter provides an overview of the theoretical concepts used throughout this thesis.
Some of the topics that are mentioned could fill a whole thesis all by themselves, so the
discussion is limited to the core concepts, and references for further reading are given.
2.1 Optical constants
Before going through the various concepts used within this thesis, it is necessary to mention
a few definitions. Most of the conventions that are used in the following are taken from the
book by Dressel and Grüner [Dressel and Grüner, 2002].
As known from Maxwell’s equations, applying an electric field E to a solid causes a displace-
ment (field) D of the form
D = ε ·E = (1+4piχ) ·E = E +4pi ·P. (2.1)
Here, ε= ε1+ iε2 is the complex permittivity, χ is the (dielectric) susceptibility, and P is the
polarization density. Throughout this thesis, ε is treated as completely interchangeable with
the conductivity σ known from the microscopic form of Ohm’s law,
j =σ ·E ,
the relation between them being
ε= 1+ 4pii
ω
·σ. (2.2)
Optical techniques are immensely powerful in the study of solid state physics, because they
allow to determine physical quantities like ε (or σ) of almost any material in a non-invasive
manner and with high precision. However, many techniques only measure either the real or
imaginary part of ε or σ. Since these functions are analytic, it is possible to obtain their other
part via a Kramers-Kronig (KK) transformation [Dressel and Grüner, 2002]. It should be noted
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that this procedure is only reliable inside the frequency range of the experiment.
Extensive discussions of the bountiful applications of optical spectroscopy to solids exist
elsewhere [Grüninger, 1999, Carbone, 2007, Devereaux and Hackl, 2007], so the discussion
here will be limited to one concept that will be of importance later on in this thesis, the spectral
weight SW . This quantity is defined as the integral over the real part σ1(ω) of the conductivity.
When integrating over the whole frequency range, the integral is proportional to the number
N of optically excited electrons, divided by their effective mass m∗:
SW =
∞∫
0
dω′σ1(ω′)= pie
2
2m∗
·N ≡
ω2p
8
(2.3)
This integral is called the f-sum-rule in optics, and the quantity
ωp =
√
4piNe2
m∗
is the plasma frequency, below which the optical response of a material is dominated by the
screening effect of the free electrons, as introduced in Drude theory [Dressel and Grüner,
2002]. Intuitively, if the integral is instead performed over a finite frequency range [ω1,ω2], the
integral is proportional to the effective number Neff of carriers taking part in transitions in the
measured frequency interval:
SW (ω1,ω2)=
ω2∫
ω1
dω′σ1(ω′)= pie
2
2m∗
·Neff (2.4)
Since the latter form matches a typical experimental scenario, where conductivity data is
acquired over a limited spectral range, Eq. (2.4) proves very useful in tracking the energy
shift of electronic occupancy as a function of experimental parameters, e.g. temperature or
pressure. A special application for superconductors is the so-called Tinkham-Ferrell sum
rule [Ferrell and Glover, 1958], which states that in a superconductor the total value of SW
is given by the sum of the contribution of paired electrons at ω= 0 and that of any unpaired
electrons,
SW =
∞∫
0
dω′
(
σ(SC )1 (ω
′)+σ(n)1 (ω′)
)
. (2.5)
2.2 Time-resolved spectroscopy
Spectroscopy offers a great deal of information, because the electromagnetic nature of light
allows interaction with the electronic and magnetic degrees of freedom of a sample. It has
found widespread use in research, because it offers a non-invasive tool of analysis that is
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applicable to virtually any material whose properties are not permanently altered by the
interaction with light. In general, the interaction of light with a sample can be classified
according to the power of the electric field strength E present in the interaction. The most
common techniques rely on first order, dipole-allowed transitions like simple absorption, or
second order effects like Raman processes. Steady-state spectroscopy has been discussed in
detail in literature [Cardona and Güntherodt, 1982, Devereaux and Hackl, 2007, Grüninger,
1999, Carbone, 2007], and there is no room here to go into details. Instead, this thesis focuses
on ultrafast time-resolved experiments. The main difference between static and time-resolved
experiments is that the latter are typically performed in a pump-probe scheme, where a light
pulse is used to trigger dynamics in the sample under study, whereas a second, weaker pulse
is used to probe the sample response after a variable time delay. If the sample returns to its
original, unperturbed state between the arrival of two pump pulses, it is possible to repeat the
experiment for different time delays and thus reconstruct the sample response as a function
of time. The details of this technique are explained in chapter 3.3.
Time-resolved experiments have attracted a lot of interest in solid state physics with the ready
availability of sub-picosecond (ps) laser pulses from mode-locked lasers [Martinez et al., 1984].
Current commercial laser systems provide stable sources of ultrafast laser pulses of about
50 femtosecond (fs) duration, which can be further reduced with additional experimental
effort. The fs timescale is of significance, because it is the range of typical relaxation times
of electrons in solid state samples, allowing for the observation of electronic phenomena.
Time-resolved spectroscopic techniques offer several advantages over static spectroscopy, the
most important being the possibility to separate physical phenomena occurring on different
characteristic time scales, the possibility of coherent excitation, and the availability of phase
information. Conceptually, time-resolved spectroscopy is very similar to static techniques. As
a rule of thumb, any phenomenon that is observable in static spectroscopy is also accessible
in a time-resolved experiment, simply by averaging the data over a large time interval. An
example of this is the possibility to compare the Fourier transform of time-resolved reflectivity
data to static Raman data, which will be applied extensively in chapters 4 and 5. Conversely, a
phenomenon that has a very short life time will often be averaged out in a static experiment. An
example for the latter is the observation of short-lived electronic states that are not detectable
in static experiments. If the pump excitation of a gapped material occurs below the gap
energy, the response is naturally dominated by virtual, second-order interactions like the
Raman processes discussed in chapter 2.3. For above-gap excitations, the response comprises
first-order and second-order processes, and the interpretation of the signal is more involved.
Another important classification of experiments can be done in terms of the fluence of the
experiment, i.e. the energy per unit area of the pump beam. Generally speaking, there are three
regimes available in a pump-probe experiment: For low fluence, the experiment is suitable
to study electron-hole dynamics, Cooper pair and quasiparticle formation and relaxation,
and the generation of coherent phonons. This is the regime for the experiments presented
in this thesis. At higher fluence, anharmonic effects can be studied, or a metastable state
can be induced in the material. The control experiments that have recently been discussed
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(e.g. [Fausti et al., 2011, Stojchevska et al., 2014]) fall into this category. For very high fluence,
the material can be permanently altered, as done in laser ablation or shock compression
(e.g. [Acocella et al., 2010]).
An important step to understand the time-separation of physical phenomena mentioned
above is the interpretation of electronic excitations in terms of the two-temperature model
[Allen, 1987]. It is a simplified, semiclassical model developed to describe the equilibration
dynamics in metals in a pump-probe experiment. The electrons and the lattice are treated as
independent subsystems that behave like thermodynamic heat reservoirs. The photons of
the pump pulse are absorbed by a subset of electrons, which gain a very high kinetic energy.
These excited electrons scatter off the other electrons, leading to an internal relaxation of the
electronic system. In metals, typical electron-electron scattering times are on the order of
5 – 50 fs for excitation energies of 1 – 2 eV [Knorren et al., 2000], shorter than or comparable
to the duration of the laser pulse, so the process can often be neglected. The parameters
described by the model are the electronic temperature Te after the initial equilibration, and
the lattice (i.e. phonon) temperature Tl . The two-temperature-model assumes a simple linear
coupling constant γ caused by electron-phonon processes, leading to the rate equation
dTe
d t
=−γ · (Te −Tl ), γ> 0, (2.6)
and an equivalent expression for the lattice temperature Tl . From this equation it is evident
that the response to a δ-like excitation will follow an exponential decay for the electronic
temperature and a rise for the lattice temperature. The coupling constant γ is proportional
to the Eliashberg constant λ〈ω〉 in superconductivity [Poole Jr et al., 2007, ch. 7]. Similar
rate equations can be used for insulating systems if the excitation occurs above the gap. In
anisotropic systems it might be necessary to split the lattice system into a subsystem of prefer-
entially coupled phonons and a second system representing the remaining phonons [Mansart
et al., 2012]. In magnetic systems, the spins can be treated as a subsystem as well, and the
model is applicable to magnetization dynamics experiments [Koopmans, 2003]. While the two-
or three-temperature-models are not used within this thesis, they provide a simple argument
for the assumption that any observed relaxation dynamics can be fitted with a combination
of exponential decays governed by specific time constants. Also, it is important to note that
the different time constants of the relaxation dynamics give a temporal order to processes
observed in the experiments, and thus a means of separating different effects. As mentioned,
electronic processes occur very fast, and are typically completed after 100 fs. The electron-
phonon relaxation dynamics are often on the order of few ps [Allen, 1987]. Thermal relaxation
by diffusion, on the other hand, occurs with typical time constants of nanoseconds (ns), longer
than the time scale considered in this thesis. The experimental dynamics sometimes deviate
from the characterization of these basic phenomena due to bottleneck effects or contributions
by trapped carriers (cf. e.g. [Koopmans et al., 2010]), in which case the interpretation requires
additional input.
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2.3 Raman Scattering, ISRS and DECP
Raman scattering is the inelastic scattering of a photon by a crystal lattice or molecule vi-
bration [Cardona and Güntherodt, 1982].1 Considering the polarization density P = χE of
the scattering medium, it is a reasonable assumption that the susceptibility χ depends on a
number of intrinsic variables ξ. To first order in ξ, χ can be expanded as
χ=χ0+ ∂χ
∂ξ
ξ+ ∂χ
∂ξ∗
ξ∗. (2.7)
A simple example for such a variable ξ is the displacement of an ion within the crystal’s unit cell,
which can be dynamically altered by exciting a coherent phonon. In this case, ξ(t )= ξe−iωph t .
The time-dependent polarization response P (t ) to an electric field of the form E (t )= E0e−iω0t
is given by
P (t )= E0 ·
(
χ0e
−iω0t + ∂χ
∂ξ
ξe−i(ω0+ωph)t + ∂χ
∂ξ∗
ξ∗e−i(ω0−ωph)t
)
. (2.8)
Here, the zero-order term describes elastic (Rayleigh) scattering, while the first order terms
are for inelastic (Raman) scattering. The exponents ω0+ωph and ω0−ωph are the Stokes and
anti-Stokes contributions, signifying absorption and emission of a photon, respectively. The
quantity ∂χ∂ξ is called the Raman tensor, and will be of interest for both excitation and detection
of the oscillation. Note that in the following discussion contributions of higher order will be
neglected. These are relevant to hyper-Raman (third order in E) or wave-mixing experiments.
A special case of Raman scattering is Impulsive Stimulated Raman Scattering (ISRS) [Li et al.,
2013, Lorenzana et al., 2013, Stevens et al., 2002, Merlin, 1997]. Rewriting the dipole energy of
the polarized medium in terms of the induced electrostrictive force F (t), defined via Edip =∫
P (t )dE ≡−F (t ) ·ξ, the Hamiltonian
H =Hph −
1
2
χ0E
2−F (t ) ·ξ (2.9)
is obtained, where the phonon term Hph equals
1
2Π
2+ 12ωph 2ξ2, Π being the phonon’s mo-
mentum. F (t ) is thus given by
F (t )= 1
2
E(t )
∂χ(ω0)
∂ξ
E(t ), (2.10)
meaning that the electric field acts as the driving force of the phonon. The phonon dynamics
fulfill the simple equations of motion for a harmonic oscillator,
ξ¨+ωph 2ξ= F (t ), (2.11)
1 It will be discussed in chapter 4.2 that scattering off any coherent bosonic excitation can be treated in this
formalism.
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and the phonon coordinate ξ can be expressed via its Green’s function
ξ(t )=
t∫
−∞
F (t )
sin
(
ωph ·
(
t − t ′))
ωph
d t ′.
The complete Raman scattering cross section follows from the Golden rule [Cardona and
Güntherodt, 1982, Devereaux and Hackl, 2007], and is given by
dσ
dΩdω
= (ω0−ωph)
4V 2
(4pi)2c4
∣∣∣∣ei ∂χ(ω0)∂ξ e f
∣∣∣∣2 〈ξ2〉 ·δ(ω−ω0), (2.12)
where V is the sample volume and the ei and e f are the unit vectors indicating the polarization
of the incoming and outgoing electric fields. Note that the latter are collinear for the case of
ISRS, as can be seen from Eq. (2.10). This implies that using ISRS it is not possible to measure
a response containing only the off-diagonal elements of the Raman tensor. Furthermore, the
treatment of real materials will necessitate the introduction of damping terms in Eq. (2.11)
to account for energy equilibration processes. For a truly impulsive force F (t )= δ(t − t0), the
resulting coherent phonon dynamics is described by a sine wave, as compared to a displacive
(cosine-shaped) excitation for long-lived forces.
The induced oscillation can be observed in time-resolved optical experiments, because due to
ε= 1+4piχ (cf. Eq. (2.1)) it modulates the optical properties like
δ²(ω, t )=−4pi∑
X
∂χ
∂ξ
(ω)ξ(t ). (2.13)
It can be seen here that the same Raman tensor appears in the generation of the pulse by
ISRS as well as the detection process. In practice, ISRS can be triggered for any Raman active
excitation that possesses a non-zero matrix element at the excitation energy if the duration of
the scattering light pulse is sufficiently short. An extensive discussion of these mechanisms is
given in literature [Merlin, 1997, Stevens et al., 2002]. The situation is more complicated in
opaque materials, or equivalently when exciting a material above the gap. There, the Raman
tensor ∂χ∂ξ has to be replaced in the generation process by a tensor
∂pi
∂ξ incorporating the finite-
lifetime charge excitation allowed in this case [Riffe and Sabbah, 2007], as well as the virtual
excitations already contained in ∂χ∂ξ . Note that the latter tensor also becomes sensitive to
electronic correlations when the laser frequency is close to the resonance frequency of the
phonon. The difference between the two tensors is elaborated in detail in literature [Li et al.,
2013].
A third mechanism often discussed in this context is Displacive Excitation of Coherent Phonons,
or DECP [Zeiger et al., 1992]. Technically, DECP is a non-Raman process in which it is assumed
that a coherent phonon is triggered by a population of excited carriers n(t ). It is only possible to
trigger fully symmetric modes this way, and the generated phonon can often be distinguished
from one generated by ISRS in terms of its phase, since it follows a damped cosine function. It
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has been argued that the DECP mechanism is actually contained in the two-tensor description
of ISRS, which incorporates the effect of n(t ) [Garrett et al., 1996]. However, this is not quite
correct: A better classification divides the phenomena into Raman processes describable by
the ISRS formalism, for which the excitation can be impulsive or displacive, but is always
nonlinear in E , and non-Raman processes. The excitation of a coherent phonon due to an out-
of-equilibrium carrier population n(t ) excited by dipole-allowed transitions that is assumed in
the DECP formalism falls into the latter category. In principle, this formalism can also account
for impulsive generation of phonons, if n(t ) is sufficiently short-lived.
It should be noted that the validity of the description of phonon generation by the ISRS
mechanism is well-understood in basic semiconductors [Roeser et al., 2003, Kudryashov et al.,
2007]. The general applicability to strongly correlated systems is discussed within the scope
of this thesis, as discussed in chapter 4.3. Also, it should be stressed again that the above
treatment is valid to first order only, and nonlinear effects like the dependence of the Raman
tensor on the excitation strength or the incoherent excitations typically present in pump-
probe experiments will introduce subtle differences between the Raman tensors extracted
from those experiments when compared to conventional static Raman spectroscopy.
2.4 Superconductivity
The phenomenon of superconductivity is discussed at length in literature, so this chapter
serves only as a reminder and reference for the formulas used later on. The “type-I” form
of superconductivity was discovered in 1911 [Kamerlingh Onnes, 1911], shortly after it was
possible to liquefy Helium for the first time. This early date is remarkable in the light that
superconductivity is a purely quantum mechanical effect, and quantum mechanics had yet
to be developed in the decades to follow. Type-I superconductivity is characterized by three
phenomena:
1. The complete absence of electrical resistivity. Any current generated in an (unperturbed)
superconductor will last indefinitely.
2. The Meissner effect [Meissner and Ochsenfeld, 1933], or perfect diamagnetism. Any
magnetic field is expelled from a superconductor. In return, fields above a critical field
strength BC will destroy the superconducting state.
3. Closely related to the previous point, superconductivity is destroyed as well if the super-
conducting current exceeds a critical current density jC .
Type-II superconductivity differs from this by showing an incomplete Meissner effect. The
“conventional” form of superconductivity finds a beautiful explanation in the Bardeen-Cooper-
Schrieffer (BCS) theory [Bardeen et al., 1957, Poole Jr et al., 2007]: The Fermi electron gas
is unstable against the formation of Cooper pairs in the presence of any (weak) attractive
interaction between the electrons. In conventional BCS systems, this interaction is mediated
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by phonons. The Cooper pairs are bosonic quasiparticles, and thus are able to establish
phase coherence and condense into a macroscopic quantum state, the superconducting
condensate.2 This state is protected against the breaking of a pair by the energy gap ∆. The
assumption that the pairing is mediated by phonons was proven by experiments exploiting the
isotope effect [Maxwell, 1950, Reynolds et al., 1950], i.e. the specific manipulation of phonon
energies upon substitution of an element by one of its isotopes.
The (reduced) BCS Hamiltonian can be written as
HBC S =
∑
k,σ
ξk nkσ−
∑
k
(∆c†−k↓c
†
k↑+h.c.), (2.14)
where ξk = ²k −µ is the band energy measured from the Fermi level, ∆ is the gap energy, and
the operator c†kσ creates an electron with spin σ and wavevector k. The resulting BCS wave
function can be written as
|Ψ〉 =∏
k
(uk+ vkc†k↑c†-k↓) |0〉 , (2.15)
where |0〉 represents the vacuum state. For each pair of states (k ↑, -k ↓) the wave function
is a quantum mixture of the pair being empty (with amplitude uk) and being fully occupied
(with amplitude vk). Note that the BCS problem is solved using a Bogoliubov transforma-
tion [Bogoliubov et al., 1959]. If a pair is broken, the resulting quasiparticle is a mixture of
an electron and a hole, and is called Bogoliubov quasiparticle. This term will persistently
appear in the discussion of the results on cuprates in chapter 4. It should further be noted
that Eq. (2.14) describes a potential with full rotational symmetry, called an s-wave potential,
whereas the cuprate superconductors discussed in chapter 4 are d-wave systems, i.e. the
gap symmetry follows that of a d-orbital. Cuprate superconductors are type-II superconduc-
tors [Poole Jr et al., 2007], and fundamentally different from BCS systems, because they are
highly anisotropic layered materials: Conductivity is high in the layers, but strongly reduced
for transport across layers. In the superconducting state, Cooper pairs can can travel between
layers by Josephson tunneling, and the associated plasma resonance is called the Josephson
plasmon [Orenstein, 2006]. Coming back to the general BCS case, the theory of supercon-
ductivity bears an inherent structural similarity to the description of magnetism, which was
exploited by Anderson [Anderson, 1958] to rewrite Eq. (2.14) in terms of so-called pseudospins.
This analogy will be explained and applied in the discussion of the generation of coherent
oscillations of the superconducting condensate in chapter 4.2.
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Figure 2.1 – Crystal structure of La2−x Srx CuO4 (left) and YBa2Cu3O7−δ (right), being examples
of the 214 (perovskite) structure and the 123 structure, respectively. The Cu atom in the Cu-O
layer is surrounded by six O atoms in tetragonal configuration in the perovskite structure,
while for the 123 compound the unit cell contains two Cu-O layers in which the Cu atom is
surrounded by five O atoms in a pyramidal configuration.
2.5 Electronic structure of cuprates
Most of the data presented in this thesis deal with cuprate superconductors. Therefore, it is
helpful to have a look at the electronic structure of cuprates in general, which is well studied.
A lot about it can be deduced from the crystal structure common to all cuprates. Cuprates
are layered, quasi-two-dimensional materials, i.e. they generally show strong anisotropy. The
unit cell of all cuprates comprises one or more CuO2 planes that are fundamental to the
physics of the material class. Three prototypical systems are Lanthanum Strontium Cuprate
(La2−x Srx CuO4, or LaSCO), Yttrium Barium Cuprate (YBa2Cu3O7−δ, or YBCO), and Bismuth
Strontium Calcium Cuprate (Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ, or BiSCCO). They are often designated as
belonging to the 214-, 123- and 2212-family, respectively, based on the ratio of elements in their
empirical formula. Figure 2.1 shows the two structures relevant for this thesis, represented by
LaSCO and YBCO. The Cu atom in the Cu-O layer is surrounded by six O atoms in tetragonal
configuration in the 214 (perovskite) structure, while for the 123 compound the unit cell
contains two Cu-O layers in which the Cu atom is surrounded by five O atoms in a pyramidal
configuration. It should be noted that the crystal structures depicted in Fig. 2.1 correspond to
the high-temperature phase. At low temperatures, the system undergoes an orthorhombic
phase distortion that leads to a difference in lattice parameters a and b and a tilting of the
coordination polyhedron of the in-plane Cu atom, quadrupling the size of the unit cell (see
e.g. [Sugai, 1989]).
2 Note that in light of the results discussed in chapter 4.4, the term ’Cooper pairs’ is used to denote bosonic
quasiparticles comprised of two interacting electrons, even if there is no macroscopic phase coherence between
them, and thus, no superconductivity.
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Figure 2.2 – Schematic representation of the relevant orbitals in a Cu-O plane. Shown are the
Cu atoms (large, red) with the 3dx2−y2 orbitals, and the O atoms (small, blue) with the 2px and
2py orbitals. Shading of the orbitals indicates the phase of their wave function.
The physics of cuprates can be understood in a simplified approach as being caused by the
interplay of two effects: the electronic correlations in the Cu-O planes, which are determined
by the hybridization of the copper 3d orbitals and the oxygen 2p orbitals, and the effect of
the out-of-plane structure that can vastly influence the properties of the Cu-O planes [Röhler,
1996]. To zeroth order, the effect of the out-of-plane structure can be understood as a doping of
the Cu-O plane. Note that the cuprates discussed in this thesis are hole-doped, i.e. the number
of carriers in the Cu-O plane is increased by substitution of (highly polarizable) elements in
the apical structure and/or an increase of the oxygen content of the sample. The out-of-plane
structure of cuprates shows strong electron-phonon coupling to the Cu-O planes [Reedyk and
Timusk, 1992], even though phonons do not seem to play a significant role in the emergence
of superconductivity in cuprates, as discussed in chapter 4.1. It is also important to note that
doped holes preferably occupy the oxygen 2px,y orbitals in the Cu-O layers, as was shown
by x-ray absorption spectroscopy [Chen et al., 1992]. The exact effects of doping, however,
turn out to be quite complicated. The following overview is limited to the very basic concepts
necessary to understand the ongoing discussion of cuprate physics. A good starting point is
the electronic structure of the undoped Cu-O plane, illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The relevant orbitals
for the bonding of the Cu-O layer are the 3dx2−y2 orbital for copper and the 2px,y orbital for
oxygen. The electronic clouds are sketched in between the atoms, and the shading of the
orbitals indicates the phase of the wave function. Note that the 3dx2−y2 orbitals experience a
strong tetragonal (D4h) crystal field splitting. The electronic character of the Cu-O plane is
determined by two energies, the Coulomb repulsion U , which is strongly screened [van den
Brink et al., 1995, van den Brink and Sawatzky, 2000], and the transfer integral (“hopping
parameter”) ti j signifying the energy cost of transferring an electron from site i to site j .
A basic description of the physics arising from the interplay of t and U is given by the Hubbard
model
H =−t ∑
<i j>
σ
(
C †iσC jσ+h.c.
)
+U∑
i
ni↑ni↓ (2.16)
that was proposed to adequately describe the common properties of cuprates [Anderson,
1958]. Here, C †iσ and C jσ are the creation and annihilation operators for a hole. The first
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term describes the energy gain by electron hopping; the sum < i j > runs over pairs of nearest
neighbors only. Notice that this term favors the antiferromagnetic order seen in the cuprate
parent compounds: The energy gain is largest if every electron’s nearest neighbors all have
the opposite spin, which allows the electron to hop to their site. The Coulomb repulsion
embodied by the second term instead favors single occupancy. Note that U has a strictly
local (on-site) character, assuming strong screening as proposed by Mott [Mott, 1968]. A
common approximation of the Hubbard model is the t-J model [Spalek, 2007]. In the limit of
strong coupling, U À t , the expansion of the Hubbard model regarding only nearest-neighbor
interaction yields
H =−t ∑
<i j>
σ
(
B †iσB jσ+h.c.
)
+ J ∑
<i j>
(
Si ·S j −
ni n j
4
)
. (2.17)
Here, the operator B (†)iσ =C (†)iσ (1−niσ) projects out the doubly-occupied sites that are excluded
in the model, and Si =C †iασαβCiβ is the spin operator defined using the Pauli matrix σαβ. The
strength of the exchange coupling J is given by J = 4t 2/U . A more detailed treatment of the
exchange coupling leads to the Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson rules (see e.g. [Zaanen and
Sawatzky, 1987]).
The real situation in cuprates is described much more accurately by the three-band Hubbard
model [Emery, 1987]. It takes into account the strong hybridization between the Cu dx2−y2
and O 2px,y orbitals that are depicted in Fig. 2.2. The full model reads
H =εd
∑
i ,σ
ndi ,σ+εp
∑
j ,σ
npi ,σ+
∑
<i j>
σ
t pdi j
(
D†iσP jσ+h.c.
)
+ ∑
< j j ′>
σ
t ppj j ′
(
P †jσP j ′σ+h.c.
)
+Ud
∑
i
ndi↑n
d
i↓+Up
∑
j
npj↑n
p
j↓+Upd
∑
<i j>
σ,σ′
ndiσn
p
jσ′ .
(2.18)
Structurally, the model is very similar to the Hubbard model from Eq. (2.16): The operators
D (†)iσ and P
(†)
jσ annihilate (create) holes in the copper 3d and oxygen 2p orbitals and the hopping
parameter t takes on different values for hopping from p to d sites and p to p sites. Also, the
Coulomb repulsion is different for on-site (Up , Ud ) and intersite (Upd ) repulsion. Note that
the energy of the charge-transfer (CT) from Cu to O is given by
∆= εCu −εO = εd −εp . (2.19)
This equation will be used in the discussion of the parent compound lanthanum cuprate in
chapter 4.3.
Depending on the relative strength of Coulomb repulsion and hopping strength, several sce-
narios can be realized in cuprates, illustrated by the Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen scheme [Zaanen
et al., 1985; 1986, Damascelli et al., 2003] shown in Fig. 2.3: As mentioned, hybridization plays
a strong effect. When completely neglecting correlations (i.e. |U |¿ 1), it would split up the Cu
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(c) (d)
Figure 2.3 – Adapted from [Damascelli et al., 2003, Fig. 13]. Density of states for cuprates in the
Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen scheme. (a) bonding (B), antibonding (AB) and non-bonding (NB)
states in a square lattice for negligible correlations, |U |¿ 1, (b) Mott insulator, ∆>U >W , (c)
CT insulator, U >∆>W , (d) appearance of triplet and Zhang-Rice singlet in the CT insulator
due to hybridization. Shaded areas indicate occupied states.
3dx2−y2 -O 2px,y hybrid orbital into bonding, non-bonding and antibonding orbitals (panel
(a)). The material would be conducting due to the partial filling of the antibonding orbital.
The effect of U is to split the antibonding orbital into the Upper and Lower Hubbard Bands
(UHB/LHB). If U is smaller than the CT energy ∆, but larger than the width W of the Hubbard
bands, the material becomes a Mott insulator (panel (b)). Instead, if U becomes larger than ∆,
the LHB is pushed below the states originating from the oxygen 2p-orbitals, the system turns
insulating with a band gap determined by the CT energy ∆, and is thus called a charge-transfer
insulator (panel (c)). This is the case in cuprates, and the parent compound LCO discussed
in chapter 4.3 is indeed a CT insulator. Lastly, the bonding band was long thought to be split
into a singlet state at EF and lower-lying triplet states (panel (d)) due to hybridization with
the UHB. The role of the so-called Zhang-Rice singlet and the validity of the one-band model
it is derived from are still debated in literature [Lau et al., 2011, Ebrahimnejad et al., 2014].
It should be noted that Fig. 2.3 is more of an artist’s impression than a realistic scenario. In
reality the different bands drawn in the figure are not separated, but overlap. The d-bands in
particular easily spread out over several eV [Eskes and Sawatzky, 1988].
The above models have all been derived starting from the undoped Cu-O plane, and succeed
in describing the general characteristics of cuprates. However, the situation becomes more
complex upon increasing the doping. Figure 2.4 displays experimental and computational
results for the in-plane conductivity σ⊥c of the prototypical La2−x Srx CuO4 system in the
normal state. The undoped parent compound is an antiferromagnetic (AFM) CT insulator
with the CT peak around 2.1 eV. Upon doping, the system becomes increasingly metallic, and
the CT peak is significantly broadened. In addition to the Drude peak, a mid-IR feature, which
is attributed to charge ordering, appears around 1 eV. The description becomes more involved
when considering both the temperature- and doping dependence, leading to the full phase
diagram in Fig. 2.5, as discussed in literature [Varma, 2010]. The schematic phase diagram
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Figure 2.4 – (a) Adapted from [Sugai et al., 2013]. In-plane optical conductivity σ⊥c of
La2−x Srx CuO4 as a function of doping, obtained from reflectivity data via Kramers-Kronig
transformation. (b) Adapted from [Lorenzana and Seibold, 2003]. Cluster calculation of σ⊥c as
a function of doping, assuming charge-ordering in the form of stripes. The cluster size and
(where applicable) inter-stripe distance are given in the labels.
shown here only contains the most important phases, and the exact features are still heavily
debated. The antiferromagnetic CT insulating state shows its maximum Néel temperature
T 0N for zero doping. T
0
N is typically above room temperature; for lanthanum cuprate the
maximum value is 340 K [Kastner et al., 1998]. The AFM state is extremely susceptible to
doping, and vanishes already for low values of x = 0.02. It is thus a suitable measure for low
doping concentrations. For larger dopings, a dome-shaped superconducting state emerges,
with the maximum transition temperature T 0C lying just below x = 0.16. For La2−x Srx CuO4, this
maximum temperature is about 39 K, but much higher temperatures can be achieved. The first
TC value above 77 K, the nitrogen boiling point, was reported for YBa2Cu3O7−δ with a transition
temperature of TC ≈ 97 K [Wu et al., 1987]. A striking feature of the superconducting phase of
cuprates is the fact that, in contrast to the classical BCS systems described in chapter 2.4, the
superconducting order parameter shows a d-wave symmetry [Scalapino, 1995, Damascelli
et al., 2003], i.e. the gap has a fourfold symmetry in k-space. An interesting region is the
doping regime below the optimum doping. The cuprates in general exhibit a charge-density
wave state in this region, assumed to be one-dimensional, i.e. stripe-like [Lorenzana and
Seibold, 2003]. Notice that there is a “dent” in the dome on the underdoped side. This is
most likely an effect of competition between charge ordering and superconductivity. In the
same underdoped region, but at a temperature T ∗ much closer to room temperature, the
material enters a pseudogap (PG) phase [Marshall et al., 1996]. This state is a seemingly normal
metallic state that exhibits a gap across parts of the Fermi surface. Note that the pseudogap
is clearly distinct from the superconducting gap, and it was discussed whether the two can
coexist, or do compete [Damascelli et al., 2003]. The nature of the pseudogap is debated, and
will be discussed in the context of the experiments on slightly underdoped NdBa2Cu3O7−δ
in chapter 4.4. On the overdoped side of the superconducting dome, the material is in a
“strange metallic” (non-Fermi liquid) state for higher temperatures / lower doping, while at
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Figure 2.5 – A simplified generic phase diagram for cuprates as discussed in literature
(e.g. [Varma, 2010]). Undoped cuprates are antiferromagnetic (AFM) CT insulators with
a maximum Néel temperature T 0N for zero doping. As the doping hole concentration x in-
creases, TN decreases rapidly and reaches zero around x = 0.02 [Kastner et al., 1998]. For
larger dopings, a superconducting (SC) dome develops, reaching the maximum T 0C just below
x = 0.16. Notice the “dent” in the dome on the underdoped side, where there is a competition
between the SC state and a charge-density wave (CDW). Also, above TC but below T ∗, cuprates
exhibit a pseudogap phase, whereas for higher temperatures, they show “strange metallic”
(SM), i.e. non-Fermi liquid behavior. The SM phase shows a crossover to Fermi liquid (FL)
behavior. At the conceived meeting point of T ∗ and the SM-FL crossover lines, a quantum
critical point (QCP) is thought to exist, roughly at x = 0.2. Notice the some aspects of the phase
diagram are heavily debated, and not all regions are fully explored.
lower temperatures / higher doping the system enters a Fermi liquid state. Notice that at
the point where the extensions of the pseudogap transition line and the Fermi liquid-strange
metal transition line would meet inside the superconducting dome, a quantum critical point
is thought to exist around x = 0.2 [Damascelli et al., 2003].
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This chapter gives an overview of all relevant experimental details, and explores the possible
applications of the pump-probe setup used in this thesis for future experiments. It also serves
as a reference for anyone interested in the specifics, and contains all information needed to
obtain the data presented in the following chapters. Any reader familiar with ultrafast optical
experiments can safely skip reading this chapter, and come back later for details.
There are three important steps to each experiment. The first step is obtaining a suitable
sample with an optical grade surface, as well as proper static data on the surface to be studied.
A general description of the sample growth is given in chapter 3.1; the parameters specific
to each sample are discussed in the chapters presenting the results. A crucial ingredient for
a successful time-resolved experiment is the availability of static data on the sample under
study. While extensive literature data are usually available for many systems, each sample is
unique in some way and can show features that differ from literature. Therefore, whenever
possible, static data should be taken before the time-resolved experiment. The method of
choice is spectroscopic ellipsometry, discussed in chapter 3.2, because it provides access to
the full complex optical permittivity ε. The second step, performing the actual time-resolved
experiment, is presented in chapter 3.3. The pump-probe setup used to acquire the data is
discussed in terms of the optical setup, the detection electronics, and the cryogenic system.
In broadband optical spectroscopy, short laser pulses trigger dynamics on the timescale
relevant for electronic and phononic processes, allowing to disentangle processes occurring
on different time scales that would be averaged over in static measurements. In addition, the
time-resolved experiment is phase-sensitive. The spectroscopic information allows to translate
any observed dynamics to physical observables, and it avoids the pitfall of over-interpreting
dynamics at a single energy, which is always a challenge when using monochromatic (single- or
double-wavelength) techniques. The latter offer no possibility to distinguish between intrinsic
physical behavior and an effect that is happening at the observed wavelength only, such as a
non-linear spectroscopic dependence, or is present simply because of cross-correlation effects
due to the choice of the laser energy. Lastly, as a general feature of pump-probe experiments,
the polarization control of the laser beams grants access to Raman-sensitive processes on
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the meV scale in addition to the observed eV scale, with the possibility of exploring their
symmetry. Chapter 3.3 also discusses the best achievable results with the used setup, and
further applications that may prove fruitful in new experiments. Finally, chapters 3.4 and 3.5
describe the analysis procedures that are used in this thesis.
3.1 Sample preparation
A large effort is typically invested in the preparation of samples for optical studies. All experi-
ments have to be performed on surfaces of correct crystallographic orientation and sufficient
smoothness. In general, the preparation comprises three phases: the growth of the crystal, its
orientation by means of Laue diffraction, and the cutting and polishing of a sample with an
oriented surface. The prepared surfaces are typically a few mm in diameter, which allows to
scan the significantly smaller laser spots to a clean area of the surface even if the polishing
is not homogeneous. Note that the minimum surface required for the experiment is about
200 µm in diameter, making measurements on very small samples possible. All samples are
attached to a sample mount using fast-drying silver paint, i.e. a solution of Ag in methyl
isobutyl ketone.
The cuprate samples discussed in chapter 4 were all prepared in a similar manner: First,
polycrystalline samples are prepared from a set of precursor materials through a solid state
reaction at high temperatures, with several intermediate grindings. The doping is adjusted
via the composition of the precursors. The resulting powder is then pressed into a rod and
sintered. A homogeneous crystal is grown from the rod using a floating zone process. The rod
is treated in an optical floating zone furnace, which uses mirrors to focus light from high-power
light sources onto the rod, melting the area in the focus. This heating zone is then slowly
moved across the crystal, leaving behind a mostly defect- and grain-free region. The crystal
structure is seeded by the oriented part below the heating zone. The orientation of the rod is
determined in a Laue diffractometer. The diffraction pattern is fitted with a simulated pattern
of the known space group using an appropriate software.1 The oriented rod is then cut parallel
to the desired surface using a diamond wire saw. Polishing is usually done from the backside,
gluing the cut surface to a mount and removing material on the opposite side of the crystal.
The surface is polished with a series of silicon carbide discs of decreasing roughness, and later
on with diamond paste or diamond sand paper. For experiments in the visible range, a final
polishing grain size between 0.25 and 1 µm is sufficient, depending on the sample material.
The TaS2 samples used in the experiments of chapter 5 were instead grown by means of
chemical vapor transport (CVT). This procedure produces flakes of few mm in diameter and
some 100 µm thickness. Since TaS2 is a layered material, the flake surfaces are parallel to the
layers of the crystal structure. The surfaces are not suited for polishing as described above, but
are typically of optical quality and can be used as-grown. If instead a fresh surface is desired, a
flake can be glued to a substrate and a few layers of material can be removed by placing and
1I recommend the software CLIP [Schumann, 2009] for fitting the pattern.
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Figure 3.1 – Ellipsometry measurement scheme in fixed polarizer configuration.
removing a piece of adhesive tape, a process commonly known as “scotch taping”. Before the
experiment, the in-plane orientation of the crystal axis can again be identified by means of
the Laue diffraction pattern.
3.2 Ellipsometry
Ellipsometry is an optical technique that allows to recover the full complex permittivity ε (or
conductivity σ) by measuring the complex ratio ρ of parallel to perpendicular reflectivity of a
material,
ρ := rp
rs
≡ tan(Ψ) ·e i∆. (3.1)
As usual, the indices p and s refer to polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the plane of
incidence. Since according to Fresnel’s formulas rp and rs differ even in an isotropic material
for non-normal incidence anglesφ, the polarization of a linearly polarized beam reflected from
the sample surface will undergo an elliptical distortion. Ellipsometry measures the amplitude
Ψ and phase ∆ of ρ, from which the optical constants can be calculated. As discussed in
literature [Dressel and Grüner, 2002], the permittivity can be expressed as
ε1 = sin2(φ) ·
(
1+ tan
2(φ)
(
cos2(2Ψ)− sin2(∆)sin2(2Ψ))
(1+ sin(2Ψ)cos(∆))2
)
(3.2)
and
ε2 = sin2(φ) · tan
2(φ)sin(4Ψ)sin(∆)
(1+ sin(2Ψ)cos(∆))2 . (3.3)
It can be seen from these equations that small errors in φ will have a huge impact on the
results, making the calibration of an ellipsometry setup very challenging.
A standard scheme for performing ellipsometry measurements is the fixed polarizer configu-
ration illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The beam of a light source, typically a gas lamp, is polarized using
a rotating polarizer. Upon reflection from the sample surface, the polarization undergoes the
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Figure 3.2 – A diagram of the experiment, detailing the laser system and pump-probe setup.
above-mentioned elliptical distortion. The beam passes through an analyzer kept at a fixed
angle and arrives at the detector. The measurement of the quantity ρ is performed by rotating
the polarizer angle as well as repeating the experiment for various angles of incidence φ. Since
the quality of the measurement critically depends on the precision with whichφ is determined,
the beam arms are mounted on a goniometer whose exact angle is determined by measuring
the ellipsometric response for a well-characterized reference surface, typically a gold film.
Apart from precise determination of the angles in the experiment geometry, ellipsometric
measurements also need an incident beam that is polarized to a high degree. In and close to
the visible range, crystalline polarizers of high extinction ratios on the order of 1:106 are readily
available, so it is sufficient to use a simple lamp as a light source. In the far infrared (FIR),
strongly polarized light of high brightness is provided by the THz emission of a synchrotron.
3.3 Optical Pump-Probe Setup
The ultrafast broadband reflectivity setup that was used to obtain the time-resolved optical
data is laid out in a standard pump-probe configuration. An overview of the setup and
its laser system is given in Fig. 3.2. The output of a pulsed laser is split in two parts: The
major portion, called pump beam, is used to excite the sample under investigation in order
to trigger dynamics. The sample response is then investigated using the probe beam that is
reflected from the sample and collected into a detector. Time-resolved information is obtained
by varying the delay between pump and probe beam using a retroreflector mounted on a
mechanical delay stage. The power of the probe beam is set to a fraction of that of the pump
beam to ensure that the observed phenomena are caused by the pump excitation alone.
In the setup used for this thesis, a titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:saph) amplified laser system
(model Wyvern-1000 from KM Labs, seeded by a Griffin oscillator) provides sub-50 fs pulses
at 1.55 eV (800 nm) with a repetition rate of 3-10 kHz at a pulse energy of up to 3 mJ. In a
basic configuration, a few µJ of the laser output are used for the pump beam when exciting
a sample at 1.55 eV. Optionally, the pump output is frequency-doubled to 3.1 eV using a
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Figure 3.3 – A diagram of the synchronization electronics.
β-barium borate (BBO) crystal, or can be tuned between 1.2 and 20 µm using an optical
parametric amplifier (model TOPAS-C, with NDFG stage, from Light Conversion). The white
light pulse serving as the probe beam is generated by focusing pulses with an energy of about a
µJ into a calcium fluoride (CaF2) crystal of 3 mm thickness using a combination of a lens with
short focal distance and an iris to limit the numerical aperture of the incoming beam. The
generated continuum ranges from 1.7 to 2.7 eV and is peaked around 2.2 eV. The CaF2 crystal
is mechanically oscillated to slow down degradation by spatial hole-burning caused by the
high laser intensity. The residual component of the generating beam at 1.55 eV is eliminated
using a low-pass colored glass filter, and the divergent white light beam is collimated and
focused onto the sample in a dispersion-free manner using a pair of off-axis parabolic mirrors,
impinging onto the sample surface at an angle of 15-20◦. The spot sizes of the pump and
probe beams at the sample surface are measured by a CCD-based beam profiler. Typical full
width/ half maximum (FWHM) dimensions of the near-Gaussian profiles are 150 x 150 µm2
for the pump beam and 50 x 50 µm2 for the probe beam. The polarizations of the pump and
probe beams are adjusted using half-wave retardation plates.
The specular reflection of the probe beam is collimated into an optical fiber using an achro-
matic lens. The fiber couples the beam into a 4 f -spectrometer that is using a linear comple-
mentary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) array as a detector. The electronic shutter of the
CMOS detector is synchronized to the incoming laser pulses through a series of electronic
circuits, based on phase-locked loops (PLLs), sketched in Fig. 3.3. The core piece is a 16-bit
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) that produces a master clock pulse train at 11 MHz, fast
enough to read out all 1024 detector pixels from pulse-to-pulse at the maximum laser repe-
tition rate of 10 kHz. The master clock is synchronized to a trigger signal from the amplifier
pump laser, and ultimately paces the readout operations of the CMOS array. The same trigger
signal is halved in frequency and sent to the chopper controller, which synchronizes the
rotation of the mechanical chopper blade to the incoming laser pulses. The chopper runs
at a quarter of the laser repetition rate, blocking and letting pass pulses in pairs of two. This
is done to average out excessive laser noise at half the repetition rate caused by alternating
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over- and undersaturation of the amplifier pump laser’s gain medium, a behavior colloquially
known as “ding-donging”. A gate signal is created using the reference output of the chopper
controller, and then combined with the trigger signal. This gated trigger is finally used to
start the data acquisition process of the CMOS array. Along the way, several extra delays are
added to compensate for cable lengths, beam propagation, and positioning of the various
elements along the beam path. Using this process, it is ensured that 1. the electronic shutter
of the CMOS array is opened in a time window around the arrival of the laser pulses, 2. the
shutter is closed between the arrival of pulses to reduce background noise, and 3. all detector
pixels are read out in the period between pulses. The synchronization of the detector is further
explained in [Ham, 2011].
The differential reflectivity change∆R/R is extracted from the data by calculating the quantity
∆R
R
(ω, t ) := R
odd(ω, t )−Reven(ω, t )
Rodd(ω, t )+Reven(ω, t ) −R
dark(ω) (3.4)
where Rodd and Reven are the two arrays containing the sums over the spectra received from
the ADC. The offset spectrum Rdark(ω) is acquired before every scan by measuring the light
entering the fiber when the probe beam is blocked, eliminating scattered pump light as well
as any ambient light from the acquired spectra. It is important to note that the sign of the
right-hand side of Eq. (3.4) depends on the electronic phase offset of the chopper as well as
its position along the beam path, which have to be adjusted properly to obtain the physical
reflectivity change of the sample. Finally, the dataset ∆R/R(ω, t) containing the reflectivity
change at every time delay for every probe energy is retrieved in the form of a rectangular
matrix. In a typical experiment, the acquisition of each matrix is repeated multiple times
to improve the statistics of the measurement. The experiment therefore strongly relies on
the repeatability of scans, meaning the samples have to be stable under laser light for hours.
Acquiring a dataset for one set of experimental parameters (fluence, polarization, sample
temperature) typically takes between a few hours and a day, depending on the signal level and
the desired signal-to-noise ratio.
Before the data are analyzed, the reflectivity spectra have to be corrected for the Group Velocity
Dispersion (GVD) of the probe beam. Since the probe beam is not dispersion-compensated
after generation of the white light, the probe pulses arrive at the sample stretched to a duration
of few ps. This is beneficial for the experiment, because it significantly reduces the momentary
probe light intensity in the sample and thus, the pump-to-probe power ratio. It is noteworthy
that the probe beam dispersion is not a limiting factor for the time-resolution of the setup,
which is given on the detection side by the much smaller effective pulse duration per detector
pixel. The correction of the GVD is done numerically by defining values for time-zero (i.e.
pump-probe overlap) for a number of probe energies across the spectrum by looking at the
time traces∆R/R(t ). Typically, the onset of the signal can be used as point of overlap. The final
result depends a lot on the exact method used to define time-zero given a certain slope, but
consistent results can easily be achieved due to the fact that the GVD can be represented as a
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Taylor series with sizable contributions only up to third order. While the time traces can be
understood in terms of the sample response to a δ-like excitation convolved with the Gaussian
shape of the pump pulse, it is in general not necessary to deconvolve the traces to obtain the
true pump-probe overlap in time. It should be noted, however, that the GVD correction has an
intrinsic uncertainty that can not be pushed very far below half the pump pulse duration. The
raw data are corrected for GVD by shifting each time trace by its assigned time-zero value, as
well as subtracting any possible offsets caused by noise in the offset spectrum from Eq. (3.4).
The matrix is then trimmed around the edges to eliminate missing data points.
Integrating over a typical value of 1000 laser shots per acquisition, the setup has an intrinsic
noise level of about 0.1 % RMS. The main noise sources are the amplifier output noise, which
is strongly increased by the nonlinear white light generation process, the electronic noise of
the CMOS array and the noise due to AD conversion. The signal-to-noise ratio is improved
statistically by repeating each measurement many times, typically up to 100 scans per matrix.
In addition, the output of several detector pixels is binned, averaging in energy. In this way,
relative reflectivity changes below 10−4 can be observed. The earlier implementation of the
setup used a reference beam geometry, where a portion of the white light was split off before
reflection of the sample and coupled into a second spectrometer identical to the first one
in use. The reflectivity change was corrected for a “fake” contribution calculated from the
reference signal, which was caused by the strong shot-to-shot noise of the white light in the
old setup. Since the new system has a significantly reduced noise level, but is limited in
resolution by the low probe light intensity arriving at the detection array, the reference beam
was eliminated.
The cryostat assembly used for optical experiments, shown in Fig. 3.4, is based on a closed-
cycle liquid helium cold head (model DE-204 from Advanced Research Systems, Inc.) with a
vibration-reducing gas interface. The cryostat expander is mounted to the laboratory ceiling,
while the cold head and cryostat shroud are supported from the optical table, completely
isolating the latter from the strong vibrations of the expander. The cold head allows for
experiment temperatures between 8 K and 340 K. Samples are mounted using fast-drying
silver paint on a small copper plate attached to a copper wire of 2 mm thickness descended
from the cold head. The sample shroud is a custom design made of aluminium, allowing for
the application of an external magnetic field, and is fitted to a standard CF flange using a soft,
annealed copper gasket. Optical access is provided via a 1” window port at the front. The
window material chosen according to the pump and probe energies of the experiment. For
experiments in the visible/NIR range, CaF2 is used. A turbo pump, backed up by an oil pump,
is attached to the back of the shroud, the proximity to the sample significantly improving the
vacuum. The vacuum pressure is measured by a sensor attached to the cold head shroud.
Typical pressures range from 10−7 mbar at room temperature to 10−8 mbar at 10 K. Usually, the
vacuum is improved after closing the cryostat by heating up to the maximum temperature over
night. Since most sample surfaces, especially cuprates, suffer from adsorption of carbon-oxide
compounds at low temperatures, samples have to be warmed up above ∼230 K after about 2
hours at low temperatures to restore the reflectivity of their surface.
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Figure 3.4 – The cryostat assembly with the magnet in position. From top to bottom, the
assembly comprises the expander (dark gray), the gas interface (black), the cold head shroud
(dark gray), and the aluminium sample shroud (light gray).
Apart from standard transient reflectivity measurements, the cryostat can also be used in
high-resolution single-wavelength pump-probe measurements, transient magneto-optic Kerr
effect (MOKE) measurements, and ellipsometric measurements. The sample shroud depicted
in Fig. 3.4 is optimized for normal-incidence reflectivity and MOKE measurements. The small
cubic sample space of about 1 cm edge length allows bringing the poles of the electromagnet
used for MOKE measurements (model 3470 by GMW associates) close enough to the sample to
achieve in-plane fields of up to 1 T. Since ellipsometric measurements are typically performed
at incident angles around 70◦, a different shroud with three windows was designed for these
experiments. It features probe entrance and exit windows under 70◦ with respect to the pump
entrance window.
3.4 Data analysis
The analysis of the broadband reflectivity data is performed using either a global fit procedure,
or a singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm. For a global fit, the reflectivity data from
Eq. (3.4) are binned into horizontal (energy-averaged) slices, and each slice is fitted with the
same fit function. Certain fit parameters (e.g. time constants, oscillation frequencies) are
shared between all or some traces, while others (e.g. amplitudes) are left to vary from trace to
trace. As mentioned in chapters 2.2 and 2.3, the chosen fit function is typically a combination
of exponential decays and damped oscillations.
The alternative method, SVD, utilizes the fact that any rectangular matrix M ∈R(m,n) can be
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uniquely decomposed into a sum of tensorial vector products [Trefethen and Bau, 1997] of the
form
M(m,n)=
N∑
i=1
λi u
′
i (x)⊗ vi (y)=
N∑
i=1
ui (x)⊗ vi (y). (3.5)
The λi ∈R are the sorted singular values, λ1 ≥λ2 ≥λ3 ≥ . . ., the “⊗” denotes the outer product,
N is called the rank of the matrix M and ui (x) ∈ R(m) and vi (n) ∈ R(y) are called canonical
traces. In the second form, the singular value is absorbed in the definition of the canonical
trace ui . By construction, the canonical traces are orthogonal, vi · v j = δi j and ui ·u j =λ2i δi j .
SVD is often used as a noise reduction technique. This is because the singular values λi
typically decay very fast with increasing i , and then level off at a certain rank, when the
contribution of the tensor products falls below the overall noise level of the measurements. It is
usually safe to reconstruct the data using only pairs up to this critical rank, which significantly
reduces noise in the data while still reproducing all significant features. SVD is easily applied
to the transient reflectivity data from Eq. (3.4). The data come in the form of a rectangular
matrix with m time points and n energy values. The decomposition yields the canonical time
traces ui (t) and canonical energy vectors vi (t). These traces can then be fitted in a similar
manner to the global fit procedure, using the same fit functions.
It should be noted here that the canonical traces in general do not have any physical meaning.
They are chosen by the SVD algorithm to be orthogonal, whereas the contributions to the
reflectivity from different physical processes in general are not. In order to obtain a physically
meaningful decomposition, one can make an argument based on the large separation of
energy (resp. time) scales of the phenomena observed in real time, which is on the order of
ħω ∼ 10 meV for phonons and comparable excitations, and the energy range of the probe
spectrum, E > 1.5 eV. In the spirit of the Born–Oppenheimer approximation it can be assumed
that the differential reflectivity at high energies can be taken as a parametric function of a set
of “slow” variables ξν(t ) describing the out-of-equilibrium state produced by the pump. Here,
the time t is measured relative to the arrival of the pump pulse. Examples of slow variables
ξν are ionic displacements and “slow” charge and magnetic fluctuations, either coherent
or incoherent. “Fast” fluctuations produced by the pump are either relaxed after the pump
passage (∼ 50 fs) or not resolved. Thus, it is possible to expand the differential reflectivity as a
function of the “high” probe energy E and time delay t as
(
∆R
R
)
(t ,E)=
Np∑
i=1
(
∂ ln{R}
∂ξi
)
(E) ξi (t ). (3.6)
Typically, the sum can be restricted to a small number Np of physical processes which
contribute significantly. In particular, the sum can be partitioned into an oscillatory part(
∆R
R
)osc
(t ,E) and a relaxational part
(
∆R
R
)rel
(t ,E). Eq. (3.6) allows to represent the full two-
dimensional data in terms of a few time dependencies of the excitation coordinates ξi (t)
and their associated energy dependencies
(
∂ ln{R}
∂ξi
)
(E). It is therefore helpful to fit the canoni-
cal traces with a model function that resembles the physical contributions identified in the
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spectrum, and perform a linear transformation
ui (t )=
Np∑
j=1
ai jU j (t ) and V j (E)=
Nc∑
i=1
vi (E)ai j , (3.7)
yielding the physical time and energy traces Ui (t )∝ ξi (t ) and V j (E)∝
(
∂ ln{R}
∂ξi
)
(E). Note that∑Nc
i=1 ai j
2 = 1 and Vi 2 = 1. The decomposition into physical traces is used in chapter 4.3 for
the analysis of the coherent phonon generated in lanthanum cuprate.
Both the global fit and SVD procedures have advantages and disadvantages, and care has to
be taken when deciding which one is more suited for a dataset. It is noteworthy that a global
fit is often a highly unstable procedure, because a typical number of 10 or 20 fitted slices easily
requires 100 independent fit parameters. It is therefore necessary to provide adequate starting
values for the fit. SVD on the other hand is easy to perform and leads to a small set of traces
with little noise, but has trouble capturing certain features. This is especially true if the data
contain nonlinear features, e.g. a peak that gradually shifts in frequency as time evolves. This
evolution can only be captured by a very large number of tensorial products, eliminating
the main advantage of using the SVD algorithm. As a consequence, SVD also reacts badly to
improper GVD correction, which is a problem if the reflectivity data contain regions of low
signal intensity, or a crossover region close to the edge of the measured spectrum.
3.5 Drude-Lorentz modeling
In the treatment of the time-resolved data, it can prove useful to analyze the dynamics in
terms of transient permittivity or conductivity rather than reflectivity. It is possible to calculate
the full complex ε = ε1+ iε2 (or σ = σ1+ iσ2) from the reflectivity change ∆R/R with good
accuracy using static ellipsometry measurements discussed in section 3.2. The transient
complex quantities can instead be obtained from the reflectivity data using a Drude-Lorentz
(DL) model [Dressel and Grüner, 2002]. The DL model describes the response of a material as
a set of damped harmonic oscillators, which are characterized by their (natural) frequency
ω0, plasma frequency ωp , and linewidth γ. The first oscillator, at zero frequency, is called
Drude peak and models the response of the material’s conduction carriers. It should be noted
that this peak is always present in real (non-superconducting) materials, even in insulators,
because they always possess a finite resistance. Peaks at higher frequencies are associated with
interband transitions or optically active bosonic excitations like phonons. The total, complex
permittivity is given by
ε(ω)= ε∞+
∑
i
ω(i )p
2
ω(i )0
2−ω2− iγ(i )ω
, (3.8)
where the constant ε∞ absorbs contributions from high-frequency oscillators. The fit was
performed using the software RefFit [Kuzmenko, 2014], provided by Dr. A. Kuzmenko of the
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Figure 3.5 – Example of a Drude-Lorentz model: (a) model for the real part of the static
conductivity σ1, fitted to data calculated from ellipsometry, comprising six oscillators. (b)
reflectivity Rp corresponding to the static conductivity
University of Geneva. The software is used to fit a model comprising a suitable number of
oscillators to static optical data of the material under study. Reliable results are only achieved
if static ellipsometry data are available, preferably taken on the same sample surface used in
the time-resolved experiments. An example of such a model is shown in Fig. 3.5, for data on
NBCO (cf. chapter 4.4) taken at 15 K: The static conductivity was calculated from spectroscopic
ellipsometry, and a model comprising six oscillators is fitted to σ1. Here, the first oscillator
at zero energy is not a real Drude peak, but represents all contributions below the measured
range, including the superconducting peak at zero energy present in the material at the
temperature of the measurement. The figure also shows the reflectivity calculated from the
model.
The model from Fig. 3.5 can be used to calculate the transient permittivity (or conductivity)
from the time-resolved reflectivity data. To this end, the time-resolved data from Eq. (3.4) are
cut into differential reflectivity spectra ∆R/R(ω; t ) at each time delay t . The total reflectivity
R(ω; t) can be calculated by multiplication with the static reflectivity determined from the
Drude-Lorentz model. These data are imported to RefFit, and for each time point a new model
is fitted simultaneously to the time-resolved and static data, using the static model as a basis.
For this step, the static data are only limited to the spectral range where no time-resolved data
are present, with a gap left to avoid numerical artifacts at the boundaries caused by spectral
weight shifting into or out of the range of the time-resolved measurement. It is advisable to
limit the fit parameters of the model to oscillators that have significant weight in the spectral
range of the time-resolved experiment. It is helpful to first perform a fit using variational
dielectric functions (VDFs, see [Kuzmenko, 2014, ch. 2.2.4.]), even though this often suffers
from numerical problems at the edges of the data range. A realistic result is then obtained
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Figure 3.6 – Time-resolved fit of a Drude-Lorentz model: (a) static reflectivity from the model
shown in Fig. 3.5, with the central portion replaced by the transient reflecitvity spectrum. (b)
fit curves for the transient spectrum in the spectral region of the biggest change with and
without VDF, as explained in the text. (c) original model conductivity, and fit of the transient
conductivity with and without VDF in the same region.
by repeating the fit without the use of VDFs, leaving a sufficient number of fit parameters
free to obtain a similar result. The fit procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3.6: Panel (a) shows the
reflectivity data used for fitting the model. The central part of the static reflectivity data is
replaced by the transient reflectivity spectrum. Note that the change in reflectivity is very
small, typically not above few percent. Panel (b) shows the fit to the transient data in the
region of the biggest change. Only the third oscillator from Fig. 3.5 (a) that is centered in the
region where transient data were taken was left completely free, while the oscillators one, two
and four that have significant contributions in the probe range were allowed to change their
plasma frequency, i.e. effectively their amplitude. Also shown is a fit using a VDF. Panel (c)
shows the resulting change in the model conductivity in the same region as panel (b), again
with and without the VDF. Notice that the fit including the VDF curve matches the transient
spectrum in panel (b) perfectly, but, as mentioned, the VDF procedure introduces artifacts in
the conductivity in panel (c).
Once the Drude-Lorentz models for every time delay are obtained, the optical conductivity σ
is directly available from RefFit. The full differential conductivity ∆σ/σ(ω, t ) is calculated by
dividing the model results by the static conductivity, and reconstructing the matrix from the
spectra at fixed time delays. As mentioned, the analysis of time-resolved conductivity data is
easier than that of the reflectivity data, since it contains direct information on the dynamical
change of interband transitions and the shift of spectral weight.
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4 Experiments on cuprate super-
conductors
In this chapter, I will sum up the optical experiments on cuprate superconductors that I
performed or took part in during my PhD.
The experiments on cuprates presented in the following treat three different scenarios, all
of which illustrate different aspects of cuprates: After a brief review of previous experiments
on cuprates in chapter 4.1, a study of a coherent excitation of the superconducting conden-
sate in optimally doped LaSCO is presented in chapter 4.2. It is shown that the condensate
can be excited by an ISRS process, and what information can be obtained by studying the
material’s spectroscopic response to the charge fluctuation. This technique is accordingly
named Coherent Charge Fluctuation Spectroscopy (CCFS). The elegance of the CCFS approach
lies in the specificity of the excitation, because unpaired electrons are not excited by ISRS.
Thus, the experiment provides a kind of inverse approach compared to the isotope effect, in
the sense that the coupling of the SC condensate to any excitations on the eV energy scale is
investigated to obtain information on the pairing mechanism. The experiment on LaSCO is
a prime example of how the generation a coherent oscillation on the meV scale influences
the optical properties of a correlated material in the visible regime. Extending on this, a
more in-depth treatment of the same ISRS-based technique is presented for the generation
of a coherent phonon in the (nearly) undoped parent compound LCO in chapter 4.3. The
main objective of the experiment is to explore whether one can extract reliable numbers for
microscopic variables from the study of the response of the correlated system to the coher-
ent excitation. Indeed, it is demonstrated that the electron-phonon (el-ph) coupling can be
extracted in good agreement with theoretical considerations, and this process is applicable
to virtually any correlated material where coherent phonons can be generated. In analogy
to CCFS, this technique is named Coherent Lattice Fluctuation Spectroscopy (CLFS). Lastly,
chapter 4.4 presents experiments on NBCO in the slightly underdoped regime. This study
focuses on the quasiparticle (QP) dynamics and their evolution with temperature in order to
shed light on the superconducting pairing mechanism. Over the past decade, a multitude of
ultrafast studies have been performed on 123-family cuprates in order to unravel the nature
of the pseudogap phase. The experiments on NBCO are highly interesting, because they not
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Figure 4.1 – The three different dopings for cuprates discussed in this thesis in the generic
phase diagram from Fig. 2.5: optimally doped LaSCO (right arrow), (nearly) undoped LCO (left
arrow), and slightly underdoped NBCO (middle arrow).
only allow to trace all these results in a single experiment, but also provide evidence for the
existence of preformed Cooper pairs lacking phase coherence throughout almost the entire
pseudogap phase. The three different scenarios are marked in the general cuprate phase
diagram in Fig. 4.1.
4.1 A quick overview of previous studies on cuprates
Since the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in cuprates [Bednorz and Müller,
1986], the family of cuprates has undergone an enormous amount of scrutiny. Many questions
have been solved, and many more remain unanswered, or suffer from a highly controversial
debate. It is by far beyond the scope of this thesis to review all important studies and results, so
the discussion will be limited to those immediately relevant to the experiments performed for
this thesis. The interested reader is invited to explore one of the many good summaries given
in literature [Damascelli et al., 2003, Devereaux and Hackl, 2007, Carbone, 2007, Grüninger,
1999, Mansart et al., 2013].
As mentioned in chapter 2.4, superconductivity requires that electrons form Cooper pairs and
condense collectively in a macroscopic quantum state, and that by means of the isotope effect
it was shown that phonons act as the glue promoting the pairing. This scenario breaks down in
cuprates, where the observation of an analogous fingerprint of the glue involved in the pairing
mechanism – if any exists at all – has been lacking. In consequence, the correct framework to
understand superconductivity in cuprates is still a subject of an intense debate [Anderson,
2007, Maier et al., 2008, Zaanen, 2011]. One possibility is that the role of phonons in the
traditional mechanism is replaced by a different low energy bosonic excitation like damped
magnons which act as a glue allowing the pairing of electrons [Scalapino, 1995, Pines, 1997]. In
this scenario, superconductivity can be understood in the traditional framework [Eliashberg,
1960] where retardation plays an important role. Anderson has argued that there is no such
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low energy glue and that proximity to the Mott phase is an essential ingredient [Anderson,
2007]. The relevant time scale of the interactions inducing the pairing is the inverse of the
(renormalized) Hubbard energy U ≥ 2 eV. In this case, the interaction can be considered
instantaneous for practical purposes. In trying to answer the question which scenario is real,
pump-probe spectroscopy has proven to be of great value [Orenstein, 2012]. Most of the
time-resolved studies on cuprates dealt with the investigation of dipole-allowed excitations. In
general, the out-of-equilibrium distribution of particle-hole excitations created by the pump
excitation decays to states within a few hundreds of meV of the chemical potential [Perfetti
et al., 2007] on the time scale of the pulse duration. At this energy, phase space restrictions
slow down the dynamics [Howell et al., 2004], so that the subsequent evolution can be studied
using a probe pulse on the fs scale. The temporal resolution of the fs probe is comparable to
the time scale of relevant processes in the material, like pair breaking, pair recombination, or
the el-ph coupling time.
For a number of cuprates, the photoinduced quenching of the superconducting order pa-
rameter and its subsequent recovery could be traced by recording the temporal evolution
of the gap amplitude in the optical spectrum [Kaindl et al., 2000, Stojchevska et al., 2011,
Pashkin et al., 2010, Beck et al., 2011]. Remarkably, it was found that the energy needed to
suppress the superconducting state in these materials is several times larger than the conden-
sation energy [Stojchevska et al., 2011, Pashkin et al., 2010], in contrast to what happens in
conventional superconductors where it is of the same order [Stojchevska et al., 2011, Beck
et al., 2011]. Optical studies also provided insights on the relaxation dynamics of the excited
quasiparticles [Beck et al., 2011, Gedik et al., 2004; 2005, Kabanov et al., 2005], and on the
optical spectral weight transfers associated with the carriers’ kinetic energy changes across the
photoinduced phase transition [Giannetti et al., 2011]. Femtosecond Angle-Resolved PhotoE-
mission Spectroscopy (ARPES) showed that the decay of photoexcited carriers is dominated by
the recombination of Cooper pairs at the antinodes, i.e. the copper-oxygen bond direction in
real space [Cortés et al., 2011]. Similar experiments yielded an estimate of the el-ph coupling
strength being in the intermediate regime [Perfetti et al., 2007], similar to what was found
by fs-electron diffraction, which in turn was able to identify its anisotropy [Carbone et al.,
2008; 2010]. Prior to the experiments reported in [Mansart et al., 2013], no optical experiments
measuring a matrix element directly were performed in a correlated system, in spite of the fact
that the optical generation of such excitations had already been reported [Albrecht et al., 1992,
Misochko et al., 2002]. However, it was demonstrated that the same phonon matrix elements
can be calculated from high-resolution EELS data when sufficiently precise numerical models
are available [Qin et al., 2010].
Finally, a new type of experiments has emerged that is performed in the strong pumping
regime with the aim of achieving coherent control of cuprate superconductors. Consider-
able progress towards this goal has been achieved by tailoring the optical excitation to be
resonant with a selected collective mode in the mid- or far-infrared range. One of the most
remarkable results is the establishment of a highly coherent state in a number of underdoped
high-temperature cuprate superconductors upon resonantly driving a specific lattice vibration
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using an intense mid-IR pump pulse [Fausti et al., 2011, Hu et al., 2014, Kaiser et al., 2014].
Characteristics of this transient state resemble the properties of the superconducting phase
and are found to persist up to room temperature in underdoped YBa2Cu3O7−δ. A complete
microscopic explanation for such an effect is still a topic of debate [Armitage, 2014]. The com-
mon point of these experiments is that they all rely on suppressing the charge order present in
the underdoped regime, and that the SC-like state they induce exists within the pseudogap
(PG) regime. While the latter point seems important, the nature of the PG remains elusive,
despite extensive research. Several theories have been proposed to explain the emergence of
this phenomenon. Typical scenarios described by so-called intrinsic theories involve phase
fluctuation models [Emery and Kivelson, 1995], where the PG phase is interpreted as an SC
state lacking macroscopic phase coherence. Precursor pairing models [Kosztin et al., 2000]
suggest that the pair formation occurs at much higher temperature than the condensation
and the resonant valence bond state [Anderson et al., 2004]. On the other hand, extrinsic
theories suggest the existence of an incipient charge- or spin- density wave order competing
with superconductivity [Chubukov and Schmalian, 1998]. Experimental evidence for all of
these effects have been provided throughout the years [Vershinin et al., 2004, Yang et al., 2008,
Kanigel et al., 2008, Hashimoto et al., 2015], indicating that the PG may well be the result of
some complex mixture of these phenomena.
In this regard, special attention has been directed towards the transient optical response
of the 123-family of high-temperature cuprate superconductors. High-energy (∼ eV) in-
plane interband transitions have been shown to offer insights into the low-energy (∼ meV)
QP dynamics at the antinodes of the Fermi surface [Han et al., 1990, Stevens et al., 1997,
Gedik et al., 2004]. This observation has been corroborated by analyzing in detail the 123-
compounds’ electronic structure, revealing that such interband transitions promote carriers
from the Lower Hubbard Band (LHB) to the Fermi energy EF [Stevens et al., 1997, Fausti
et al., 2014]. So far, the main limitation of such studies was the lack of combined spectral and
temperature information, which does offer a novel perspective on the QP dynamics in a wide
energy range. Broadband THz pulses were used to disentangle the QP and infrared-active
phonon dynamics in the direct proximity of the gap [Pashkin et al., 2010], and the use of a
broad visible probe revealed the impact of QP and coherent Raman-active excitations on the
typical energy scale of Mott-Hubbard physics [Giannetti et al., 2011, Fausti et al., 2014, Mansart
et al., 2013]. Furthermore, in yttrium barium cuprate (YBCO), an anomaly of the coherent
out-of-plane Ba breathing mode was observed at the superconducting phase transition, and
has been shown to be caused by the abrupt change in Bogoliubov QP density [Albrecht et al.,
1992, Fausti et al., 2014], with the amplitude of the mode being proportional to the number
of broken Cooper pairs. The case of YBCO is important, because a considerable number of
time-resolved experiments has been performed using pump and probe photon energies in
the optical range on a variety of samples spanning the whole phase diagram [Stevens et al.,
1997, Thomas et al., 1996, Mihailovic et al., 1998; 2000]. These experiments identified three
distinct time scales for the QP relaxation dynamics in pump-probe experiments, which will be
of importance and discussed in detail in chapter 4.4.
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4.2 Optimally doped Lanthanum Strontium Cuprate
In this chapter the technique of Coherent Charge Fluctuation Spectroscopy (CCFS) is pre-
sented in detail. This chapter has been adapted in large parts from [Mansart et al., 2013]
and [Lorenzana et al., 2013]. CCFS takes advantage of the fact that the paired electrons in
a cuprate SC are Raman active, as will be elucidated below. In the experiment, coherent
charge fluctuations are generated in a superconductor by laser excitation through a stimulated
Raman process using the physics discussed in chapter 2.3. These coherent excitations are
subsequently monitored by the fs broadband probe pulse, allowing to observe the real-time
oscillations of the Cooper pair condensate and their impact on high-energy excitations. The
experiment has a strong analogy to the coherent control of spins with NMR or ESR techniques.
Furthermore, the experiment can be interpreted in terms of the Anderson-Higgs mechanism:
The induced charge fluctuations are basically oscillations of the SC gap (i.e., the amplitude
mode) that are coupled to phase oscillations because the SC pair density and phase are conju-
gate variables.1 It is beyond the scope of the present discussion to elaborate this view on the
experimental results, but for the interested reader a number of good summaries of the topic is
available, e.g. [Varma, 2001, van der Marel, 2004].
To understand the analogy between superconductivity and magnetism, it is useful to employ
Anderson’s pseudospin formalism [Anderson, 1958, Warner and Leggett, 2005]. This formalism
is based on the fact that, despite their obvious physical difference, the two phenomena are
closely linked from a mathematical (or purely formal) point of view. Anderson’s idea was to
map the occupation of states in a superconductor to three double-site states representing
respectively a doubly-occupied state, an empty double state, and a state occupied by a Cooper
pair. The operators σxk, σ
y
k, and σ
z
k representing these states behave like spin-1/2 operators, so
they are called pseudospins. They are defined as
σxk = (ck↑c−k↓+h.c.), iσ
y
k = (ck↑c−k↓−h.c.), and σzk = 1−nk↑−n−k↓, (4.1)
where nkσ = c†kσckσ. The electron creation and destruction operators c†kσ and ckσ following
the convention from Eq. (2.14).
Anderson’s idea is illustrated pictorially in Fig. 4.2: The fully occupied pair (k ↑, -k ↓) is repre-
sented by a down pseudospin in momentum space (A), the state in which the pair is empty
by an up pseudospin (B), and the Cooper pair by a sideways pseudospin (C). The represen-
tation of normal and SC states of an s-wave system in this formalism are shown for T = 0 in
Fig. 4.2 (D) and (E): In the normal state uk = 0 (cf. Eq. (2.15)), and vk is different from zero
only for states inside the Fermi surface, which corresponds to empty pairs above the chemical
potential (up pseudospins) and fully occupied pairs below the chemical potential (down
pseudospins), leading to the pseudospin texture shown in Fig. 4.2 (D), with a sharp interface
at the Fermi surface. In the superconducting state, mixing of empty and fully occupied pairs,
1Recently, an experiment that was heavily inspired by the results presented here has been performed in a BCS
superconductor [Matsunaga et al., 2014].
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Figure 4.2 – Adapted from [Mansart et al., 2013]. Pseudospin description of the Coherent
Charge Fluctuation Spectroscopy experiment. Panel (A) defines the angle φ along the Fermi
surface (FS). The three upper panels define the pseudospin operators in momentum space:
A pseudospin down corresponds to the pair of states (k ↑, -k ↓) being fully occupied (A), a
pseudospin up to the pair (k ↑, -k ↓) being empty (B), and a sideway pseudospin to a quantum
superposition of the previous two (C). Panel (D) and (E) show the pseudospin pattern in the
normal state and in the case of an s-wave superconductor respectively. Rather than plotting
the pseudospins as a function of momentum k, a change of coordinates is made and the energy
distance ξ of the state k from the chemical potential µ is plotted as a function of the Fermi
surface angle φ. (F) Schematic view of an NMR/ESR experiment in which the spins precess,
inducing a magnetization oscillation, and (G) corresponding view for a CCFS experiment,
in which the pseudospins precess upon ultrafast excitation and generation of the coherent
charge fluctuation.
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which becomes maximum at the chemical potential, blurs the Fermi surface, leading to the
texture shown in panel (E).
Using a properly tuned light pulse, coherent control of the pseudospins in a superconductor
can be achieved through an ISRS process, which triggers the precession of the pseudospins
around their equilibrium axis, as discussed in more detail below. This is analogous to NMR
and ESR experiments in which magnetic field pulses induce a precession of real spins [Slichter,
1996]. The analogy between the two types of experiments is depicted in Fig. 4.2 (F) and (G). The
polarized infrared fs pump pulse couples to charge fluctuations in a superconductor according
to Raman selection rules. It impulsively perturbs the system and induces the pseudospin
precession, i.e. the oscillations of the Cooper pair condensate. The optical spectra of the
system are then monitored in real time at different energies, revealing the optical transitions
that respond to the oscillating condensate; this allows to single out those excitations that
can potentially mediate electron-electron interactions impacting the formation of Cooper
pairs. Such an experiment is of pivotal importance for cuprates, since, as mentioned in chap-
ter 4.1, the applicability of conventional pairing theories [Eliashberg, 1960], based on retarded
interactions between electrons mediated by low energy glue bosons, has been doubted [Ander-
son, 2007, Zaanen, 2011] and a completely different framework has been proposed involving
non-retarded interactions associated with electronic high-energy scales [Anderson, 1987].
For the experiment, an optimally doped LaSCO crystal was prepared following the procedure
described in chapter 3.1: First, polycrystalline La2−x Srx CuO4 samples were prepared by a
solid state reaction using the starting materials La2O3, SrCO3 and CuO with 99.99% purity.
The materials were mixed and ground followed by a heat treatment in air at 900-1050◦ C for
more than 70 hours with several intermediate grindings. The phase purity of the resulting
compound was checked with a conventional x-ray diffractometer. The resulting powder was
hydrostatically pressed into rods of 7 mm in diameter and subsequently sintered at 1150◦ C
for 20 hours. The crystal growth was carried out using an optical floating zone furnace (FZ-
T-10000-H-IV-VP-PC, Crystal System Corp., Japan) with four 300 W halogen lamps as heat
sources. The growth conditions were as follows: The growth rate was 1 mm/h, the feeding
and seeding rods were rotated at about 15 rpm in opposite directions to ensure the liquid’s
homogeneity, and an oxygen and argon mixture at 3 bar pressure was applied during growth.
The as-grown crystals were post-annealed at 850◦ C in order to release internal stress and
to adjust the oxygen content. Two samples were prepared from one of the resulting single
crystals, at optimal doping, by cutting, polishing and orienting the single crystal to obtain
two surfaces containing the ab and the ac planes, respectively. The pump-probe experiments
were performed as described in chapter 3.3. The setup used was the older 1 kHz system
that included a reference for the probe beam; this version of the setup is described in detail
in [Mansart et al., 2012]. All measurements were taken at an absorbed fluence of about
300 µJ/cm2 unless otherwise stated. The pulse duration of ∼ 45 fs puts a lower limit to the
frequency of the excitations that can be excited via ISRS, ω> 1/(45 fs) [Merlin, 1997].
The broadband reflectivity dynamics are displayed in Fig. 4.3 (A)-(C). The crucial point of the
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Figure 4.3 – Adapted from [Mansart et al., 2013]. Transient broad-band reflectivity data at
10 K in A1g (pump ∥ [100], probe ∥ [001], (A, D)), A1g +B2g (pump ∥ [110], probe ∥ [110], (B,
E)) and, at 24 K, A1g +B1g (pump ∥ [100], probe ∥ [100], (C, F)) geometries. All geometries
are specified in tetragonal axes. The extracted profiles are shown in panels (D–F) for selected
probe energies. The inset in panel (D) shows the FFT of the extracted A1g phonon oscillation.
Panel (E) presents the B2g reflectivity oscillations obtained by subtracting the background
from the profile, and in panel (F) the difference between the A1g +B1g and A1g −B1g profiles
is shown, which is proportional to the B1g signal. The absorbed pump fluence is 300 µJ/cm2.
experiment is the use of different experimental geometries for exploiting the Raman selection
rules for excitation and detection discussed further below to obtain information on final states
of different symmetry. In the first geometry (panel (A)), the electric field of the pump is parallel
to the Cu-O bond, giving access to Raman excitations with A1g +B1g symmetry, while the
probe beam is polarized along the c-axis, allowing to detect only the fully symmetric A1g
excitations. Next, the pump and probe fields are polarized along the diagonal direction, giving
access to A1g +B2g Raman excitations. Panel (B) shows the response when pumping along the
diagonal ([110]) direction. Probing parallel or perpendicular to the pump beam along the [110]
and [11¯0] directions gives access to A1g +B2g and A1g −B2g Raman excitations, respectively.
The B2g signal can be extracted by taking the difference between the two spectra. Similarly, the
A1g +B1g and A1g −B1g excitations can be accessed when pumping along the [100] direction
and probing along [100] and [010], respectively. The A1g +B1g spectrum is shown in panel (C).
All three spectra are dominated by a large abrupt amplitude change followed by an exponential
relaxation. This is a consequence of high-energy particle-hole (p-h) excitations produced
by the dipole-allowed absorption of the pump photons, as discussed in chapter 2.2. For all
polarization configurations the transient reflectivity changes sign throughout the spectra in
correspondence to specific electronic transitions. These changes reflect the transfer of spectral
weight among the different absorption bands produced by the p-h excitations [Giannetti et al.,
2011]. The number of p-h excitations involved is estimated to be less than 10−2 per Cu atom
(see the discussion of Fig. 4.7).
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All geometries show coherent oscillations of Raman excitations on top of the dipole p-h
excitations’ relaxation, as shown in the time traces in Fig. 4.3 (D-F), taken at selected energies
where the oscillation amplitude is the largest. These profiles are representative of the full data
sets for a given geometry as far as the oscillation phase and frequency are concerned.2 In
A1g symmetry, an oscillation with a period of 145 fs and a long coherence time of ∼ 1.45 ps is
visible at all wavelengths (Fig. 4.3 (A) and (D)). The Fourier transform of the A1g symmetry
data is presented as an inset in Fig. 4.3 (D). A sharp peak at 28 meV (226 cm−1) is visible,
corresponding to the out-of-plane La A1g breathing mode of LaSCO seen in static Raman
scattering [Sugai et al., 2003]. In this mode, the apical oxygen atoms move in antiphase with the
La atoms. The excitation of such coherent fully symmetric modes has already been observed in
high-Tc superconductors [Albrecht et al., 1992, Mazin et al., 1994]. Instead, for both A1g +B2g
and B1g symmetries (Fig. 4.3 (E) and (F); note the difference signal in the latter), slower and
strongly damped oscillations of ∼ 300 fs coherence time are clearly observed below Tc . The
Fourier analysis of these time-resolved profiles is presented in Fig. 4.4 (A-B). In A1g +B2g
symmetry, at a probe energy of 2.45 eV, the temperature dependence of the Fourier-transform
signal shows an obvious peak at 18 meV that vanishes above Tc (Fig. 4.4 (B)). In B1g symmetry,
the broad peak appears at energies around 24 meV when the sample temperature is lower
than Tc . Increasing the pump fluence to 2 mJ/cm2, no such peak could be observed below
Tc (Fig. 4.4 (A)). This is a clear indication that an absorbed fluence of 300 µJ/cm2 does not
completely evaporate the SC condensate in the probed sample volume, whereas a much
stronger pump beam is able to do so. Fig. 4.4 (C-D) displays the THz spectra obtained in
the superconducting state, and compares them to the spontaneous Raman response (data
taken from [Sugai et al., 2003]), which is well understood in terms of the excitation of two
Bogoliubov quasiparticles [Devereaux and Hackl, 2007]. The good agreement between them
allows to identify the strongly temperature-dependent part of the oscillations as Raman
charge fluctuations of the SC condensate. This agreement is expected if one extends the
theoretical considerations on ISRS to the electronic case, as is done in detail further below. The
experiment detects remnants of superconductivity at fluences of the same order but larger than
previously reported [Pashkin et al., 2010, Cortés et al., 2011]. This can be attributed to the bulk
character and the much higher sensitivity to superconductivity of the pump-probe experiment.
Presumably, superconductivity is indeed quenched on the first layers of the sample and
becomes invisible to surface-sensitive probes like photoemission spectroscopy [Cortés et al.,
2011].
The temporal evolution of the coherent phonon oscillation in the A1g channel is presented in
Fig. 4.3 (D), with its extrapolation down to zero-time delay (as defined in [Mansart et al., 2012]),
establishing its cosine waveform, which is typical of a displacive (resonant) mechanism of
excitation, as discussed in chapter 2.3. The electronic transitions induced by 1.55-eV-photons
occur between the ground state of the material and higher energy electronic states. At this
energy, a peak in the optical absorption is observed in LaSCO, which has been attributed to
2Note that the oscillation phase is constant across the spectrum, in accordance with the generation by ISRS
discussed in chapter 2.3.
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Figure 4.4 – Adapted from [Mansart et al., 2013]. Fourier transform spectra obtained at
different temperatures and pump fluences in B1g (panel (A), 1.91 eV probe energy) and A1g +
B2g (panel (B), 2.45 eV probe energy) geometries. Panels (C) and (D) show the comparison
between transient reflectivity data and Raman measurements, in the superconducting phase.
The spontaneous Raman spectra are the difference between superconducting and normal
phases, showing only the charge fluctuation peaks. The insets schematically show the angle φ
along the Fermi surface and the regions in momentum space excited in (C) B1g symmetry and
(D) B2g symmetry.
charge ordering in the form of stripes (cf. Fig. 2.4). It is clearly distinct from the remnant of the
Cu-O CT peak [Uchida et al., 1991]. The cosine wave form indicates that, not unexpectedly,
the charge modulations are strongly coupled to the A1g La phonon. In the A1g geometry, the
presence of the strong coherent phonon disturbs the real-time observation of any possible
coherent contribution of the SC condensate. Instead, in both A1g +B2g and B1g symmetries
(Fig. 4.3 (E-F)), fluctuations of the SC quasiparticles starting at zero time delay are clearly
visible, allowing the determination of a sine waveform. This indicates that, contrary to the
A1g phonon case, the triggering mechanism is ISRS as discussed in chapter 2.3, meaning
that the p-h excitations at the energy of the pump pulse are not directly coupled to the SC
quasiparticles. It is shown below that an analysis of the probe energy dependence leads to the
same conclusion.
In order to understand the origin of the coherent charge fluctuations seen in the experiment,
it is necessary to take a closer look at their generation mechanism. It is shown in the following
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that the fluctuations are generated by an electronic analogon of the phonon ISRS mechanism
discussed in chapter 2.3 in which the electrostrictive force F (t) from Eq. (2.10) is generated
by charge fluctuations that couple to the pump photons. Within a one-band description of
electrons close to the Fermi surface, uniform (i.e. zero-momentum) charge fluctuations are
described by the operator NX [Devereaux and Hackl, 2007] that is defined as
NX =
∑
kσ
f Xk nkσ, (4.2)
where nkσ = c†kσckσ again is the occupation operator for the state with wave vector k and spin
σ, and c†kσ and ckσ are the creation and annihilation operators for electrons. The upper index
of the symmetry factor f Xk indicates the Raman symmetry, and the sum runs over all possible
symmetries. In the present experiment, these are:
A1g : f
A1g
k = [cos(kx a)+cos(ky a)]/2
B1g : f
B1g
k = [cos(kx a)−cos(ky a)]/2
B2g : f
B2g
k = sin(kx a)sin(ky a)
(4.3)
Generalizing the arguments for lattice ISRS in chapter 2.3 to electronic ISRS, the Hamiltonian
of the system in the presence of the pump pulse can be written in analogy to Eq. (2.9) as
H =HBC S +HR ,
where
HBC S =
∑
k
ξk nkσ−
∑
k
(∆∗k c
†
−k↓c
†
k↑+h.c.) (4.4)
is the BCS reduced Hamiltonian from Eq. (2.14), with the gap replaced by the d-wave SC order
parameter ∆k , and
HR =
∑
X
v X (t )NX
is the perturbation due to the pump laser. Invoking again the Born-Oppenheimer argument
thatωL is much larger than the frequency of the fluctuations, the equivalent of the electrostric-
tive force vX (t ) is given by
vX (t )=−1
2
E(t ) · ∂χ(ωL)
∂〈NX 〉
·E(t ), (4.5)
in direct analogy with Eq. (2.10). Here, χ is the charge susceptibility, ∂χ(ωL)/∂〈NX 〉 is the
conventional second-rank Raman tensor for electronic scattering with symmetry X and
incident frequency ωL [Cardona and Güntherodt, 1982], and E is the time-dependent electric
field of the pump pulse.
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To explain the observations from Fig. 4.3, it is necessary to look at the selection rules that
apply to the generation of the coherent charge fluctuations. Since the driving force in Eq. (4.5)
involves the Raman tensor, the selection rules have the same structure as in conventional Ra-
man scattering. Disregarding orthorhombicity and using the D4h group symmetry properties
of the Raman tensor for a pump pulse polarized in the a-b-plane in LaSCO [Devereaux and
Hackl, 2007], the Raman operator reads
HR = −E(t )
2
2
[
∂χxx
∂〈NA1g 〉
[(eˆx )
2+ (eˆy )2]NA1g
+ ∂χxx
∂〈NB1g 〉
(eˆ2x − eˆ2y )NB1g +
∂χx y
∂〈NB2g 〉
2eˆx eˆy NB2g
]
, (4.6)
with eˆ being a unit vector in the direction of the electric field (E= E eˆ) and the x-axis parallel
to the Cu-O bond direction. It can be seen from Eq. (4.6) that for a pulse in the [100] direction,
the A1g +B1g symmetries are excited, as is displayed in Fig. 4.3 (A) and (C), while for an electric
field aligned along [110], the A1g +B2g symmetries are excited, as displayed in Fig. 4.3 (B).
Selection rules for the detection can be derived analogously from Eq. (2.13), as shown below
(cf. Eq. (4.14)). In the case of Fig. 4.3 (A) the probe field is in the [001] direction and only the
A1g component of the A1g +B1g fluctuation can be seen. Using linear response for symmetry
X , the fluctuations at zero temperature can be obtained via their Green’s function as
〈NX 〉(t )=−
∫ t
−∞
d t ′
∑
ν
sin[ων(t − t ′)]|〈0|NX |ν〉|2v X (t ′), (4.7)
with the sum running over a complete set of states. Here, |0〉 is the ground state before
excitation and |ν〉 the excited state in which the charge fluctuations NX are present. If the
pump pulse of width τ and amplitude E is approximated by a Dirac delta function (vX (t)=
δ(t)τE), Eq. (4.7) yields a sinusoidal wave form with a shape determined by the Fourier
transform of the conventional Raman scattering line shape for symmetry X [Devereaux and
Hackl, 2007].
In the following, it is discussed how the charge fluctuations created by the force in Eq. (4.5)
induced by the pump pulse affect the SC condensate. As mentioned above, this effect can be
described using the pseudospin formalism. The reduced BCS Hamiltonian in the presence of
a time-dependent potential acquires a simple form when written in term of the pseudospin
operators σk defined in Eq. (4.1),
HBC S =−
∑
k
bk ·σk, (4.8)
where σk is a Pauli matrix representing the pseudospin associated with the pair of states (k ↑,
-k ↓) and bk is a fictitious pseudomagnetic field. At equilibrium, the pseudospins orient parallel
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to the ground state pseudomagnetic field
b0k = (∆k,0,ξk), (4.9)
where ∆k is the SC order parameter and ξk = ²k−µ is the quasiparticle band energy from
Eq. (2.14). Thus, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.8) expresses the familiar fact that the ground state
wave function is determined by the mean-field order parameter ∆k, which in turn can be
expressed in terms of the pseudospins.
In the absence of superconductivity, ∆k = 0, and the pseudomagnetic field points in the z
direction and changes sign at the chemical potential, leading to the equilibrium texture of
Fig. 4.2 (D). In the superconducting state, ∆k 6= 0, and the pseudomagnetic field acquires a hor-
izontal component, so that in the case of an s-wave superconductor the pseudospins display
the texture shown in Fig. 4.2 (E). For a d-wave superconductor, the horizontal component
of the pseudomagnetic field cancels along the nodal directions due to the gap anisotropy,
leading to the texture of Fig. 4.5 (A) that has no sideways pseudospins along the nodal direc-
tion. According to Eq. (4.5), the Raman coupling of the pump pulse to the charge fluctuations,
represented by the z-component of the pseudospins, can be described by a time-dependent
potential v Xk (t ). The potential’s shape in momentum space depends on the symmetry X = A1g ,
B1g , B2g determined by the polarization of the pump pulse, Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3). Thus, the
pseudomagnetic field becomes time-dependent:
bk(t )= b0k+δbk(t ), with δbk(t )=
(
0,0, v Xk (t )
)
.
The pseudospins obey the usual equation of motion for magnetic moments in a time-depen-
dent magnetic field [Anderson, 1958],
ħ∂σk
∂t
=−2[b0k+δbk(t )]×σk. (4.10)
This equation can be solved to first order by linearizing it in terms of the time-dependent
fluctuations δσk(t)≡σk(t)−σ0k [Parmenter, 1965]. Here, σ0k is the equilibrium pseudospin
texture shown in Fig. 4.5 (A). The linearized equation reads
∂(δσk)
∂t
=−2b0k×δσk−2δbk×σ0k.
It is helpful to decompose the fluctuations as
δσk = δσykyˆ+δσ⊥k eˆ⊥,
where the unit vector eˆ⊥ points in the direction perpendicular to b0k and the y-axis. The axes
are marked in Figs. 4.5 (B) and 4.6. For simplicity, the temperature is set to zero and collective
effects as well as Coulomb interactions are neglected. The latter can be easily incorporated in
the random phase approximation [Anderson, 1958, Devereaux and Hackl, 2007].
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Figure 4.5 – Adapted from [Mansart et al., 2013]. Pseudospin textures coding the BCS wave
function in momentum space. (A) Ground state texture: pseudospins are labeled by the
distance in energy from the Fermi level ξ≡ ξk and the angle φ along the Fermi surface (inset
of Fig. 4.3 (C). (B) Small red arrows: amplitude of the impulsive field δbk applied at t =
0 in B2g symmetry. Long arrows: texture snapshots (amplitudes exaggerated for clarity)
immediately after the excitation (yellow), at 25 fs (green) and at 50 fs (blue). (C) Theoretical
charge fluctuation: Solid dots correspond to the snapshots of panel (B). The open dots are the
experimental change in reflectivity after the high energy p-h background has been subtracted.
The signal has been inverted and offset horizontally for clarity. (D) Probe energy dependence
of the Fourier transformed A1g +B2g fluctuation.
Solving the pseudospin equation of motion for a time-dependent impulsive potential applied
at t = 0, v Xk (t )= Eτ f Xk δ(t ), one obtains
δσ
y
k = 2cos(ωC F )
∆k
Ek
Eτ f Xk ,
δσ⊥k =−2sin(ωC F )
∆k
Ek
Eτ f Xk ,
(4.11)
implying that after the passage of the pump pulse the pseudospins precess around the equilib-
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Figure 4.6 – Adapted from [Mansart et al., 2013, SI]. Snapshots of the textures coding the BCS
wave function in momentum space. Small red arrows: amplitude of the impulsive field δbk
applied at t = 0 in B1g symmetry. Long arrows: texture snapshots (amplitudes exaggerated for
clarity) immediately after the excitation (yellow), at 25 fs (green) and at 50 fs (blue).
rium direction with an angular frequency
ωC F =
(
2
ħEk
)
=
(
2
ħ
∣∣b0k∣∣) (4.9)= ( 2ħ
√
ξ2k+∆2k
)
, (4.12)
Ek = |b0k| =
√
ξ2k+∆2k being the BCS quasiparticle energy. The precession of the pseudospin
texture is depicted in Figs. 4.5 (B) and 4.6 for B2g and B1g symmetry, respectively. It is notewor-
thy that Eq. (4.10) is close to the equation of motion used in NMR/ESR formalisms [Slichter,
1996]. However, in NMR the static field b0 is provided by an external field, whereas here it is
due to the interaction with the other pseudospins. The magnetic analogy is actually more
complete with ESR in magnetically ordered materials where b0 can be viewed as completely
due to the interaction with the other spins.
The most important advantage of CCFS over other spectroscopies on superconductors is its
specificity. Since δbk points in the z direction, only those pseudospins that have a significant
equilibrium component in the x-y plane respond to the impulsive Raman field. This automat-
ically selects the quasiparticles participating in the pairing, whereas unpaired electrons are
not affected. The excitation is further constrained by the momentum-dependent form factors
in v Xk (t ), as defined in Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3). Therefore, in B2g symmetry only those pseudospins
that are close to the Fermi level and are neither in the nodes nor in the antinodes display
significant dynamics.
To further compare the theoretical coherent charge fluctuation to the experiment, it is nec-
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essary to calculate its time-dependent component in the z direction. According to Eqs. (4.2)
and (4.7),
〈NX 〉(t )= 2
∑
k
sin(ωC F )
(
f Xk ∆k
Ek
)2
Eτ, t > 0. (4.13)
The sum runs over all the Brillouin zone. The squared factor on the right-hand side of
Eq. (4.13) contains the mentioned selectivity of the excitation. To compare the theory to the
experimental results, Eq. (4.13) has been evaluated numerically using a d-wave gap function
∆k =∆0[cos(kx a)−cos(ky a)]/2 with gap energy ∆0 = 20 meV and a one-band parametrization
of the electronic structure of LaSCO given in literature [Yoshida et al., 2006]. The result for B2g
symmetry is shown in Fig. 4.5 (C), together with the experimental charge fluctuations visible
in B2g geometry, taken from Fig. 4.3 (E). Note that the experimental data have been inverted
and offset horizontally for comparison, and that the theoretical response was calculated for a
δ-like excitation. The time-dependence of the charge fluctuation is linked to the dynamics
of the pseudospin texture in Fig. 4.5 (B). At t = 50 fs (blue), corresponding to the first peak in
the charge fluctuation, the pseudospins at ξ= 0 and close to φ=pi/4±pi/8 are close to their
maximum negative amplitude in the z direction. There is a very good agreement between
calculations and experiment; in particular, the oscillation frequency, which corresponds to the
gap amplitude close to the nodal direction, is identical. Interestingly, the experiment shows a
quite long coherence time compared to theory.
In direct analogy to Eq.(2.13), the transient optical properties of the system in the presence of
a fluctuation of symmetry X are governed by the changes in the dielectric function tensor
δ²(ω, t )=−4pi∑
X
∂χ
∂〈NX 〉
(ω)〈NX 〉(t ), (4.14)
where ∂χ/∂〈NX 〉 is the conventional Raman tensor for electronic scattering from Eq.(4.5).
Again, as in conventional phonon ISRS, the same Raman tensor appears in the generation of
the pulse and in the subsequent probing process. In analogy with lattice ISRS, only excitations
having an interaction matrix element with the fluctuating quasiparticles will contribute to
∂χ/〈NX 〉, allowing to identify the excitations participating in the pairing. It should be pointed
out that CCFS is not restricted to reflectivity measurements, and other techniques like time-
resolved Raman scattering [Saichu et al., 2009] can be used as a probe. This allows for better
control of the excitation symmetry, in particular for the measurement of off-diagonal elements
of the Raman tensor that are difficult to isolate using ISRS.
As a final result, the coupling behavior of the coherent charge fluctuation is examined. The
oscillation of the superconducting condensate is most clearly visible in the A1g +B2g con-
figuration. For this reason, a Fourier transform analysis is performed in this configuration.
The probe-energy dependence of the A1g +B2g fluctuation in the frequency domain is pre-
sented in Fig. 4.5 (D). The superconducting fluctuations clearly resonate at an energy of
2.6 eV, corresponding to remnant of the Cu-O charge transfer energy of the parent compound
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which coincides with the (renormalized) Hubbard energy U in a one-band description [An-
derson, 2007]. Remarkably, even though there is substantial absorption below the charge
transfer band in the samples, the superconducting quasiparticles appear to be decoupled from
the excitations in that energy region. This is fully consistent with the finding above that the
A1g+B2g fluctuations have a sine waveform when pumped at 1.55 eV, indicating non-resonant
excitation.
A few remarks should be made about the incoherent background due to p-h excitations
created by dipole-allowed excitations of the pump pulse. Within a mean-field picture, the
permittivity σ (or susceptibility χ) of the sample can change due to the change of the initial
state and final state occupation as well as the modification of the electronic structure caused
by the out-of-equilibrium distribution. Since the optical properties of LaSCO in the visible
range are dominated by the remnant of the CT feature around 2.6 eV, it is reasonable to assume
that the main effect of the p-h excitations is to change the balance between the Cu (nd ) and O
(np ) hole occupation numbers. This will offset the CT hole density nC T ≡ 2np −nd . To take
into account Cu dx2−y2 and O px,y orbitals, the system is described by a three-band Hubbard
model [Lorenzana et al., 2013], as given in Eq. (2.18):
H =∑
i
²i nˆi +
∑
<i j>
σ
ti j (C
†
iσC jσ+h.c.)+
∑
i
Ui nˆi↑nˆi↓+
∑
<i j>
Ui j nˆi nˆ j . (4.15)
Here, C †iσ and Ciσ are creation and annihilation operators for holes
3 on lattice site i with spin
σ and the occupation number operators are defined as nˆiσ =C †iσCiσ with nˆi = nˆi↑+ nˆi↓. The
on-site energies are ²i = ²p (²d ) and the on-site repulsions are Ui =Up (Ud ) for i in an O (Cu)
site. The nearest-neighbor hopping matrix elements are ti j =±tpd (±tpp ) for Cu-O (O-O), with
the sign depending on the relative phase of the Wannier orbitals involved. For the inter-site
Coulomb repulsion, only the nearest-neighbor term Ui j =Upd between Cu and O is included.
As mentioned in chapter 2.5, the CT gap is given by∆≡ ²p−²d . The parameters are taken from
first principle calculations [Lorenzana and Seibold, 2003], except for ∆= 3 eV. This ensures
that the first maximum in the CT band in the optical conductivity of the parent compound is
at 2.16 eV, in good agreement with static optics [Uchida et al., 1991]. To account for the strong
correlations of the Cu electrons, the d orbital is treated using the Gutzwiller approximation,
while the using the Hartree-Fock approximation for the other interactions . This leads to a
single-particle Hamiltonian with renormalized energies, which at equilibrium depend self-
consistently on the charge distribution. The strategy is to compute the optical conductivity
at mean-field level in the ground state and in the presence of the out-of-equilibrium charge
distribution. For simplicity, any asymmetry of this out-of-equilibrium distribution is neglected
in the calculations; it is assumed that the out-of-equilibrium distribution has A1g symmetry.
The primary effect of the out-of-equilibrium charge distribution is the renormalization of
the effective energies at mean-field level. Since this effect depends on the total charge, i.e.
the integral over the charge distribution, it will be rather insensitive to the actual shape of
3Note that electron creation operators are denoted by small letters.
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Figure 4.7 – Adapted from [Mansart et al., 2013, SI]. Comparison between the experimental (red
thick line) and theoretical (blue thin line) transient imaginary part of the in-plane component
of the dielectric function tensor ε2 at 500 fs time delay for doping x = 0.15. For the theory,
δnC T (500 f s)= 8 ·10−3 is used, as well as three band parameters as specified in the text.
the charge density. In the model, the charge is put out-of-equilibrium by adding a constraint
implemented through a Lagrange multiplier. Thereafter, the permittivity ε and susceptibility
χ are obtained at mean-field level, and the derivative with respect to the out-of-equilibrium
charge is evaluated numerically. For the doped case, the ground-state is assumed to consist of
stripes [Lorenzana and Seibold, 2003], which gives a good overall agreement with experiments
for the optical conductivity.
Figure 4.7 shows the result of the computation for the imaginary part ε2 of the in-plane
dielectric function that was obtained as
δεxx (ω, t )=−4pi ∂χxx
∂nC T
(ω)δnC T (t ),
in analogy to Eqs. (2.13) and (4.14). Here, the time-dependent change of the CT hole density
is δnC T (t)= nC T (t)−n0C T , n0C T being the equilibrium CT density. This value is the only free
parameter in the model, and is adjusted to δnC T (t = 500 fs) = 8 ·10−3 to fit the intensity of
the experimental curve. This value gives the estimate of the number of transferred holes
per Cu mentioned above in the discussion of the results. Considering this, together with the
simplifications in the computation, a fair overall agreement with the experiment is obtained,
where the shape is reproduced correctly, while the absolute energy values are off by about
300 meV.
The number of excited electrons per unit cell can be estimated independently from experi-
mental parameters using the formula
n = 2AV F
l 2s∆E
ls∫
0
e−z/ls d z,
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where A is the absorption coefficient and ls the penetration depth, both at the pumping
wavelength, V the unit cell volume, F the pump fluence in J/m2 and ∆E the transition
energy. For a fluence F = 300 µJ/cm2, a value of n = 4 · 10−3 per Cu atom is obtained, in
fair agreement with the theoretical calculation of excited electrons δnC T . δnC T (t ) is positive,
which is consistent with the fact that in the ground state there are far more holes on Cu atoms
than on O atoms, so the laser pulse will tend to decrease nd and increase np . The transient
dielectric function has a strong energy dependence due to transfer of spectral weight among
the different absorption bands, which leads to regions of positive and negative transient
reflectivity as shown in the spectra in Fig. 4.3. The profile of ²2 can be understood as being
caused by a softening of the CT edge due to a downward renormalization of the mean-field
charge transfer energy 〈∆〉. The primary effect is due to the nearest neighbor repulsion
〈δ∆〉 ∼−2UpdδnC T . The structures appear at higher energy than in the experiment, probably
because the mean-field approach underestimates the softening of the CT edge with doping.
The same model approach can be used to compute the electronic Raman tensors involved in
the ISRS mechanism, which will be discussed in detail in the treatment of the undoped parent
compound in chapter 4.3.
Concluding the discussion are a few remarks on how to class the experiments on LaSCO with
respect to other studies of cuprate superconductors. In light of the discussion whether or not
there is a low-energy glue in high-TC superconductors [Anderson, 2007], the results presented
here constitute an important piece of the puzzle. In particular, the Fourier transform analysis
of the charge fluctuation in Fig. 4.5 (D) is consistent with a coupling of the superconducting
quasiparticles to excitations at 2.6 eV, in the manner of a clearly defined resonance. By
following the inversion argument that a strong coupling of the excited SC condensate to certain
excitations means that the latter play an important role in the formation of the condensate,
it can be stated that the superconducting state exhibits a clear fingerprint of “Mottness”. Of
course, other electronic transitions like a d–d exciton can not be excluded. Systematic studies
of this type of oscillations in different chemical compositions and energy ranges coupled
to further theoretical work will allow deeper insights in the pair-mediating or pair-breaking
nature of these excitations. Also, a negligible coupling in the rest of the measured energy
window (1.6 eV < ħω< 3.2 eV) is observed, and it cannot be excluded that other electronic
excitations outside the probing range are also coupled to superconductivity, and are maybe
even dominant. Numerical computations support a coupling to the Mott scale [Maier et al.,
2008], although with a strong contribution from the low energy region.
The key feature of the isotope effect [Maxwell, 1950, Reynolds et al., 1950] in conventional
superconductors was its high specificity, since only the frequency of one potential glue excita-
tion was affected and its impact on superconductivity evaluated. CCFS has a high degree of
specificity in a reverse form: Only paired electrons are affected, and their impact on different
excitations assessed. Compared to previous ultrafast studies of superconductivity, the CCFS
experiments provide a direct observable of the coherent Cooper pair dynamics. Moreover,
because of the spectroscopic nature of the probing scheme, resonances between superconduc-
tivity and high-energy excitations can be detected. Also, because the condensate oscillations
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are obtained in real time, their phase and its evolution throughout the probe energy range
are accessible. The results presented here form a benchmark for time-resolved experiments
in cuprates and shed new light on the nature of the pairing interactions. In a more general
perspective the NMR/ESR analogy encoded in Eqs. (4.8) and (4.10) allows to borrow con-
cepts like the relaxation times T1 and T ∗2 [Slichter, 1996]. T
∗
2 is defined by the decay of the
charge fluctuations, which is dominated by the inhomogeneity of the pseudomagnetic field in
momentum space. Therefore, the CCFS experiment opens appealing perspectives to typical
NMR/ESR-like techniques such as coherent control of the superconducting wave-function by
a sequence of pulses. These tools can be generally applied to different materials including
heavy fermions and iron-based superconductors.
4.3 Undoped Lanthanum Cuprate
This chapter discusses the possibility to extend the CCFS mechanism detailed in chapter 4.2
into a more general tool to study a material’s properties. The material presented in this chapter
is currently being published as reference [Mann et al., 2015]. The generalization of CCFS,
named Coherent Fluctuation Spectroscopy (CFS), can be used in any material where a suitable
bosonic excitation can be coherently excited. For the case of phonons, a Coherent Lattice
Fluctuation Spectroscopy (CLFS) is particularly suited to study the interplay of excitations on
phononic energy scales (typically few tens of meV) and the Mott scale (∼ eV). The principle
is demonstrated in the undoped parent compound lanthanum cuprate (La2CuO4, or LCO),
where it is shown that it is possible to compute an absolute Raman matrix element from a set of
time-resolved reflectivity data [Mann et al., 2015]. Similar experiments have been performed
in simple semiconductors [Roeser et al., 2003, Kudryashov et al., 2007], whose properties are
well-studied, and the ISRS mechanism was found suitable to explain experimental results. In
this chapter, it is demonstrated that CLFS allows to obtain reliable values for matrix elements
in the much more complicated case of strongly correlated materials, where even complex
models as those discussed in chapter 2.5 are either lacking, or capture only a limited number
of the material’s properties.
Undoped LCO is an antiferromagnetic insulator with a maximum Néel temperature TN = 320 K.
It is possible to coherently excite a breathing mode along the material’s c-axis and study its
effect on the in-plane charge-transfer (CT) peak around 2.1 eV, making it a good candidate
to test the reliability of the extracted Raman matrix element. For the experiment, a rod of
undoped LCO taken from the same batch as the LaSCO crystal in chapter 4.2 was oriented in a
Laue diffractometer, cut along a plane containing the a- and c-axis and polished to optical
quality. The Néel temperature was determined to be TN = 260 K, which corresponds to a
doping hole content of 6 ·10−3 or an oxygen content of δ = 3 ·10−3 according to literature
data [Kastner et al., 1998].
The polished surface’s optical properties were measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry in
the lab of Prof. Dirk van der Marel at the University of Geneva. Static data between 0.5 eV
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Figure 4.8 – Adapted from [Mann et al., 2015]. (a) Real part and (b) imaginary part of the
(pseudo-) dielectric function ε from spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements. The vertical
line indicates the pump energy, the shaded area denotes the probe spectrum. The dashed
blue lines are fits to the data with the interacting polaron model discussed in the text.
and 4 eV with a resolution of 40 meV were obtained at room temperature in a fixed polarizer
geometry (cf. chapter 3.2) for 70◦ and 75◦ angles of incidence. Figure 4.8 shows the real and
imaginary parts of the dielectric function ε of the LCO sample calculated from the ellipsometry
data, revealing the strong optical anisotropy of the material.4 The in-plane imaginary part
ε2 of the dielectric function is dominated by the oxygen 2p to copper 3dx2−y2 CT around
2.15 eV. Although not strictly of excitonic nature, Falck et al. have described the CT excitation
as creating strongly interacting electrons and holes because of the reduced width of the CT
peak [Falck et al., 1992]. The finite width of the peak and its shoulder around 1.6 eV reveal the
presence of excess oxygen in the sample, the actual composition being La2CuO4+δ. Comparing
ε2 to static data from literature [Uchida et al., 1991], it is found that the LCO sample has an
effective doping of less than a percent, consistent with the Néel temperature estimate. In
contrast to the in-plane behavior, ε2 is rather featureless along the c-axis. As expected, the
sample is not a good conductor in this direction. A small feature is visible at the energy of the
pump beam, but this might be an artifact of the ellipsometry measurements. There are no
specific transitions assigned to the c-axis spectrum at the pump energy, although the in-plane
shoulder present at the same energy can be attributed to a d–d transition producing trapped
carriers [Ellis et al., 2008]. However, it is a general feature of cuprate superconductors that
excitation along the c-axis is an effective way of exciting phonons due to enhanced electron-
phonon coupling in this configuration [Reedyk and Timusk, 1992]. In the following, it is
presumed that the absorption at the pump energy can be neglected in the analysis of the
coherent phonon appearing in the time-resolved experiments. At this point, this assumption
4Note that technically the figure shows a pseudo-dielectric function [Kuzmenko, 2014, ch. 4.7.3.], since the
sample is anisotropic.
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Figure 4.9 – Adapted from [Mann et al., 2015]. (a) In-plane reflectivity change of La2CuO4+δ,
shown in color-coding. (b) Time-dependent reflectivity change for selected probe energies.
Traces are integrated over 0.15 eV wide slices centered on the horizontal lines in panel (a). The
pump light is polarized parallel to the c-axis.
is only a working hypothesis, but it is confirmed a posteriori by the successful description of
the data.
Time-resolved reflectivity measurements as described in chapter 3.3 were performed at 1.55 eV
pump energy and a fluence of 7.8 mJ/cm2 at a temperature of 10 K. The sample was excited
along the c-axis while the in-plane response was measured. The sample response is shown in
Fig. 4.13. The dominant feature is a strong negative peak around 2.15 eV probe energy that
decays within ∼ 0.5 ps, very similar to the dynamics observed by Novelli et al. [Novelli et al.,
2014] in a comparable experiment. The energy maximum coincides with the maximum of ε2
in Fig. 4.8 (b), but the line shape is much narrower, indicating that the CT feature is indeed
superimposed by the shoulder-like feature around 1.6 eV unrelated to the CT. The incoherent
part of the response is caused by the blocking of excitations across the CT peak due to the
depletion of the initial state (population of the final state) by excitations along the c-axis to
(from) the intragap states observed in the static data. The incoherent peak stretches into a
short-lived tail towards higher probe energies (figure top), whereas towards lower energies
two vertical lines indicate the presence of a coherent excitation. This excitation is the coherent
La A1g breathing mode. It is present over the whole probe spectrum, as can be seen from the
time traces for fixed probe energy in Fig. 4.9 (b). The same phonon contribution was also
observed at room temperature, but the reduced coherence makes the analysis more difficult
in that case. The analysis is therefore carried out for the low-temperature data.
Since the oscillation amplitude is rather low compared to the noise level, the data are analyzed
using SVD as described in chapter 3.4. The oscillation is present in the first two canonical
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Figure 4.10 – Adapted from [Mann et al., 2015]. Canonical time traces (a) u1(t ) and (b) u2(t )
obtained from the singular value decomposition. The traces have been fitted with as described
in the text.
traces u1(t) and u2(t), so the SVD reconstruction is performed up to second rank. The first
two canonical time traces u1(t ) and u2(t ) are shown in Fig. 4.10. Following the discussion in
chapters 2.2 and 2.3, the traces are decomposed into contributions from incoherent charge
relaxations and from the phonon oscillation, and are fitted accordingly. The background is
modeled by two exponential decays for u1 and an exponential decay and a step function for
u2, with a damped oscillation for both traces. The undamped eigenfrequency of the oscillation
is about 4.8 THz for both traces. The fit results are used to transform the canonical traces ui (t ),
vi (E) into physical traces Ui (t ), Vi (E) according to Eq. (3.7). The physical traces are shown in
Fig. 4.11. The relaxation is contained in U1 to U4, whereas the oscillation is given by U5. The
energy dependence of the oscillation is contained in the trace V5 in Fig. 4.11 (b). Note that
the oscillatory contribution in the trace U5 follows a damped sine function, as expected for an
ISRS excitation mechanism (cf. chapter 2.3), even though the phase of the oscillation was left
as an independent fit parameter.
The physical traces are used to separate the oscillation from the incoherent background,
yielding the decomposition(
∆R
R
)
(t ,E)=
(
∆R
R
)rel
(t ,E)+
(
∆R
R
)osc
(t ,E). (4.16)
The reconstruction of the data from the SVD for Nc = 2 and its separation into relaxation and
oscillatory components is shown in Fig. 4.12. The main features of the data are reconstructed
even when limiting the SVD to second rank. The reconstructed damped oscillation at a fixed
probe energy is shown in Fig. 4.13 (a). The natural frequency is ωph = 4.8 THz, while the decay
time is τ= 170 fs, leading to a resonance frequency of 4.6 THz observed in the spectrum. The
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Figure 4.11 – Adapted from [Mann et al., 2015]. (a),(b) Physical traces Ui (t ), Vi (E) extracted
from the singular value decomposition. The relaxation of the incoherent background is
included in U1 to U4, while the oscillation is represented by U5. The energy vectors Vi have
been smoothed using a sliding average.
mode corresponds to a well-known A1g phonon mode at 156 cm−1 present in static Raman
data for the orthorhombic phase of LCO [Sugai, 1989]. Compared to the simpler and more
commonly used method of directly using a FFT on the traces of Fig. 4.9 (b), the SVD is a lot
more effective in subtracting the incoherent peak, reduces the noise level, and delivers the
energy dependence of the oscillation with ease.
The treatment of the data in the scope of this chapter also requires knowledge of the eigen-
vector of the excited phonon phonon. Since there is no way of reliably extracting it from
an optical experiment, one has to rely on calculations. The most reasonable approach to
identify a phonon eigenvector is to use a computational model yielding phonon dispersion
data that match the dispersion as measured by inelastic neutron scattering [Pintschovius and
Braden, 1999]. Such a model, based on DFT+LDA, has been presented in literature [Falter and
Schnetgöke, 2002], but calculations were performed in the tetragonal phase, and one has to
consider the folding of the Brillouin zone when crossing the transition to the orthorhombic
phase. Previous computations (Table V in [Mostoller et al., 1990]) show that the detected
phonon mode, listed as 148 cm−1 at the Γ point in the orthorhombic phase, corresponds to an
Ag mode of 135 cm−1 (4 THz) at the X point in the tetragonal phase of LCO. The eigenvector of
the latter was calculated by DFT+LDA [Falter and Schnetgöke, 2002, Fig. 7], and is illustrated
in Fig. 4.13 (b): It is a breathing mode of the La atoms along the c-axis, where the apical O
atoms move in phase with the La atoms.5 The minimal displacements of the in-plane O atoms
indicated in the calculations will be neglected in the discussion. Even if the displacement of
5This mode thus differs from the coherently excited A1g phonon in La2−x Srx CuO4 in chapter 4.2, in which the
La and apical O atoms are breathing in antiphase.
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Figure 4.12 – Adapted from [Mann et al., 2015]. Reconstruction of the data using the SVD
results up to second rank: (a) Reconstructed data, compare to Fig. 4.9 (a). (b), (c) Relaxation
and oscillatory contributions according to Eq. (4.16).
the O atom was of the same size as that of the La atom, the resulting correction would only
change the result by about 10% because the O mass is much smaller than the La mass.
The energy profile of the oscillation extracted from the SVD is shown in Fig. 4.14 (a). It shows a
resonance around 2.1 eV, which matches the CT feature seen in the static data in Fig. 4.8 (b).
The energy profile for the same oscillation observed with the pump polarized in-plane is also
shown. Due to the lower oscillation-to-background ratio, it can only be obtained at a few
energy values, integrating over a wide energy range for each point. As discussed below, the
absolute Raman profile can be obtained when pump and probe have the same polarization.
However, the profile shape should only depend on the probe direction, as confirmed by the
similarity of the curves for in-plane and out-of-plane excitation in Fig. 4.14 (a). Therefore, the
profile for the case of pumping along the c-axis is rescaled to match the intensity of the profile
for pumping in-plane. This will allow the full differential reflectivity profile to be obtained as if
the pump was polarized in the plane, as seen below. The next step is to find the Raman profile
∆ε(E) ≡ ∂ε∂z (E)zM . While in principle this can be extracted from the differential reflectivity
profile using KK transformations, it is more convenient to extract the information by fitting
the data to a simple model. As a bonus, this allows the Raman profile to be related to the
electron-phonon matrix elements.
The following treatment of the data makes use of the discussion of ISRS in chapter 2.3. The
force term from Eq. (2.10) is adapted to the situation in LCO by assuming a single ion occupying
the volume vi and moving in a transparent medium, yielding a force F (t ) of the form
F (t )= vi 1
16pi
E (t ) · ∂ε
∂z
(EL) ·E ∗(t ), (4.17)
where z is the ionic coordinate, ε is the dielectric tensor of LCO, and its derivative is taken at the
pump-laser energy EL = 1.55 eV. The quantity
∣∣∣e · ∂ε∂z ·e∗∣∣∣2 (e being a unit polarization vector)
determines the cross section for spontaneous Raman scattering [Cardona and Güntherodt,
1982, Knoll and Ambrosch-Draxl, 1995]. The absolute magnitude has been determined only
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Figure 4.13 – Adapted from [Mann et al., 2015]. (a) Oscillatory contribution
(
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R
)osc
to the
transient reflectivity data for E = 2.1 eV. (b) Eigenvector of the La A1g phonon mode identified
as the oscillation in the data, after [Falter and Schnetgöke, 2002]. The displacement δz of the
La ion closest to the plane is marked by an arrow, and the shortest distances to the in-plane
atoms are indicated by the dashed lines.
in few cases (see e.g. [Heyen et al., 1990]), with very demanding static Raman experiments
at multiple laser frequencies. According to Eq. (2.11), the impulsive force from Eq. (4.17)
will make the single ion of mass M oscillate at frequency ωph . The maximum displacement
amplitude of the oscillation is given by
zM = viF
2ωph Mc
∣∣∣∣∂εpu∂z (EL)
∣∣∣∣ , (4.18)
with the experimental fluence value F = 7.8 mJ/cm2. The dielectric tensor ε(pu) = e ·ε · e∗
in Eqs. (4.17) is projected according to the polarization of the pump. The ion movement
produces the oscillatory part of the reflectivity signal in Eq. (4.16),(
∆R
R
)osc
(t ,E)= ∂ ln{R}
∂εpr
· ∂εpr
∂z
(E) · z(t ), (4.19)
where εpr is the dielectric tensor projected according to the polarization of the probe.
Now, it is important to consider three things:
1. The resonant Raman profile ∂ε∂z is phonon-specific. Since the same phonon is involved in
the excitation and detection,
∂εpu
∂z =
∂εpr
∂z if pump and probe have the same polarization
and the material is (nearly) transparent.
2. The prefactor of Eq. (4.18) contains only experimental constants, while the factor ∂ ln{R}∂εpr
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Figure 4.14 – Adapted from [Mann et al., 2015]. (a) Differential reflectivity energy profile of the
coherent oscillation at t = tM for out-of-plane and in-plane excitation, and fit. (b) Differential
dielectric function ∆ε1 corresponding to in-plane pump and probe polarizations at t = tM
(left scale). The absolute right scale was obtained as explained in the text.
in Eq. (4.19) is known from Fresnel’s formulas.
3. Using εpr = εpu and evaluating Eq. (4.19) at the time tM of the maximum amplitude
and at the energy EL of the pump, the ion position z(tM ) = zM can be eliminated by
substituting Eq. (4.18) into Eq. (4.19). Thus, an expression for the squared magnitude of
∂εpu
∂z (EL) in terms of experimental quantities is obtained. Eq. (4.19) then gives access to
the full resonant Raman profile.
This means that the resonant Raman profile ∂ε∂z (E) of any phonon in any material can be
directly determined over the probing range of a broadband reflectivity measurement. The
procedure works as well if more than one oscillation is present in the data as long the oscillatory
contributions according to Eq. (4.16) can be separated for each phonon. Also note that,
in general, knowledge of the phonon eigenvector is not required. In practice, relating the
reflectivity R to ε requires the use of a Kramers-Kronig (KK) transform or a Drude-Lorentz
model, as discussed in chapters 2 and 3.5. However, the aim of this discussion is to test the
reliability of extracting matrix elements using CLFS. Therefore, the elements are determined
using a dielectric model function based on interacting polarons, similar to the one introduced
by the group of Kastner [Falck et al., 1992]. The model dielectric function describes the in-
plane CT peak of LCO seen in ε2 in Fig. 4.8 as being caused by interacting polaron pairs. This
is supported by photoconductivity measurements [Falck et al., 1992]. Notice that the rather
large peak width of more than 200 meV does not support a description as a completely bound
excitonic state, but the description in terms of short-range Frenkel type excitons is a good
approximation.
The absorption edge is modeled in terms of transitions between a valence and a conduction
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band modified by Coulomb interactions; the short-range interaction potential is approximated
as V (r ) =Ueh δ(r ). For simplicity, the electron-hole interaction strength Ueh is taken to be
momentum-independent. The permittivity can be written as
ε(ω)= ε∞+ s · G(ω)
1−UehG(ω)
, (4.20)
where the denominator contains the enhancement factor due to electron-hole interactions
[Mahan, 1990, ch. 4.5]. The oscillator s strength is parametrized as s = 4pie2x2eh/vCu , where
xeh is a dipole matrix element between the Wannier orbitals of the two bands and vCu is the
volume per Cu atom. The electron-hole Green’s function is defined as
G(ω)≡ 2
W
Eg+W∫
Eg
dω′
(
1
ω+ω′+ iγ/2 −
1
ω−ω′+ iγ/2
)
, (4.21)
where the two terms ensure the correct symmetry of ε1 and ε2. Due to the two-dimensionality
of the system, a flat joint density of states D = 2/W confined to a band of width W above the
gap energy Eg is assumed. The factor of two in D considers spin degeneracy. The bandwidth
W of the absorption band is the sum of the electronic (single-particle) electron and hole
bandwidths. The linewidth of the transition is given by half the (two-particle) phenomeno-
logical damping γ, which is assumed to have a simple linear dependence on the frequency,
γ = a+b ·ω. Notice that rigorously speaking the model is for a stoichiometric compound,
while the LCO sample used in the experiment has a small oxygen surplus. As discussed by Li et
al. [Li et al., 2013], the small opacity caused by the excess oxygen will introduce an imaginary
component into the Raman tensor for the generation of the phonon. However, the doping is
so small that its effect can be phenomenologically absorbed in small changes of the damping
and other parameters. According to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (cf. chapter 3.4), it
is assumed that the electronic parameters of the model, like the density of states D and gap
Eg , depend parametrically on the coherent ionic motion excited by the pump.
The model can be used to simultaneously fit the equilibrium optical response in Fig. 4.8 and
the differential reflectivity profile at the maximum of the oscillation at time tM in Fig. 4.14 (a)
with only two parameter changes, δEg = 6.4 meV, δD = 4.6 ·10−3 eV−1. Physically, these are
also the parameters expected to be most sensitive to the motion of the La ions. Fig. 4.14 (b)
shows the differential dielectric function ∆ε1 corresponding to the oscillation amplitude
at tM . Neglecting the absorption part, its value at the pump energy can be represented as
∆ε(EL)= ∂ε∂z (EL)zM = 1.8×10−3. This equation together with Eq. (4.18) (using for M the mass
of one La atom moving in the volume vi = vc /4, vc being the orthorhombic unit cell volume)
yields a maximum amplitude zM = 1.0×10−3 Å. This value can be used to calculate the absolute
Raman profile ∂ε∂z ≡∆ε(E)/zM , shown in the right scale in Fig. 4.14 (b). The resulting electron-
phonon matrix elements are given as ∂Eg /∂z ≡ δEg /zM = 6.4 eV Å−1, describing the change
of the CT gap with the La motion, and ∂D/∂z = δD/zM = 4.6 eV−1 Å−1, describing the change
in density of states. It is noteworthy that the time-resolved data at 10 K are fitted together
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with static data at 300 K. In spite of this discrepancy, the curves in Fig. 4.8 imply that the fit
tends to an even lower energy for the CT peak, corresponding to an even higher temperature.
A likely explanation for this is given by the very high electronic temperatures that are reached
upon laser excitation. This interesting feature deserves further examination. It is theoretically
possible to perform a time-dependent version of the matrix element fit, corresponding to a fit
at different electronic temperatures. The resonance profile of the oscillation indeed shows a
slight time dependence, but the relaxation time is shorter than a phonon period, making such
an analysis unfeasible on the current data set. However, this phenomenon could be studied in
a system where the damping is smaller than the phonon frequency.
To check if the model estimates are reasonable, they are compared to an estimate from an
ionic model in point charge approximation. It is assumed that ∂Eg /∂z is approximately given
by the change of the difference in Madelung energy among planar Cu and O atoms when the
La is moved in the z direction. The ionic displacement induced by the coherent phonon along
the c-axis will affect the Madelung energies εCu and εO of the copper and oxygen atoms in the
ab-plane, changing the CT energy ∆= εCu −εO ≡ Eg (cf. Eq. (2.19) and [Carbone et al., 2010]),
as well as the density of states D(ω) in the polaron band W . Considering the effect of the
displacement δz of the La atoms closest to the CuO4 plaque on the in-plane CT energy ∆. The
atoms in question are the ones sitting above and below the plaque on the positions indicated
in Fig. 4.13 (b). The shortest distances to the in-plane atoms are indicated by the dashed lines.
The energy ∆ is given as a function of the shortest La distance z from the Cu-O plane by
∆(z)= Z e
2
4piε0εR
·
( +4
dLa−Cu
+ −8
dLa−O
)
= Z e
2
4piε0εR
·
 4√
a2
2 + z2
− 8√
a2
4 + z2
 , (4.22)
with the La charge Z = 3 and the unit cell length a = 3.8 Å, which is equivalent to twice the
in-plane Cu-O distance. Note that there are two La atoms closest to each CuO4 plaque which
are nearest neighbors to two Cu atoms and four O atoms each and that the Cu and O atoms
carry a single charge, yielding the factors four and eight in Eq. (4.22). For the relative dielectric
constant εR the value ε1(EC T )= 5.3 at the CT energy (see Fig. 4.8 (a)) is used to account for
screening effects. Using the equilibrium distance z0 = 1.79 Å, an el-ph matrix element of
∂Eg
∂z ≡ ∂∆∂z = 4.3 eV Å−1 is obtained, in reasonable agreement with the experimental value. Given
the crudeness of the model and the approximations used to determine the matrix element this
is quite a good agreement. Notice that in Eq. (4.22) the zero-momentum dielectric function is
used, which is certainly an upper limit for the screening at short distances. A more realistic
screening will improve the agreement with the experiment.
In conclusion, the experiments show that coherent fluctuation spectroscopy can be used
to determine absolute Raman profiles in correlated systems much easier than static Raman
scattering. For the specific case of LCO it was also shown that the Raman profile can be
described via changes in few electronic key parameters describing the equilibrium optical
properties, CT energy and density of states. This allows the microscopic electron-phonon
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matrix elements to be estimated in a correlated system, finding agreement with a simple ionic
model. As a bonus, it is confirmed that ISRS is the mechanism at work on generating the ionic
motions. While similar studies have been performed before [Roeser et al., 2003, Kudryashov
et al., 2007], those dealt with semiconductors only. There, the situation is much simpler,
because (i) no strong correlations are present, (ii) the materials are well studied, and theoretical
models are readily available for comparison, and (iii) the phonon life times are by far longer,
simplifying the extraction. No previous works using ultrafast optics exist where it was checked
for a strongly correlated system that the amplitude of the oscillations is correctly given by this
mechanism, as the analysis of LCO implies. In correlated systems, one potential application of
the Raman profile is the manipulation of the electronic ground state by direct excitation of
specific phonons, similar to what has been done in recent control experiments [Fausti et al.,
2011, Cavalleri et al., 2001, Hilton et al., 2007, Stojchevska et al., 2014, Yusupov et al., 2010]. In
the case of Raman excitation, the Raman profile allows to find the excitation energy at which
the applied force is maximum, thus allowing to reduce fluence and unwanted heating. For
example, Fig. 4.14 (b) together with Eq. (4.17) suggests that by increasing the pump excitation
energy the oscillations can be enhanced, although at some point absorption will become
important and other mechanisms, not considered here, may enter into play. As discussed in
chapter 2.3, the transition from a dominantly impulsive mechanism to a displacive one should
show up in the data as a change of the phonon’s sine form to a cosine form. The variation
of the coherent oscillation’s amplitude with pump energy has recently been studied in a
similar experiment on an underdoped cuprate for the enhancement of the Josephson plasma
resonance [Casandruc et al., 2015]. This is important given that mechanisms other than ISRS
have been proposed in the past [Stevens et al., 2002]. Finally, the LCO results pave the way to a
systematic investigation of the interplay between charge and/or structural fluctuations and
electronic excitations in complex oxides, facilitating research on the topic of competing order
in cuprates. For example, an interesting experiment would be a study of the resonant behavior
of the oscillation of the superconducting gap observed by CCFS described in chapter 4.2. Such
a study would greatly benefit from comparison to numerical values for the electron-phonon
coupling, e.g. [Spitaler et al., 2013].
4.4 Slightly underdoped Neodymium Barium Cuprate
The last experiment presented in this chapter is a thorough study of the dynamics of Bogoli-
ubov quasiparticles in an optical experiment. The material of choice is slightly underdoped
(UD) neodymium barium cuprate (NdBa2Cu3O7−δ, or NBCO). NBCO is a good choice of mate-
rial to study the slightly underdoped region of the cuprate phase diagram, because it tends to
stabilize below optimal doping. In contrast, the structurally identical, widely studied YBCO
is more stable at optimal doping. The main advantage of being below optimal doping is the
large separation between the superconducting and pseudogap (PG) transition temperatures
TC = 93 K and T ∗ = 170 K, as indicated in Fig. 4.1. This allows spectroscopic signatures from
the superconducting and pseudogap regions to be separated. This separation occurs although
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the doping is still close to optimal, allowing for direct comparison to the optimally-doped (OP)
case. As mentioned in chapter 3.3, one of the advantages of broadband time-resolved studies
is the abundance of information that is obtained in contrast to single-wavelength experiments.
This is underlined by the discussion of the experiments on NBCO, where all important features
observed in time-resolved optical measurements on cuprates performed in the last decade
can be observed in one single experiment. The most intriguing result, however, is the behavior
of the Bogoliubov quasiparticles created by breaking Cooper pairs (cf. chapter 2.4), which are
clearly observed well above TC , far in the PG phase. This is of interest for the discussion of
the nature of the latter, and the results strongly favor the scenario of preformed pairs existing
in the PG phase. These pairs do not possess phase coherence, and thus cannot condense
into a macroscopic state (cf. chapter 2.4). Note, however, that the superconducting fluctua-
tions observed as Bogoliubov quasiparticles are not strictly correlated with the pseudogap
transition, so there does not seem to be a direct correlation to the pseudogap. In accordance
to the interpretation in terms of preformed pairs, the phonon anomaly of the Ba mode is
observed at temperatures much higher than TC , but below T ∗, and the spectroscopic features
of the Bogoliubov QPs can be traced in the pseudogap phase. To this end, the temperature
dependence of the sample’s transient response is studied in detail.
The experiments were performed on a high-quality NBCO single crystal that was grown
following the procedure outlined in chapter 3.1. The crystal was flux-grown in an Y-stabilized
zirconium crucible under reduced oxygen atmosphere to avoid spurious substitution of the
Nd ion onto the Ba site [Schlachter et al., 2000]. The resulting crystal is a parallelepiped with
dimensions 5.5 mm × 4 mm × 1 mm along the a-, b- and c-axes, respectively. The sample
was annealed in oxygen for ten days at 370◦ C, resulting in a superconducting transition
temperature of Tc = 93.5 K, as measured by dc magnetization, and a sharp transition width
of 1.5 K. The whole crystal was polished to optical grade on two surfaces, containing the ab-
and ac planes, respectively, using diamond powder paste. For both polished surfaces, static
optical data were obtained from the far infrared (FIR) to ultraviolet (UV) regime, 12.5 meV
to 6 eV, using broadband ellipsometry. The data were used to calculate the complex optical
conductivity of the sample. Anisotropy corrections were performed using standard numerical
procedures [Bernhard et al., 2004, Azzam and Bashara, 1977] and diffraction effects were
accounted for using an established procedure [Humlı´ˇcek and Bernhard, 2004]. The FIR data
were taken at the infrared beam line of the ANKA synchrotron at the Karlsruhe Institute for
Technology in the range from 12.5 meV to 85 meV [Bernhard et al., 2004], using a home-built
ellipsometer attached to a Bruker fast-Fourier spectrometer. Overlapping data in the IR to
UV range (0.5 eV to 6 eV) were taken at the University of Fribourg using a Woollam VASE
ellipsometer. These latter measurements were performed in a vacuum better than 10−8 mbar
when at cryogenic temperatures, to prevent measurable ice condensation onto the sample.
Time-resolved reflectivity data were obtained for the a-b surface as described in chapter 3.3.
The pump and probe beam were polarized along the crystallographic [110] direction, giving
access to the in-plane optical response of the sample, and selecting the A1g +B2g symmetry
configuration for Raman processes (cf. Eq. (4.6)).
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Figure 4.15 – (a) Real and (b) imaginary part of the c-axis optical conductivity σ(ω)=σ1(ω)+
iσ2(ω) of slightly underdoped NBCO as a function of temperature. Data were taken by B.
Mallett of the Universtiy of Fribourg.
In the following, the results of the static ellipsometry measurements that were used to char-
acterize the sample are discussed. The PG and SC gap energy scales can be revealed by
temperature-dependent optical spectroscopy. Eq. (2.5) suggests that, in general, the con-
ductivity is sensitive to the opening of the SC gap, and possibly the pseudogap. In cuprates,
the c-axis transport is dominated by carriers from the antinodal region of the Fermi surface
[Andersen et al., 1995], making the c-axis conductivity particularly sensitive to the opening of
the two gaps. Therefore, the pseudogap and superconducting transition temperatures T ∗ and
TC can be estimated from the temperature dependence of the electronic background in the
far-infrared c-axis conductivity [Yu et al., 2008]. Fig. 4.15 shows the real and imaginary parts of
the c-axis FIR conductivity σc as measured by steady-state ellipsometry. The data were taken
by B. Mallett of the University of Fribourg. Following Eq. (2.4), its real part σ1,c is integrated
in the range from 12.5 meV to 85 meV and traced as a function of temperature. The results
are shown in Fig. 4.16. As expected from Eq. (2.5), the SW starts to increase significantly when
approaching TC , roughly following the order parameter. However, its maximum value is not re-
covered immediately when crossing Tc , but instead a gradual increase develops. This ‘missing’
SW is a characteristic feature of the presence of the pseudogap in the two-particle excitation
spectrum. A detailed study shows that the opening of the pseudogap shifts a portion of the
SW above the fixed point present around 55 meV in the temperature dependence of σ1,c [Yu
et al., 2008]. This can be seen in the data in Fig. 4.15 (a). The point where the SW reaches its
saturation value provides an estimate of T ∗. According to the data, values of TC ≈ 94 K and
T ∗ ≈ 170 K can be determined for the slightly UD NBCO crystal, as indicated in Fig. 4.16.
The real part σ1,ab of the in-plane conductivity of the sample is shown in Fig. 4.17 (a) as
a function of temperature. The energy of the pump (dashed line) and of the broadband
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Figure 4.16 – Temperature dependence of the c-axis spectral weight, calculated over the
measured FIR spectral range (12.5 - 85 meV). The dashed vertical lines indicate the estimated
TC and T ∗.
probe (shaded area) used in the time-resolved experiment are highlighted. The measured
response agrees well with previously reported data for the 123 family of cuprates [Cooper
et al., 1993, Bäckström et al., 2004]. The low-frequency (< 1 eV) contribution lowers its weight
with decreasing temperature, and a first peak is observed around 1.4 eV, closely followed by a
weaker satellite at 1.77 eV. The spectral range below 1 eV has been modeled in the past using
a Drude-like contribution and a mid-infrared component [Cooper et al., 1993]. The feature
at 1.4 eV sharpens when temperature decreases. It has been ascribed to the CT excitation
in the CuO2 planes, since it represents a reminiscence of the fundamental absorption gap
visible in the same region of the conductivity in the undoped parent compound, equivalent
to the 2.15 eV feature of LCO discussed in chapter 4.3. However, such an attribution of a CT
feature should be taken with caution in a strongly doped material, where the notion of an
electron transfer between separated p and d orbitals breaks down. A second prominent peak
can be observed around 2.6 eV, which progressively loses weight with decreasing temperature.
Linear Muffin-Tin Orbital (LMTO) calculations assigned this peak to an interband transition
into the antibonding Cu(2)-O(2)-O(3) band, with the initial state being found in a manifold of
strongly dispersive bands [Kircher et al., 1991]. This interpretation has been recently refined by
Dynamical Mean Field Theory (DMFT) calculations, which described it as a charge excitation
from the Lower Hubbard Band (LHB) to EF in OP YBCO [Fausti et al., 2014]. Figure 4.17 (b)
shows the partial SW integrated over the region covered by the shaded area (1.72 - 2.88 eV) in
panel (a) as a function of temperature. The SW is almost linear as a function of temperature,
showing no strong features around TC and T ∗ when integrated over the whole probing range,
except for a small kink around Tc . Nevertheless, the observation of peculiar effects at TC taking
place in the equilibrium optical spectra at high-energies has been provided by several studies
in the past [Bäckström et al., 2004, Rübhausen et al., 2001, Molegraaf et al., 2002, Boris et al.,
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Figure 4.17 – (a) Real part of the in-plane optical conductivity at selected temperatures. The
dashed line marks the energy of the pump pulse used in the time-resolved experiment, while
the shaded area refers to the spectral range of the probe pulse. (b) Temperature evolution of
the spectral weight calculated over the region highlighted by the shaded area (1.72 – 2.88 eV).
TC and T ∗ are indicated by dashed vertical lines.
2004] and interpreted as a fingerprint of Mottness [Stanescu and Phillips, 2003, Carbone et al.,
2006]. It can be estimated from Fig. 4.17 (a) that such features may be traceable when the SW
is calculated around the peaks in the optical conductivity, none of which is fully contained in
the probed spectrum.
Fig. 4.18 (a) displays the transient reflectivity ∆R/R(τ,E) as a function of the probe energy
and time delay between pump and probe for a few significant temperature values (10 K, 80 K,
95 K, 110 K, 250 K, 300 K). As mentioned, both pump and probe beams are polarized along the
[110] crystallographic direction. The absorbed pump fluence is set around 300 µJ/cm2, which
is still below the threshold for the complete vaporization of the SC condensate, as detailed
in the discussion of the fluence dependence towards the end of this chapter. The temporal
dynamics of∆R/R at selected probe energies (1.73 eV, 2.0 eV and 2.48 eV) are displayed as gray
traces in the color maps. The complete temperature dependence for all nineteen measured
temperatures is provided for reference in Fig. 4.19. The temperatures are indicated in the labels;
the response is shown up to 1 ps. The temporal evolution of the photoexcited sample and its
spectral shape in the high-energy region are similar to those of other cuprates [Giannetti et al.,
2011, Mansart et al., 2013], with two distinct regions of negative and positive photoinduced
changes separated by an isosbestic point whose energy is found to depend on temperature,
fluence and material composition.
Figure 4.18 (b) presents the time traces for the 10 K map. The signal around 2.0 eV comprises a
small resolution-limited rise, followed by a second, delayed negative contribution that shows
the maximum change of the response around 200 fs. Subsequently, a fast (sub-ps) decay of
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Figure 4.18 – (a) Transient reflectivity ∆R/R(τ,E ) as a function of probe energy and time delay
between pump and probe at various temperatures. The temperatures are indicated in the
labels. (b) Temporal traces at 10 K for fixed probe energies of 1.73, 2.0 and 2.48 eV. (c) Transient
reflectivity spectrum at a fixed time delay of t = 200 fs for the temperatures in panel (a). (d)
Temperature evolution of ∆R/R at t = 200 fs for fixed probe energies. Tc and T ∗ are indicated
for reference.
the negative contribution takes place and the signal becomes positive at larger time delays.
This pattern characterizes the signal across the whole spectrum, but the weight of the positive
component with respect to the negative one is strongly dependent on the probe energy. On the
low-energy side of the spectrum (cf. the trace at 1.73 eV), only a positive contribution is visible
and the signal approaches a positive constant value as a function of time. On the high-energy
side (cf. the trace at 2.48 eV), the positive contribution is hardly present, producing a decrease
in the first resolution-limited peak and keeping the signal negative. On top of this incoherent
response an oscillation can be seen in the whole spectrum, and can be ascribed to the coherent
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Figure 4.19 – Full temperature dependence of the time-resolved reflectivity data ∆R/R(τ,E)
for NBCO as a function of probe energy and of time delay. The temperatures are indicated in
the label; the color scale is identical for all temperatures.
excitation of phonons via ISRS as discussed in chapter 2.3. A detailed analysis of the described
temporal response using a global fit is given below. Figure 4.18 (c) shows the reflectivity spectra
∆R/R(τ= 200 fs,E) close to the maximum reflectivity change as a function of temperature.
For clarity, the regimes below TC , between TC and T ∗ and above T ∗ are summed up as areas
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Figure 4.20 – (a) Calculated in-plane transient optical conductivity ∆σ1/σ1 at 10 K as a func-
tion of the probe energy and of the time delay between pump and probe. (b) Temporal
evolution of the ∆σ1/σ1 spectrum at different time delays. (c) Temperature evolution of the
non-equilibrium spectral weight, ∆SW, integrated over the whole probed spectrum at 200 fs.
of different shadings. The complete temperature dependence of the transient reflectivity at
selected energies at the same time delay from the photo-excitation is displayed in Fig. 4.18 (d).
From this plot, three temperature ranges with different spectral responses can be identified:
At low temperature the signal amplitude is strong and remains almost constant up to values
slightly above TC = 93.5 K. As the temperature increases further, ∆R/R varies significantly
and reduces its absolute intensity. Finally, as the temperature approaches room temperature,
∆R/R stabilizes around a small constant value. The overall temperature evolution can be
described by two constant regimes that are separated by a crossover region. Interestingly, the
crossover does not start immediately at Tc , but at slightly higher temperatures, and there is no
sharp transition associated with the pseudogap temperature T ∗.
To gain direct insight into the role played by the probe pulse in the different spectral regions,
the transient optical conductivity ∆σ1/σ1 is calculated for all measured temperatures, fol-
lowing the procedure described in chapter 3.5. Note that it is obtained directly from the
combination of the static and time-resolved data, without the need for a Kramers-Kronig
transform. Figure 4.20 (a) displays∆σ1/σ1 at 10 K as a function of time delay and probe energy,
while Fig. 4.20 (b) shows the temporal evolution of its transient spectrum. A prominent drop
in conductivity is found in a wide energy range between 1.9 and 2.8 eV at early time delays;
on the contrary, for energies below 1.8 eV, a positive contribution emerges and progressively
dominates the higher energy range as soon as the negative contribution undergoes relaxation.
This response strongly differs from the one expected for a simple transient heating of the
crystal, which would not display sign inversions across the measured spectrum. Therefore it
can be assumed that at short time scales the pump excitation at 1.55 eV predominantly acts
non-thermally. In this regard, a decreased optical conductivity is typically retrieved when a
non-equilibrium distribution of carriers fills the states involved in the transitions monitored
by the probe pulse (similar to the scenario discussed for LCO in chapter 4.3); an increased
optical conductivity instead represents the manifestation of transient carriers absorbing the
photons of the probe pulse. The calculation of∆σ1/σ1 for all measured temperatures provides
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valuable information on the temperature evolution of the transient SW in the probed range,
which is displayed in Fig. 4.20 (c) for a time delay of t = 200 fs. At this time delay the excited
carriers have thermalized among themselves and the SW is well-defined in a physical sense.
Remarkably, the calculated SW under non-equilibrium conditions is affected by the opening
of the SC gap at TC and the crossover around T ∗, closely following the temperature depen-
dence of the ∆R/R spectrum at t = 200 fs, but not the one of the equilibrium conductivity of
Fig. 4.17 (b).
In order to determine the relative strength of the pump excitation, it is helpful to study the
fluence dependence of the in-plane transient reflectivity. Fig. 4.21 displays ∆R/R(τ,E) at 10 K
and 300 K for different values of the absorbed fluence, indicated in the labels. At an absorbed
fluence of 0.5 mJ/cm2, the low-temperature response resembles the one presented in Fig. 4.19,
displaying the typical features for the Bogoliubov QP response. As expected, the QP response
is suppressed at 300 K. As the fluence is increased, the spectral response of NBCO at 10 K starts
displaying a positive contribution around 2.1 eV and the negative response ascribed to the QP
excitations vanishes. The rise of this spectroscopic feature represents the signature of a highly
thermal non-equilibrium state driven by the pump pulse. At high fluence, the spectra are very
similar at 10 K and 300 K. This indicates that the SC state response dominates the signal at
the fluence used in the time-resolved experiments, while a suppression of superconductivity
can only be achieved by pumping significantly harder, in agreement with typical fluence
dependences reported in literature [Giannetti et al., 2009]. Note also that the signal seems to
saturate at 300 K for the highest fluence values.
The analysis of the contributions to the time-resolved reflectivity signal described in Fig. 4.18 (b)
is performed using a global fit procedure, as explained in chapter 3.4. Ten temporal traces are
selected from each map of the full temperature dependence (Fig. 4.19) and fitted simultane-
ously by imposing the same time constants for all decays. A satisfactory fit of the incoherent
signal can only be obtained by using at least three exponential functions convolved with a
Gaussian response accounting for the temporal shape of the pump pulse. The first, positive
exponential term is resolution-limited and its decay time is between 100 ps and 1 ns, far be-
yond the probed range. A delayed exponential has to be used for the other two components to
correctly reproduce the early dynamics. The results of the fit of the temporal trace cut around
2 eV in the map at 10 K are reported in Fig. 4.22 (a), together with all the separate components
of the incoherent background. The first, positive contribution that promptly emerges after
the arrival of the pump pulse and decays with a long time constant τ1 larger than hundreds
of ps is effectively a step-like function. The spectral dependence of its amplitude A1, shown
in Fig. 4.22 (d), is strongly peaked around 2 eV. The other two exponential terms are instead
characterized by a negative amplitude and display very different time constants. The former
second, fastest contribution decays with a time constant τ2 of hundreds of fs, while the third
term has a relaxation time τ3 of several ps. The spectral dependences of these two components
A2 and A3 in Fig. 4.22 (e,f) show peaks around 2 eV as well, and their relative weights can be
disentangled from A1 only by means of the global fit analysis. Note that due to the short time
window of the data as compared to τ1 and τ3, it is not possible to completely separate the
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Figure 4.21 – Transient reflectivity∆R/R as a function of the probe energy and of the time delay
between pump and probe at high and low temperatures for various fluences. The temperatures
of 10 K and 300 K and the values of the absorbed fluence of 0.5 mJ/cm2, 1 mJ/cm2 and 2 mJ/cm2
are indicated in the labels. The color scale is identical for all graphs.
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Figure 4.22 – (a) Results of the global fit analysis for the temporal trace at 2 eV from Fig. 4.18 (b):
The original data are displayed as red dots, the curve obtained from the global fit is drawn
in pink, the long (hundreds of ps decay) component in grey, the fast (hundreds of fs decay)
component in blue and the intermediate (several ps decay) component in violet. The residuals
are depicted in green, displaying an oscillatory pattern. (b,c) Fourier Transform analysis of
the residuals at selected temperatures, and full temperature dependence, respectively. The
two modes at 3.6 THz and 4.6 THz correspond to the Raman-active phonons involving c-axis
vibrations of the Ba and Cu ions. (d-f) Spectral dependence of the amplitude for the long (A1),
the fast (A2) and the intermediate (A3) components as obtained from the global fit analysis.
contributions of these two exponentials. However, the important features of the dynamics are
captured regardless of any cross-talk in the fit parameters A1 and A3. Alternatively, a good fit
is achieved as well if the first exponential is replaced by a slow-rising exponential with a time
constant similar to τ2 and an additional Gaussian peak whose width is related to the pump
pulse duration. Such a fit component has been used in the description of the dynamics of
cuprates at low fluences [Giannetti et al., 2009]. The implications of the different contributions
to the fit function are discussed further below.
Before interpreting the global fit results and the microscopic origin of the time-resolved
reflectivity signal in detail, it is time to review some important results of single-wavelength
pump-probe spectroscopy on the isostructural compound YBCO mentioned in chapter 4.1.
The central finding of these studies was the observation of three distinct timescales in the
pump-probe traces:
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1. a very long relaxation lasting for several ns [Stevens et al., 1997, Thomas et al., 1996]
2. a fast decay of several hundreds of fs appearing below T ∗ and persisting in the SC
phase [Kaindl et al., 2000]
3. an intermediate timescale of several ps, manifesting itself only in the SC phase and
promptly disappearing above TC [Kaindl et al., 2000]
Some controversy has existed regarding the assignment of the longest component, being
previously ascribed to a pump-induced heating effect [Han et al., 1990] and subsequently
reinterpreted as a the signature of a photoinduced absorption from localized carriers [Stevens
et al., 1997, Thomas et al., 1996, Mihailovic et al., 2000]. The heating effect has been excluded
as a possible origin for this component from the peculiar temperature dependence followed by
its amplitude, which does not increase monotonically with increasing the sample temperature
and shows instead a thermally activated behavior below TC . The present analysis does not
focus on the long-lived component, but it should be noted that the possible separation of
the long-lived component into a Gaussian peak and a slow-rising exponential actually favors
a heating scenario, where the heating effects are represented by the latter exponential. The
Gaussian peak is instead caused by the presence of a transient population of highly non-
equilibrium QPs immediately after the pump pulse arrival, similar to observations made in
experiments on underdoped BiSCCO [Giannetti et al., 2009]. Since the long-lived component is
not in the focus of the current experiments, the model function for the global fit is limited to the
more simple version presented above, without compromising the fit quality. The characteristic
temperature dependence exhibited by the other two components has led to their respective
association with PG correlations and QP recombination in the SC condensate [Demsar et al.,
1999]. These assignments have also been confirmed in a separate experiment with the use
of a broadband probe covering the mid-IR range [Kaindl et al., 2000]. Another remarkable
observation by single-wavelength pump-probe studies concerns the amplitude of the signal
associated with the QP recombination across the phase diagram [Mihailovic et al., 1998]. In
OD samples this component vanishes at TC , while in UD samples the amplitude of the signal
is almost unaffected across TC and drops to zero close to T ∗, i.e. in direct proximity to the
establishment of the PG phase. This scenario has been explained by suggesting the existence
of pre-formed CPs in the PG phase of UD YBCO [Mihailovic et al., 1998].
All three features can be observed in the present data, and in one and the same measurement.
In addition, using the broadband probe covering the visible spectral range, additional insights
into these microscopic mechanisms can be obtained. The positive signal of the longest
component τ1 and its increased strength at TC finds agreement with the explanation by
contributions from thermal heating combined with excited state absorption from the highly
non-equilibrium transient QP population. The fast and intermediate components τ2 and
τ3, however, need a separate discussion. Indeed, the coexistence of both components is
observed far into the pseudogap phase, which implies that the signal associated with the QP
response does not vanish at TC . The spectral analysis in Fig. 4.22 (d-f) highlights that the
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carriers involved into the two processes display the strongest response around 2 eV and follow
distinct temperature dependences. Remarkably, A2 exhibits its maximum amplitude at low
temperature, whereas A3 has higher weight around TC in the probed spectral range. The global
fit analysis also provides valuable information on the temperature dependence of the collective
bosonic modes which are coherently generated through the ISRS mechanism. The residuals
obtained from the fit of the temporal trace at 2 eV containing the oscillatory part of the signal
are displayed in Fig. 4.22 (a). By means of a Fourier transform, reported in Fig. 4.22 (b), two
separate modes with frequencies of ∼ 3.6 THz and ∼ 4.6 THz are identified. These correspond
to the A1g Raman-active c-axis breathing modes respectively involving the Ba and Cu ions and
have been extensively discussed in spontaneous Raman scattering and time-resolved pump-
probe spectroscopy of OP YBCO and NBCO [Fausti et al., 2014, Albrecht et al., 1992, Misochko
et al., 2000; 2002; 2004]. In these studies, the phonon frequencies were found to undergo
a blueshift when the temperature is lowered. As mentioned in chapter 4.1, an anomalous
increase in the intensity of the Ba mode below TC was demonstrated to be strictly correlated
with the number of optically broken CPs, suggesting that the driving force behind the coherent
excitation is provided by the change in QP density [Albrecht et al., 1992]. Hence, the Ba mode
in OP YBCO was found to vanish as soon as TC was crossed, together with the QP signal. In the
present results on slightly UD NBCO, the hardening of the modes with decreasing temperature
is observed as well. However, the intensity of the Ba mode still persists well above TC , being
strongly quenched well within the PG phase, as visible in Fig. 4.22 (c). This result is a second
indication of the existence of a QP response, and thus, superconducting fluctuations, above
TC . The observation of the peculiar temperature dependence in the time-resolved spectra is a
striking example of how low-energy phenomena (as the opening of the SC gap and of the PG)
profoundly influence the high-energy electronic properties of a strongly correlated system.
The identification of the in-plane interband transitions involved in the non-equilibrium
dynamics is therefore crucial for the comprehension of the microscopic origin of the pump-
probe signal. The pump excitation at 1.55 eV is resonant with the high-energy tail of the peak
at 1.4 eV in the equilibrium σ1 shown in Fig. 4.17 (a) that was argued to be a CT remnant. This
transition has been demonstrated by a number of experiments to promote charge excitations
from EF to high-energy states [Yu et al., 1993, Holcomb et al., 1996, Mihailovic et al., 1998].
The dynamics of particle-hole excitations is subsequently monitored by the broadband probe
pulse, which covers the in-plane excitations at higher energy, including the peak around 2.6 eV
in the σ1 seen in the ellipsometry data in Fig. 4.17 (a). This interband transition involves
occupied states in the LHB and unoccupied states close to EF . The calculated ∆σ1/σ1 in
Fig. 4.20 (b) shows the occurrence of a pronounced negative contribution, as the probed
high-energy charge excitations become less allowed after photo-excitation.
The global-fit analysis serves as the basis for a model interpretation of the observed non-equi-
librium dynamics: The arrival of the pump pulse at 1.55 eV creates a distribution of hot carriers
across the Fermi energy. The resolution-limited rise and long-lived dynamics of the first expo-
nential component with amplitude A1 and timescale τ1 of hundreds of ps are explained by
the fact that this component includes contributions from the hot transient carrier population
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and heating effects. Simultaneously, two other phenomena occur: a relaxation with a time
constant τ2 of hundreds of fs and another one with τ3 of several ps. Both these signals exhibit
their maximum amplitude around 200 fs, suggesting the occurrence of a delayed response
with respect to the first contribution. This indicates that the remaining highly excited carriers
decay within 200 fs to the proximity of EF . The energy released in this fast relaxation triggers a
cascade of pair-breaking phenomena, in accordance with an avalanche multiplication process
proposed for YBCO [Han et al., 1990]. The effect is the breaking of a large number of CPs into
Bogoliubov QPs. Since these excited QPs accumulate close to EF , the final states associated
with the high-energy interband transitions are occupied as a result of the cascade process.
Thus, the broadband probe experiences a reduced absorption in the visible due to this Pauli
blocking mechanism. This induced transparency is in accordance with the negative peak in
∆σ1 seen in Fig. 4.20 (a). The non-equilibrium SW in Fig. 4.20 (c) is a measure of the efficiency
of blocking the high-energy excitations from the LHB to EF at 200 fs. This quantity is therefore
proportional to the density of Bogoliubov QPs arising from the breaking of CPs. The temper-
ature evolution of ∆SW displays a maximum absolute value below TC , where an increased
number of QPs can be produced following the interaction with the pump pulse. A minimum
plateau is instead reached around 190 K, when the density of QPs is vanishingly small. Such a
behavior is not only found in the spectra at 200 fs, but can also be observed at subsequent time
delays, until the QPs have completed their recombination. The pronounced effects observed
at TC and T ∗ in the experiment indicate that the distribution of Bogoliubov QPs created by
the near-infrared pump pulse lies at the antinodes of the Fermi surface. This hypothesis
was first advanced by single-wavelength transient reflectivity measurements [Gedik et al.,
2004, Mihailovic et al., 2000] and later confirmed by transient angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy [Cortés et al., 2011], which revealed that the scattering channel of the antinodal
carriers towards the nodes is blocked.
The change in the antinodal QP density close to EF triggers the coherent excitation of the
Ba phonon mode. In OP YBCO this mode was found to display an amplitude anomaly at
TC [Albrecht et al., 1992], and its amplitude was shown to be in close correlation with the
number of excited Bogoliubov QPs, which is negligibly small above TC in the OP system.
Recent broadband spectroscopic studies on the same material, corroborated by DMFT calcu-
lations, examined in details the interplay between the Ba mode and the in-plane interband
transitions, demonstrating that a displacement of the Ba ion strongly perturbs the low-energy
density of states close to EF [Fausti et al., 2014]. However, the data in Fig. 4.22 (b,c) do not
show any anomaly of the Ba phonon at TC in the whole spectral region, consistent with a
scenario in which this low-energy collective mode can be still efficiently excited above TC .
This result indicates the presence of Bogoliubov QPs far above TC , in perfect agreement with
the following interpretation of the incoherent response: The relaxation of the QPs generated
by the avalanche process causes the negative reflectivity signal to decay within several ps.
The decay occurs on two distinct timescales, in accordance to the established description
of pump-probe optical spectra in YBCO [Kaindl et al., 2000, Mihailovic et al., 2000]. The fast
timescale τ2 embodies the recombination dynamics of the carriers which are not part of the
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condensate and are thus subjected to PG correlations. Recently, the Mott-Hubbard origin of
these correlations has been suggested for explaining the dynamics that follow the emergence
of a highly conducting state in UD BiSCCO [Cilento et al., 2014]. The intermediate timescale
τ3 is typically associated with the recondensation of QPs into CPs. Interestingly, in the present
experiments, no anomaly in the value of τ3 is detected at TC , as is the case in OP and OD
YBCO [Kaindl et al., 2000, Mihailovic et al., 2000]. Instead, the negative signal produced by
the QP relaxation persists to unexpectedly high temperatures, but does not quite persist up
to T ∗. This observation radically changes the interpretation of the intermediate (several ps)
timescale occurring in pump-probe measurements towards a recombination mechanism
into uncorrelated CPs, not accounting for their condensation. Only below TC the CPs acquire
phase coherence and condense into a macroscopic quantum state.
To summarize, the information extracted from the time-resolved reflectivity spectra as a func-
tion of temperature finds a natural explanation in the existence of a QP response in a crossover
region located within the pseudogap phase, albeit not directly correlated to the PG tempera-
ture T ∗. This picture confirms the strong difference in the non-equilibrium response between
the UD and the OP phase of the cuprates, as already pointed out by several authors [Mihailovic
et al., 2000, Gedik et al., 2005]. This finding provides strong evidence in favor of the existence
of a precursor SC state comprising paired electrons lacking macroscopic phase coherence, in
accordance with recent conclusions drawn from IR spectroscopy [Dubroka et al., 2011]. The
present scenario also helps clarifying a body of recent works devoted to the optical control
of the SC state in several UD cuprates [Fausti et al., 2011, Hu et al., 2014, Kaiser et al., 2014,
Först et al., 2014]. Core to these experiments is the observation that an underlying charge
density wave (CDW) instability exists in the UD region of the phase diagram, and that charge
ordering competes with superconductivity [Chang et al., 2012, Torchinsky et al., 2013]. The
charge-ordered state can be selectively destabilized or suppressed when a large-amplitude
excitation in the mid-infrared is resonant with a CDW-related lattice mode. In the case of
YBCO, the CDW suppression leads to the emergence of strongly coherent transport far above
TC , characterized by heightened interlayer mobility and carrier density similarly to the equilib-
rium SC state. The ultrafast timescale involved in this process was interpreted as a sign that the
SC state is already present in the system before photo-excitation. An important observation is
that the light-induced coherent state exists at temperatures below T ∗, within the PG phase.
The existence of pre-formed CPs within the PG phase of 123-family compounds represents a
crucial ingredient for understanding this effect. The competition between superconductivity
and charge ordering at equilibrium results in a strong suppression of CP coherence above
TC . The destabilization of the CDW by photo-excitation of a coherent THz phonon allows
the pre-formed CPs to attain coherence, promoting a transient state that cannot be explored
under equilibrium conditions.6 It should be noted that a transient SC state has so far not
6 Considering the great deal of attention that experiments of this type have attracted in regard to the perspective
of transient SC at room temperature, it should be noted that the optical enforcement of coherence is equivalent to
reducing the temperature of a subset of carriers in the material [Denny et al., 2015]. This method is conceptually
identical to the well-known method of laser-cooling in the domain of ultracold atom physics, and rather different
from actual room temperature SC. Still, there are many intriguing possible applications of this technique in the
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been observed explicitly, but only in the form of an augmentation of the Josephson plasmon
peak and a transient carrier density resembling the steady state SC electronic distribution. In
this regard, definite evidence may come in the future from the real-time observation of an
incomplete Meissner effect through magnetic-sensitive imaging measurements in the form of
ultrafast transmission electron microscopy.
study of correlated systems.
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5 Experiments on Tantalum Disulfide
In this chapter, I will report the results of experiments I performed on the charge-density
wave material tantalum disulfide.
Tantalum disulfide (TaS2) is an interesting subject in many ways. It is a prime example of a
quasi-two-dimensional, strongly correlated system, very much like the cuprates discussed
in chapter 4. However, it displays a number of phenomena that are very different from those
previously discussed for cuprates. A variety of diverse electronic and phononic configurations
can be realized in TaS2 as a result of the interplay of Coulomb repulsion and electron-phonon
dynamics. Most intriguingly, it was shown that a superconducting phase is stabilized by high
hydrostatic pressures, which is interesting in view of the discussion of competition between
charge ordering and superconductivity in cuprates. The properties of TaS2 and its material
class are reviewed in chapter 5.1. TaS2 has been the subject of intense scrutiny, and only the
core findings are presented. Several detailed reviews exist for further reading [Rossnagel, 2011,
Sipos et al., 2008, Dean, 2010, Devereaux and Hackl, 2007]. The results of the time-resolved
reflectivity experiments are presented and discussed in chapter 5.2. The large amount of
acquired data makes it necessary to restrict this presentation to the core results regarding
several aspects of the reported or proposed behavior of TaS2. For the data that are shown, a
full global fit analysis is performed. The analysis is of preliminary nature since the data are
currently being reevaluated and prepared for publication.
5.1 Transition metal dichalcogenides
TaS2 belongs to the class of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs). The general formula
of these materials is TX2, where T is a transition metal atom and X is an element from the VI.
main group, a “chalcogen”. They possess a number of interesting properties that arise from
their structure. In general, all TMDCs are layered, quasi-two-dimensional materials. The
transition metal atoms are arranged in planes with a trigonal structure. Each of the planes
containing T atoms is sandwiched by planes containing the X atoms that have the same
trigonal structure. TMDCs come in different polytypes; the major ones are designated 1T and
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Figure 5.1 – Left: The layered structure of 1T-TaS2 in the high-temperature metallic phase.
The Ta plane has a trigonal symmetry and is sandwiched by S layers of the same structure.
The layers above and below the Ta plane are offset horizontally, resulting in an ABC-stacking.
Right: Three-dimensional arrangement of Ta and S layers in the space group P3¯m1. The unit
cell borders are indicated by dark lines.
2H, respectively. The difference between the two polytypes is the coordination of the T atom.
For the 1T polytype it is octahedral, while for the 2H polytype it is prismatic. The sample
studied in this thesis belongs to the 1T-polytype. For the 1T polytype, the layers containing the
X atoms are offset with respect to each other, resulting in an ABC-type of stacking, as opposed
to the ABA-stacking seen in the 2H -polytype. The planar structure of 1T-TaS2 is indicated
in Fig. 5.1. The structure can be described by the trigonal space group is P 3¯m1, with lattice
constants a = 3.365 Å and c = 5.853 Å [Sugai et al., 1981, Bovet et al., 2003].
Interestingly, the layer structure of TMDCs shows parallels to that present in high-TC cuprates,
with the T layer being the equivalent of the Cu-O plane, albeit with a different symmetry. As
expected form this analogy, TMDCs are strongly correlated materials that exhibit interesting
properties. The physics of the transition metal layer is dominated by the competition between
the on-site Coulomb repulsion U and hopping described by the transfer integral t . Therefore,
just like cuprates, TMDCs can be adequately described by the Hubbard model from Eq. (2.16).
While cuprates are CT insulators (cf. Fig. 2.3 (c)), TMDCs are charge-density wave (CDW)
materials [Fazekas and Tosatti, 1979]. The physics leading to the emergence of the CDW seem
to be closer to Mott insulating behavior than CT insulating behavior, and TaS2 explicitly shows
a Mott phase. In general, TMDCs exhibit instabilities towards various different phases, and
those orders compete throughout their phase diagram [Devereaux and Hackl, 2007]. This
is illustrated by the behavior of TaS2, that is easily tracked as a function of temperature in
static resistivity measurements [Thompson et al., 1971]: At high temperatures (T > 550 K),
TaS2 exhibits a metallic phase, as is expected from its electronic configuration. However,
the metallic state has a strong instability towards a CDW state that ultimately leads to Mott
insulating behavior [Fazekas and Tosatti, 1980]. Cooling below 550 K, a CDW modulation
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Figure 5.2 – The star-shaped cluster comprising 13 Ta atoms (“David’s star cluster”) appearing
below the n-CDW transition temperature, and the unit cell of the superlattice formed by the
commensurate CDW below the c-CDW transition temperature in TaS2.
is formed in TaS2. This phase is called incommensurate CDW (i-CDW) phase, because the
wave vector associated with the CDW has no rational relation to any conceivable lattice or
superlattice vector. The formation of the CDW inevitably goes hand in hand with a periodic
lattice distortion (PLD) [Rossnagel, 2011], which displaces the Ta atoms by a small distance,
roughly 0.03 Å. Upon further cooling, the character of the CDW changes below 350 K, where
the CDW wave vector rotates to an angle of 11◦ with respect to the lattice a vector that
gradually increases to 13◦ upon further cooling, and the amplitude of the PLD increases to
0.1 Å. This phase, called the nearly commensurate CDW (n-CDW) phase, exhibits a slight
thermal hysteresis; the transition temperature is 5 K higher for heating up as compared to
cooling down. It is marked by the fact that the Ta layer develops a superlattice structure
composed of a regular pattern of star-shaped clusters of 13 Ta atoms (often called David’s
star pattern), as sketched in Fig. 5.2. Within each cluster, the outlying atoms shift towards the
central atom. In the n-CDW phase, the ordering of the Ta layer into these clusters is incomplete,
and phase separation into hexagonal regions comprising stars and intermittent triangular
regions separating them occurs [Thomson et al., 1994, Spijkerman et al., 1997]. The latter also
show deformation, but with a reduced amplitude. It should be noted that the formation of the
star-pattern leads to a buckling of the TaS2 layers [Bovet et al., 2003]. The lowest-temperature
phase is entered upon cooling below 180 K, and is named commensurate CDW (c-CDW) phase.
Its formation is accompanied by some interesting changes in the material’s properties: In this
phase, the star pattern of the n-CDW phase fills out the whole Ta-layer, leading to a complete
CDW order. The CDW wave vector becomes commensurate with this superlattice structure,
which results in a tilt angle of 13.9◦ with respect to the lattice vector a. The CDW superlattice
structure is characterized by the corresponding unit cell sketched in Fig. 5.2, that has a width ofp
13 a≈ 3.6 a. The c-CDW state exhibits a strong thermal hysteresis, the transition temperature
to the n-CDW phase being 220 K when warming up. Also, there is a notable increase in the
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Figure 5.3 – Adapted from [Sipos et al., 2008]. Temperature-pressure phase diagram of
TaS2. Upon applying large hydrostatic pressures, the charge ordering is suppressed, and
a superconducting phase develops for low temperatures. Note that the superconducting
transition temperature has been scaled by a factor of ten.
number of Raman-active phonons in the lowest-temperature phase caused by the change in
symmetry [Duffey et al., 1976]. The most notable modes are the fully symmetric amplitude
mode of the commensurate CDW at 2.4 THz, which will be discussed in more detail below, and
the phase mode [McMillan, 1975]. The amplitude mode is charge neutral, and thus Raman
active, while the phase mode carries a dipole moment, and is therefore infrared-active [Dean,
2010].
The structural changes are accompanied by strong changes of the band structure due to the
reconstruction of the Brillouin zone [Smith et al., 1985, Rossnagel and Smith, 2006, Dean, 2010]:
The twelve Ta 5d electrons from the outer atoms of the star split evenly into two separate bands
below the Fermi energy. The remaining electron from the central atom of the star is located
in a narrow band around the Fermi level, separated from the other bands due to spin-orbit
coupling [Rossnagel and Smith, 2006]. This band would usually be half-filled, indicating a
metallic state. Instead, it experiences Mott localization, and the material enters an insulating
state [Fazekas and Tosatti, 1979]. The localization of the central cluster atom’s electron was
observed using scanning tunneling spectroscopy [Kim et al., 1994]. Naturally, the structural
modification by the formation of the CDW and the accompanying changes in the electronic
structure lead to a very strong electron-phonon coupling.
An intriguing feature of TaS2 is the possibility to radically alter its electronic structure by
applying hydrostatic pressure. The temperature-pressure phase diagram reported in liter-
ature [Sipos et al., 2008] is shown in Fig. 5.3. In general, the application of large (∼ GPa)
pressures suppresses the charge-ordering in the Ta planes. For pressures above 2.5 GPa, a
superconducting state is induced in the material. This property is particularly remarkable
in light of the discussion of a competition between charge order and superconductivity in
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Figure 5.4 – Examples for (a) symmetric Ag and (b) asymmetric Eg modes within the star-
shaped clusters of the c-CDW phase. (a) corresponds to the amplitude mode at 2.4 THz in
TaS2.
underdoped cuprates, and especially the results on underdoped NBCO in chapter 4.4. While
superconductivity and charge-ordering are mutually exclusive, just as is the case in cuprates,
the two states can coexist in separate domains in the material. In TaS2, the superconducting
state starts developing locally at pressures about 1 GPa, out of the metallic domains. This was
used as an explanation why the superconducting state is unaffected by changes in the n-CDW
domains, whereas the metallic state above the superconducting transition temperature is
sensitive to the scattering by the charge-ordered domains [Sipos et al., 2008].
A number of time-resolved studies have already been performed on TaS2. Single-wavelength
pump-probe reflectivity measurements at 1.55 eV showed that the CDW amplitude mode at
2.4 THz is readily excited with fs laser pulses, and the gap associated with the charge-ordering
can be detected [Demsar et al., 2002]. The amplitude mode experiences thermal hysteresis of
its intensity and width, as was observed in static Raman measurements [Uchida and Sugai,
1981, Sugai et al., 1981]. Interestingly, the phonon coherence time is very high in the c-CDW
phase, on the order of 10 ps. The coherence is strongly reduced upon transition to the n-CDW
phase, showing the importance of CDW commensurability for the amplitude mode. Excitation
at 1.55 eV in the c-CDW phase was also reported to trigger an Eg mode around 2.1 THz [Toda
et al., 2004], which shows a curious behavior: Its intensity increases with time, correlated
with the decay of the amplitude mode, reaching a maximum around 15 ps, and a beating
between the two modes is observed in their subsequent decay. It has been argued that the
phonon is triggered by the DECP mechanism (see chapter 2.3). However, the excitation of the
amplitude mode was shown to be independent of the incoherent charge excitations by means
of a control experiment using a pump-pump-probe scheme [Onozaki et al., 2007]: With this
technique, it is possible to coherently generate and then amplify or suppress the amplitude
mode with the first and second pump pulse. This effect is independent of the decay of the
excited carriers that occurs on the timescale of about 0.5 ps. Experiments probing in the THz
regime show that the photoexcitation at 1.55 eV creates a transient metallic state that differs
from the steady-state metallic phase at high temperatures, because the Mott gap is melted
while the PLD remains [Dean et al., 2011].
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The melting of the gap and establishing of metallicity was previously observed in greater detail
in femtosecond Angle Resolved PhotoEmission Spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements [Perfetti
et al., 2008]. There, the prompt closing of the gap and the persistence of the PLD were used
as arguments that the insulating phase of TaS2 is caused by Mott localization, as opposed
to a phonon-driven Peierls mechanism. Also, the presence of a mid-gap resonance was
identified, distinguishing the transient metallic state from the high-temperature phase. The
persistence of the PLD upon destruction of the insulating state was more clearly observed by
time-resolved electron diffraction experiments [Eichberger et al., 2010]. It was observed that
the PLD amplitude is only partially reduced, and quickly recovers on a timescale of few ps due
to strong el-ph coupling. Recent ultrafast reflectivity measurements spanning a wide energy
range from IR to visible showed several interesting features [Dean, 2010]: Exciting in the near
IR and probing close to the gap energy ∆= 100 meV, large changes in reflectivity are observed
due to the shift of spectral weight into the gap upon establishing metallicity, as was previously
observed by ultrafast ARPES [Perfetti et al., 2006]. However, the coherent excitation of the
amplitude mode is strongest in the near-IR, around 1 eV, and seems to be unconnected to the
low-energy dynamics. Also, the transient metallic state was conjectured to be of polaronic
nature because of three features: A reduced IR conductivity compared to the high-temperature
metallic phase, an asymmetric phonon lineshape indicating strong el-ph coupling, and the
presence of the mid-IR feature around 155 meV [Dean et al., 2011].
5.2 Time-resolved experiments on Tantalum Disulfide
The TaS2 samples were grown in the LPMC at EPFL, following an established procedure [Dardel
et al., 1992]: Single crystalline samples were prepared by chemical vapor transport (CVT) from
pure elements with iodine as a transport agent, with the growth temperature varying between
950◦C in the hot zone and 900◦C in the cold zone. The 1T-polytype was stabilized by the
addition of SnS2 (less than 0.5% weight) and by rapid cooling from the growth temperature.
The material grows in flakes with a diameter of few mm and a thickness of some 100 µm. The
surface of the flakes is perpendicular to the c-axis of the material.
For the experiments, flakes of appropriate dimensions were chosen and oriented by Laue
diffraction. The flakes were not polished. Instead, they were glued to a mount using fast-drying
silver paint, and a clean surface was produced by scotch-taping (see chapter 3.1). The surface
under study is thus parallel to the Ta layers. Time-resolved reflectivity measurements as
described in chapter 3.3 were performed for various experimental parameters: The response
to a pump energy of 1.55 eV was studied at three distinct temperatures (10 K, 230 K and 300 K)
in the c-CDW and n-CDW phases. For all three temperatures, spectra were taken at different
combinations of pump and probe polarizations. The fluence dependence of the response
was measured at 10 K and 300 K for 1.55 eV pump energy, and at 300 K for excitation at 3.1 eV.
Finally, the pump energy was tuned in the NIR between 1.05 eV and 0.54 eV (1200 nm and
2300 nm) at 300 K.
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Figure 5.5 – Left column: Time-resolved reflectivity spectra of TaS2 in the c-CDW (10 K) and
n-CDW (230 K, 300 K) phases. Middle column: Time traces for select energies, representing
three distinct regions in the spectra. Traces are offset vertically for clarity. Right column:
Fourier transform of the selected traces, revealing the frequency of the coherent oscillations.
The time-resolved reflectivity data for an excitation energy of 1.55 eV at the three different
measurement temperatures are shown in Fig. 5.5. The incident fluence is approximately
2 mJ/cm2. The left column shows the color-coded reflectivity change as a function of time
delay and probe energy for the c-CDW phase (10 K) and the n-CDW phase (230 K, 300 K).
Most notably, all spectra are dominated by strong coherent oscillations present over the whole
probing range. The differences between the three regimes can be seen in the time traces
at three fixed energies (1.8 eV, 2.3 eV, 2.7 eV) displayed in the middle column: At 10 K, the
response is completely dominated by the coherent oscillations that are very long-lived, having
a coherence time far greater than the probe window of 8 ps. For higher temperatures, the
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Figure 5.6 – Fourier transforms of the transient reflectivity of TaS2 at 2.4 eV probe energy for
various combinations of pump and probe polarizations, at (a) 10 K, (b) 230 K and (c) 300 K.
The shaded area shows Raman data reported in literature recorded at the same energy [Sugai
et al., 1981] for (a) 23 K, (b) 205 K, but above the n-CDW-to-c-CDW transition, and (c) 273 K.
coherence time is significantly lower, around 1 ps. The oscillations are overlaid by a negative
incoherent background that reaches a plateau for times greater than 2 ps. A beating is visible
in some of the traces, revealing the presence of a second coherent oscillation. This effect
is most obvious in the trace at 2.3 eV, where the two oscillations seem to have a roughly
equal amplitudes. Notice that at 10 K the oscillation clearly inverts its phase across the
spectrum, as indicated by the broken lines in the traces. This trend is less pronounced at
higher temperatures. The right column of Fig. 5.5 shows the Fourier transform of the traces
displayed in the middle column, allowing to identify the modes present in the spectra. As
expected, the long-lived oscillation in the c-CDW phase is the CDW amplitude mode at 2.4 THz.
The second oscillation responsible for the beating is located around 3.8 THz. Instead, the slow-
rising 2.1 THz mode observed in single-wavelength experiments in the c-CDW phase [Toda
et al., 2004] cannot be identified directly, although it should be visible in the time window
covered by the scans. The 3.8 THz mode is shifted to 3.6 THz in the n-CDW phase at 230 K,
while the stronger oscillation in that phase is peaked around 2.1 THz. The same situation
is found at 300 K, although the shortened coherence time makes the modes less visible
in the Fourier spectra. While there is consensus in literature that all three oscillations are
associated with CDW oscillations, the modes at 2.1 THz and 3.8 THz are unfortunately not
well characterized. Early Raman data showed a strong softening of the amplitude mode with
increasing temperature [Sai-Halasz and Perry, 1977], leading to the conclusion that the 2.1 THz
mode prominent in the n-CDW phase is the equivalent of the amplitude mode in the c-CDW
phase. However, the above-mentioned 2.1 THz mode in the c-CDW phase was identified as
asymmetric by polarized Raman scattering, and above the transition from the c-CDW phase to
the n-CDW phase the strongly softened amplitude mode that started at 2.4 THz merges with
the asymmetric 2.1 THz mode [Sugai et al., 1981]. It is likely that the 2.1 THz mode seen in
the time-resolved spectra at higher temperatures is the amplitude mode, as discussed further
below.
Figure 5.6 compares the Fourier transforms of the transient reflectivity at 2.4 eV probe energy
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Figure 5.7 – Fluence dependence of the transient reflectivity change of TaS2 at 10 K for 1.55 eV
pump energy. The fluence is indicated in the labels. The overlaid traces show the time
evolution of the signal at 2.7 eV probe energy. The last panel shows the Fourier transform of
the overlaid traces.
for a few representative combinations of pump and probe polarizations at the three tempera-
tures from Fig. 5.5 to Raman data reported in literature taken at the same energy [Sugai et al.,
1981]. The polarizations that are indicated are given as the in-plane angle from the a-axis.
All three phonons that are excited have been characterized as symmetric modes. No clear
dependence of the oscillations on the polarizations is discernible, in accordance with previous
reports [Dean, 2010]. The same is true for the all other measured polarization combinations,
not shown in Fig. 5.6. As illustrated in Fig. 5.4, it should be possible to identify asymmetric
modes by taking the difference between a Fourier transform for parallel polarization and one
where either pump or probe are rotated by 60◦. However, no unique trend can be observed,
and any small differences are likely to be numerical artifacts caused by the FFT algorithm. The
most probable conclusion is that no asymmetric modes are excited.
Figure 5.7 shows the fluence dependence of the transient reflectivity at 10 K, in the c-CDW
phase, for excitation at 1.55 eV. The spectral features remain virtually identical over a fluence
range of an order of magnitude. The time traces at a probe energy of 2.7 eV, close to the
maximum signal strength, are overlaid in the spectra, and are representative of the general
trend: Both the oscillation amplitude and the intensity of the incoherent background scale
almost perfectly linear in fluence, as reported in literature [Dean, 2010]. In the last panel of
the figure, the Fourier transforms of the traces at 2.7 eV are shown. The peak of the CDW
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Figure 5.8 – Fluence dependence of the transient reflectivity change of TaS2 at 300 K for
1.55 eV pump energy. The fluence is indicated in the labels. The overlaid traces show the time
evolution of the signal at 2 eV probe energy. The last panel shows the Fourier transform of the
overlaid traces.
amplitude mode retains its shape for all fluences. Note that the 3.8 THz mode is barely visible
at 2.7 eV probe energy. An equivalent fluence dependence measured at 300 K is shown in
Fig. 5.8. As mentioned above, the coherence time of the oscillation is significantly shorter, and
the signal peaks around 2 eV probe energy. At this energy, the time traces are overlaid to the
spectra. Here, in contrast to the fluence dependence in the c-CDW phase in Fig. 5.7, only the
level of the incoherent background scales linear with fluence, while the oscillation amplitude
seems rather unaffected by the increase in pump power. In addition, the incoherent part of the
signal goes into saturation for the highest fluence value, which was not the case in the c-CDW
phase. This difference cannot be explained by the optical properties of the material. While the
optical constants show differences in the visible range between the two phases (see e.g. [Barker
et al., 1975]), the changes are not large enough to explain the observed discrepancy in the
fluence dependences. Instead, the likely explanation for the lower saturation threshold at
room temperature is the strongly reduced coherent phonon activity, which is able to efficiently
disperse the deposited pump energy at lower temperatures. The Fourier transforms in the last
panel of Fig. 5.8 show the peak of the amplitude mode, around 2.1 eV in the n-CDW phase.
Again, as was the case in the c-CDW phase, its shape is rather unaffected by the increase in
pump fluence, even though its amplitude does no longer scale linearly with fluence and it
gradually becomes superimposed by the incoherent background. The results of the fluence
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Figure 5.9 – Fluence dependence of the transient reflectivity change of TaS2 at 300 K for
3.1 eV pump energy. The fluence is indicated in the labels. The overlaid traces show the time
evolution of the signal at 2 eV probe energy. The last panel shows the Fourier transform of the
overlaid traces.
dependence at 300 K for the frequency-doubled excitation at 3.1 eV are shown in Fig. 5.9. At
first glance, the spectra are similar to excitation at 1.55 eV. The coherence time of the oscillation
is comparable, as are the spectral dependence and decay time of the incoherent background.
However, exciting at 3.1 eV, the fluence necessary to achieve the same level of signal as for
excitation at 1.55 eV is far lower, roughly by an order of magnitude. The overlaid time traces
at 2 eV are very similar to those in Fig. 5.8, but no saturation is reached for the used fluences.
These effects are most likely the result of two factors, an increase in absorbed energy due to a
resonance effect when changing the pump energy, and a more efficient excitation of the CDW
amplitude mode at 2.1 THz for excitation in the UV, in accordance with the amplitude mode
resonance profile obtained from the global fit analysis below.
Figure 5.10 reports the transient reflectivity spectra in the n-CDW phase at 300 K for various
pump energies in the near-IR using the TOPAS (cf. chapter 3.3). Note that polarization of the
TOPAS output is rotated for lower pump energies, when using the “idler” part of the output.
Nonetheless, all the data can be compared directly, since the sample’s in-plane response is
isotropic. Again, the spectra follow the general trend observed in the fluence dependences
for excitation at 1.55 eV and 3.1 eV. The signal peaks around 2 eV, where the time traces
are overlaid to the spectra, and is dominated by the incoherent background. A coherent
oscillation is present and decays with a time constant of approximately 1 ps. The Fourier
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Figure 5.10 – Pump energy dependence of the transient reflectivity change of TaS2 at 300 K
from the UV to the NIR. The pump energy is indicated in the labels. The overlaid traces
show the time evolution of the signal at 2 eV probe energy. The last panel shows the Fourier
transform of the overlaid traces, normalized to the peak at 2.1 THz.
transform spectra are shown in the last panel; curves for 1.55 eV and 3.1 eV at comparable
signal level have been added for reference. All transforms have been normalized to the value
of the 2.1 THz peak. The spectra reveal that the shape of the CDW amplitude mode is again
largely independent of the pump energy. However, the peak width seems slightly reduced for
excitation in the IR. The mode at 3.8 THz is present as well, but again is rather weak. From the
traces at 2 eV it can also be seen that the strength of the amplitude increases slightly when
reducing the pump energy. This can be explained as a resonance effect, in accordance with
the spectral response of the mode discussed in the global fit analysis that follows.
All spectra have been analyzed using a global fit, as detailed in chapter 3.4. The spectra have
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Figure 5.11 – (a-c) Global fit traces (broken lines) for the time traces at various probe energies
from Fig. 5.5 for (a) 10 K, (b) 230 K and (c) 300 K. Traces have been offset vertically, and some
traces have been scaled for clarity. (d-f) Decomposition of the global fit traces from panel (a)
into the three oscillations and the exponential background for probe energies of (d) 1.8 eV, (e)
2.3 eV and (f) 2.7 eV.
been divided into time traces by integrating over energy windows of 100 meV width. A single
fit function can be used to fit all measured reflectivity spectra over their whole probe spectrum
with very good accuracy. It comprises two exponentials, a rise and a decay, modeling the
incoherent background, and three damped oscillations to account for the three observed
phonons. Figure 5.11 (a-c) shows a few select global fit traces, corresponding to the reflectivity
spectra at different temperatures shown in Fig. 5.5. For each dataset, the global fit function
uses shared rise and decay times and oscillation frequencies across the probe spectrum. The
oscillation frequencies of the three phonons take on values of 2.1 THz, 2.4 THz and 3.8 THz
(in the c-CDW phase) resp. 3.6 THz (in the n-CDW phase). The overall fit quality is very good.
The components of the global fit traces for 10 K are shown in Fig. 5.11 (d-f). They offer some
insight into the behavior of the reflectivity spectra. First, comparing the amplitude mode to
the exponential background, it becomes obvious that the former has a cosine shape. This
agrees with reports in literature that it is triggered by a DECP mechanism. Second, it becomes
clear that the 2.1 THz mode known from Raman that was reported in earlier time-resolved
experiments in the c-CDW phase [Toda et al., 2004, Dean, 2010] is present in the 10 K spectra
as well, although its contribution is very small compared to the dominating amplitude mode.
This was not apparent from the FFT spectra in Fig. 5.5, because there its peak was hidden by
the broad amplitude mode peak. Third, the 3.8 THz mode has a rather small amplitude, but a
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Figure 5.12 – (a) Spectral dependence of the coherent phonon amplitudes for all three excited
modes in the c-CDW phase at 10 K. (b) Fluence dependence of the CDW amplitude mode at
10 K. (c) Temperature dependence of the CDW amplitude mode, i.e. the 2.4 THz mode at 10 K
and the 2.1 THz mode at 230 K and 300 K. For clarity, absolute values are shown in all panels;
the 2.4 THz mode has a negative amplitude on the low-energy side of the minimum.
very long coherence time, explaining its visibility in the FFT spectra. Lastly, the short-lived
component of the exponential background inverts its sign over the probe spectrum, while
the long-lived component remains negative. It should also be noted that the short-lived
component of the background is instead negative over the whole probe range in the n-CDW
phase, and gains in intensity.
The global fit analysis allows to study the energy dependence of the coherent phonons that are
excited in the time-resolved spectra. Figure 5.12 shows the main results of this analysis. Panel
(a) displays the resonance profiles in the c-CDW phase at 10 K, in terms of absolute values
of the oscillation amplitude. The amplitude mode at 2.4 THz has a negative amplitude on
the low-energy side of the minimum in panel (a). Its intensity increases steeply on both sides
of the probe spectrum, which is in accordance with the observation that it is excited more
efficiently when tuning the excitation energy either towards the UV or towards the near-IR.
The 2.1 THz mode shows a maximum in the center of the spectrum; close to the minimum of
the amplitude mode, in accordance with the observations from the time traces in Fig. 5.5. The
3.8 THz mode does not show a clear probe energy dependence. A fluence dependence of the
CDW amplitude mode at 10 K is shown in panel (b). As mentioned before, the mode largely
scales linear with fluence. Its overall profile shape remains the same, but the minimum of the
absolute value (i.e., the zero-crossing of the amplitude) changes to lower energies for higher
fluences. Lastly, the temperature dependence of the amplitude mode is shown in panel (c).
Note that the mode in question is the 2.4 THz one for 10 K, but the one at 2.1 THz for 230 K and
300 K. The dependence is nearly identical for 10 K and 230 K, but for the latter the minimum
is shifted towards lower energies. Comparing to the fluence dependence in panel (b), this
shift can be explained by the increased incoherent background, and thus higher electronic
temperature of the sample in the n-CDW phase. Instead, the profile is drastically altered at
300 K. It no longer corresponds to the lower temperature profiles, but resembles the shape of
the incoherent peak visible in the spectra in Fig. 5.5, indicating that at this temperature the
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phonon dynamics is dominated by the behavior of said background.
It is now time to review the results presented in this chapter. Most of them are in agreement
with literature, but still they offer some new insights. The temperature dependence in Fig. 5.5
shows the general features reported in earlier experiments, namely the large amplitude and
long coherence time of the CDW amplitude mode in the c-CDW phase, and the decrease of
both upon entering the n-CDW phase. However, the amplitude mode spectrum turns out to
be strongly dependent on the probe energy, as confirmed by the global fit analysis in Figs. 5.11
and 5.12. This is particularly important considering that previous works rely heavily on single-
wavelength optical experiments. The resonant profile of the CDW amplitude mode extracted
from the global fit is in agreement with the fact that the oscillation strength increases when
changing the excitation energy towards the UV or the near-IR, as seen in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10.
Note that the latter data are taken in the n-CDW phase; it would be interesting to repeat these
experiments in the c-CDW phase in the future. A particularly intriguing experiment would be
a study of the changes in the visible spectrum upon direct excitation of the phonon modes
in the sub-200 meV range, close to the reported transient peak that occurs upon the melting
of the Mott gap. The global fit analysis also reveals that the 2.1 THz mode is present in the
c-CDW phase, as reported before, but has a very low intensity. Notably, most static Raman
data available in literature have been taken at 2.4 eV, the standard output energy of an argon
ion laser system, close to the minimum of the amplitude mode intensity, which explains why
the 2.1 THz mode is far more prominent in those data. As mentioned in the discussion of the
resonance profiles in the c-CDW phase in Fig. 5.12 (a), the 2.1 THz mode shows a peak when the
CDW amplitude mode intensity is minimal. This can be seen as a manifestation of the apparent
competition between the two modes reported in single-wavelengths experiments [Toda et al.,
2004], in which it was proposed that strength of the asymmetric 2.1 THz mode is correlated to
the decay of the amplitude mode. It was also speculated that the 2.1 THz mode is launched
simultaneously with the amplitude mode, but cannot affect the reflectivity while the latter
is present. The broadband data in the visible confirm that the asymmetric mode is indeed
present from the beginning of the measurements, and that it is visible in the reflectivity
data outside the spectral region dominated by the amplitude mode. An explanation of this
behavior would require an analysis of the band structure of TaS2, which is currently worked on.
More information could also be gained through a broadband study for a longer time window.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5.6, no dependence of the reflectivity data on the polarizations was
observable. However, given the fact that the 2.1 THz mode in the c-CDW phase was determined
to be asymmetric, a careful study of spectra allowing the launching of asymmetric modes using
a global fit might show a dependence nonetheless, especially if the experiment is performed
for an excitation energy around 2.4 eV, where the amplitude mode contribution is minimal.
Finally, the observed cosine shape of the oscillations agrees with a triggering of the coherent
modes by the DECP mechanism, requiring a driving force that lasts significantly longer than
the phonon period. The present results agree with conclusions drawn from time-resolved
ARPES [Perfetti et al., 2008]: The quasi-instantaneous melting of the CDW Mott gap destabilizes
the star-shaped CDW clusters, which release stored elastic energy that in turn can drive the
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phonons. Looking at the incoherent background, it was established electronic relaxations
occur on the timescale of 150 fs, while the observed relaxation on the ps scale was attributed to
lattice relaxation [Eichberger et al., 2010]. This explains the long coherence time of the modes
in the c-CDW phase. In the n-CDW phase, instead, the non-commensurability of the clusters
leads to strong scattering, drastically shortening the amplitude mode life time. Altogether,
the broadband experiments reveal several interesting features of the dynamics of TaS2, while
confirming previous results. A logical next step would be an experiment exciting the material
in the mid-IR, which requires some modification of the experimental setup to circumvent
the problem that air strongly absorbs IR radiation in this regime. These experiments might
reveal features of the proposed polaronic conductivity in the transient metallic state, which is
not detectable in the present data taken at 300 K, and the global fit analysis should be able to
reliably isolate the reflectivity change due to the melting of the Mott gap from the incoherent
background.
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6 Concluding Remarks
I will give a quick summary of the main results of my thesis, and discuss possible next steps.
This thesis deals with femtosecond broadband spectroscopy of correlated materials. It demon-
strates that a “simple” optical experiment offers a vast amount of information on the physics
of a solid state system. The advantages of an all-optical pump-probe experiment lie in its
ability to study virtually any sample in a contact-free, non-destructive manner, the high time
and energy resolution that allow interaction with the electronic and bosonic degrees of free-
dom on their inherent time and energy scales, and the great amount of control over the light
pulses that can be tailored to the needs of the experiment. Altogether, these aspects offer the
possibility for well-defined excitation and study of materials. The data presented in this work
are all taken on materials belonging to the class of strongly correlated electron systems. These
materials exhibit a wide range of physical phenomena, most notably superconductivity and
charge and magnetic ordering. The inherent many-body nature of correlated systems leads
to the breakdown of simple model approaches, making the understanding of the physics of
these systems extremely challenging. One central effect of the correlations is that low-energy
bosonic excitations are strongly coupled to high-energy electronic excitations. This is the point
where time-resolved optical experiments become most useful: The optical excitation allows to
access high-energy electron-hole pairs via dipole-allowed transitions as well as low-energy
bosonic excitations using Raman-type processes. Therefore, these experiments are ideally
suited to study the interplay between the two energy scales, and the possibility to coherently
excite bosons can be exploited in control experiments or for investigating transient material
states.
The experiments on cuprates presented in chapter 4 demonstrate the different aspects of
the usefulness of time-resolved broadband spectroscopy in studying correlated systems. The
experiments on the optimally doped superconductor in chapter 4.2 combine the evaluation of
spectroscopic data with the ability to coherently trigger phonons as well as a superconduct-
ing charge fluctuation. The resonant behavior of the latter clearly shows a coupling of the
superconducting condensate to electronic excitations on a high-energy scale. The generaliza-
tion of this Coherent Fluctuation Spectroscopy approach into a more general tool discussed
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in the treatment of the undoped parent compound in chapter 4.3 proves that it is possible
to extract reliable values for matrix elements from the broadband data. This will be useful
to quantify the interplay between high- and low-energy degrees of freedom in correlated
systems. A very interesting future experiment would be the application of this method to
the superconducting fluctuations in an optimally doped cuprate. A good example for the
study of incoherent excitations using broadband experiments is provided by the discussion of
slightly underdoped NBCO in chapter 4.4. The wide probe range of the experiment revealed
many aspects of the quasiparticle dynamics in a single experiment, and allowed to observe
preformed electron pairs existing within the pseudogap phase. Moreover, these experiments
are part of a larger project motivated by the ability to study correlated systems using the
technique of Coherent Fluctuation Spectroscopy introduced in chapters 4.2 and 4.3. It has
become evident that the rich phase diagram of cuprates is the result of a complex interplay
of several coexisting or competing phases that originate from the interaction of the in-plane
carriers with the surrounding electronic and bosonic degrees of freedom. A step forward in
the task of understanding high-temperature superconductivity will be provided by identi-
fying what degrees of freedom are important in the vicinity of the superconducting phase,
and tracing them throughout the phase diagram using broadband spectroscopy. To this end,
data for more doping values are being taken. The study of TaS2 in chapter 5 is an interesting
addition to this discussion, because its physics are in some way a counterpart to the results
presented for cuprates. The general features of TaS2 are similar to cuprates, in particular the
quasi-two-dimensional structure with in-plane dynamics that are marked by the interplay
of Coulomb repulsion and strong electron-phonon coupling. Because of this, the material
exhibits charge-ordered and superconducting phases, very much like cuprates. However, the
material is of Mott-insulating nature and prone to forming a superlattice caused by the mani-
festation of the charge density wave. As demonstrated, ultrafast pump-probe experiments
allow to melt the Mott state and excite and study the coherent motion of phonons associated
with the charge ordering. A global fit analysis allows to obtain the resonant behavior of those
phonons. These resonant matrix element data can be used to further refine the model of the
CDW, in particular its coupling to the periodic lattice distortion. Also, experiments close to
the commensurate / nearly commensurate phase transition might yield interesting results
due to the observed hysteretic behavior. Time-resolved experiments can be used to determine
whether the hysteresis is driven by the charge order or the lattice configuration. Another
interesting future experiment would be tuning the excitation energy in the commensurate
charge density wave phase. In particular, the proposed polaronic conductivity in that phase
should be visible in the transient reflectivity data when pumping close to the center of the
band’s peak in the mid-IR around 155 meV.
Finally, the setup used in this work offers a few interesting possibilities that were not exploited
in this thesis. The first one is a combined time-resolved broadband reflectivity and magneto-
optic Kerr effect study. A project along this line is currently underway on magnetite, with
the aim of studying its properties across the Verwey transition, a combined charge / orbital
ordering phase transition that results in an insulating state. The combined approach is
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particularly powerful, because it yields information on the electronic, phononic and magnetic
degrees of freedom of a sample, allowing to establish a comprehensive picture of the interplay
between the three. Second, the matrix elements and resonance profiles that are extracted from
the broadband experiment can be followed by a single-wavelength reflectivity experiment
using the existing hardware in combination with a TOPAS producing pulses in the visible
spectrum. This is useful to fine-tune the excitation in a control-type experiment using the
knowledge gained from the broadband data. Such an approach will greatly facilitate the
further study of correlated systems, which will undoubtedly continue to occupy physicists for
quite some time.
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